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WELCOMING REMARKS
*Richard Pfilf

('...ood Morning. Welcome to Redding. My job, I'm told, is to deliver some opening remarks for your
symposium. I have no idea why I was chosen (it may be that I wasn't the first choice), except perhaps
that the conventional thinking is that my position doesn.'t ordinarily entail real work anyway, and,
therefore, Forest Supervisors are eminently suited to carry out ceremonial functions, rather than
substantive ones. Certainly, I'm no expert in caves, or even cave management, although we've got a
number of,caves in the area, with some significant examples on the Shasta-Trinity National Forest.
However, with the invitation to address this group, I decided that my lack of experience need not
deter me from acting like an expert; that is, to quote We~berg's corollary of Murphy's Law: by
"avoiding the small errors while sweeping on to the grand fallacy."
In preparing these remarks, I turned to the written word for my instruction and, in the 1975 Proceedings of the National Cave Management Symposium, I find that rabies, 100% fatal, is a common
threat to cavers, as is histoplasmosis, which is only 90% fatal. I find also that the writer of
this particular paper, Eileen Craigle, found herself at times wading "•• •calf-deep in semi-liquid
bat guano."

Having thus inadvertently reinforced an antipathy toward caving, I considered instead some material
on cave management written for our manual. .For those non-bureaucrats among you, Manual material
usually may be characterized as the guano of the bureaucratic caverns, a fetid deposit, accumulating
generation after generation. To my surprise (because I am not by nature an avid manual reader), the
draft of the manual on cave management was a concise, common-sense treatment on how to inventory the
content and hazards of caves, with some flexible guidelines for their management. I think we'll try
it out.
.
It seems to me that the Forest Service in California is only in the early stages of cave management;
that we are past-due in recognizing,the scientific values of the caves in the area and in protecting
their integrity. I hope that special groups, such as yours, contilme to provide information and recommendations for our guidance in managing this valuable resource.
Thank you for your invitation to talk to you.
area.

I know you will have an enjoyable week in the Redding

*Forest Supervisor Shasta-Trinity National Forest,
2400 Washington Ave., Redding, CA 96001
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OF CAVE
MANAGEMENT SYMPOSIA

HISTORY

*Rob Stitt

at the time probably the Federal employee most concerned with cave management. Don reported to me
that his agency, with active support from the state
office, was preparing to set up a cave management
symposium for the fall of 1975. Would I be willing
to help out? During the ensuing months we burned
up the phone lines for many hours. Don unfortunately had to retire due to medical problems before
the symposium actually occurred, but other BIM
people carried on, and in concert with representatives from other federal agencies in New Mexico,
cavers, and commercial cave owners, finally in
October of 1975 produced the first symposium in
Albuquerque.

Formal cave management in the United States probably
began with the opening of the first commercial caves
in the early part of the Nineteenth Century. The
establishment of cave National Parks and Monuments
in the early Twentieth Century led to the assumption
of cave management techniques by agencies of the
Federal Government, as well as some state and local
governmental bodies. By the time of the advent of
organized speleology in the U.S. (in the 1940's),
however, there was little communication among the
various agencies, corporations, and individuals
managing caves. Each group managed caves for
their own goals and purposes, and there was a general lack of information transfer and coordination.
Although a sizable body of information on speleology
began to appear in the literature, there were few
written materials dealing with the subject of cave
management per se.

Sponsored by the National Speleological Society,
the Cave Research Foundation, the Bureau of Land
Management, the U.S. Forest Service, the National
Park Service, and the National Caves Association,
the Albuquerque Symposium concentrated on providing
to about 100 participants a basic overview of cave
science and management methods. The program was
broken up into the categories of Cave Resources;
Resource Management; Visitor Management; Safety
and Rescue; Cave Management Aids; and Objectives,
Policies and Plans of Agencies. The proceedings,
published by Speleobooks, provided a general overview of the field and became a basic reference
source on cave management.

Members of the National Speleological Society be~
came interested in the problems of cave conservation (as opposed to strict preservation) in the
early 1950's, and began working with landowners
and agencies to further their goals of wise use.
By the late 1960's cavers had discovered that i f
they did the work, and actively involved themselves in cave management, that they could have a
significant influence on the cave management
policies of various Federal agencies, especially
on the local level. New Mexico cavers, in particular, began working with local officials in the
Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , National Park
Service (NPS) , ~,d Forest Service (USFS) to activelymanage caves in Southeastern New Mexico.
It soon became clear to many cavers that there
~~s a need for communication among cavers and
agencies engaged in cave management.

Participants in the Albuquerque Symposium felt
strongly that another symposium should be held in
the following year, and an invitation was extended
from·the USFS management of Blanchard Springs
Caverns in Arkansas to hold the 1976 Symposium
there. So it was that we gathered again in the
fall of that year at nearby Mountain View for what
was turning out to be the second annual symposium.
Based on suggestions from Albuquerque participants,
the program here concentrated on cave management
approaches and techniques in four areas: Carrying Capacity of Caves; Cave Inventory, Valuation,
and Assessment; Subsurface Management as a Component of General Land Management in Soluble Rock
Landscapes; and the Management of Commercial and
High Value Caves.

I believe that the idea for a cave management
symposium began when a group of New Mexico cavers,
of whom I was one, pondered the question of now
to encourage communication among cave managers over
a few beers in Bill Bishop's living room in Albuquerque in the fall of 1973. How, we asked, could
we get various cave managers talking to one another,
as well as to us? The answer seemed to be: get
them together in the same room to discuss the problems of cave management and share their solutions
with one another. A Symposium! Mammoth Cave
seemed like a good place to have one-- or perhaps
Carlsbad?

The thi:td annual symposium, held at Big Sky, Montana
in October 1977, concentrated on the development of
cave management tools and techniques -- a how-to
session, as it were. Particular emphasis was
given to the management of non-limestone caves:
lava tubes,. ice caves, and glacier caves.

I was in the process of moving to New York. To my
surprise, several months later I received a phone
call from Don Sawyer of the BLM's Roswell District--

The 1978 Symposium held at Carlsbad, New Mexico,
became a practice session. After discussing various aspects of inventory taking, the participants
went to the field and actually inventoried caves.
At that symposium, it was decided'to skip 1979 for

*Director, National Speleological Society, Inc.
1417 9th Ave. West, Seattle, WA
98119
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interest in cave management on the part ~f a large
number of land managers, cavers, and cave owners.
There are some significant improvements that should
by made, however. In particular, the participation
of pr.ivate landowners and commercial cave operators
should be encouraged more. More prompt publication
of proceedings would put information into the user's
hands sooner. The participation of the academic
community should be encour.aged to a greater degree.

a national" symposium, and instead to encourage
regional symposia aimed at a more in-depth analysis of local problems. This symposium is one of
those~ and at least two others will be held by the
spring of 1980. The goai is to hold a national
symposium at Mammoth Cave in the fall of 1980, and
then to have an international symposium in the
summer of 1981 in conjuction with the International
Congress of Speleology to be held in.Bowling Green,
KY.

Because agency'personnel working with caves seem
to change frequently, there will continue to be a
need for education and information exchange. There
are pressing problems of cave management which,
remain. These factors should lead to a long series
of successful symposia in the future.

The cave management symposia have proved their
value in s,everal ways. They have provided"a forum
for cave managers to meet and discuss their IIIlltual
probl,ems. They have enabled the publication, in
concise form, of a large body of works on cave
management. They have encouraged an ongoing
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CAVE AREAS OF THE FAR. WEST
*Mike Sims

ABSTRACT
Cavu Me 60und wheJte :the geologic. and ~atic. C.O'1~0~ Me pltOpeJt 6~1L
c.a.ve deve.topme.n.t. TfUh papeJt 6-i.Mt dUCA.Abu ,t~e c.~ncUt.Lon.6 6~1L 60 1tma.ti.o n
06 LUnutone OIL -6oluUon c.avu, a.nd the loc.a.Li..t-i.u -<.-n the Fa.IL (~ut wheJte
thue c.a.vu a.lLe 60und. The ma.jolLdlj 06 Um~.tone c.a.vu ,oc.c.UIt -<.-n bltOa.d
be..e..t-6 c.oltltuponding to V..l11utone lLee6-6 depo-6-Ued by anu~ni -6e.a.6. Lava
c.avu a.lLe 60und abnMt exc..tu-6ive.ty in the unU0 St~~ -<.-n the Fa.IL Wu,t.
Lava c.a.vu a.lLe 60und in a.lLe.a.6 06 lLe.c.en.t vo£.c.a.n-<..c. ac1:).v-Uy wh0e pahoehoe
£.Clva 6loWl> weJte plLoduc.e.d. Gla.UeJt c.avu a.lLe 60und on moun.ta..<;nb wheJte the.
e.tevation i-6 -6u6 Muen.t to lLe..tClin pe.tunanen.t g£.ClUeJ!.-6 .. A -6 eJt-<..e.-6 06 plwtog/tClphic. -6lide.-6 il.e.u-6.tILate the a.lLe.a.6 a.nd the. c.a.Ve.-6 typic.al. 06 eac.h a.lLeet.

One area in which the West has superiority over
the East in the cave world is lava caves. Lava
caves are formed in a type of lava known as pahoehoe. Even on a gentle slope, pahoehoe lava
is so liquid that it flows rapidly in narrow
tongues or broad flows until it begins to cool and
solidify. When the surface of a flow cools and
solidifies, but the interior continues to flow,
lava tubes are formed.
.

At the risk of being trite and over-obvious, caves
are found where geologic conditions are or have
'been correct for their development.
Solution caves, therefore, are found where the necessary conditions are found; generally, this me&ns
a carbonate rock, either limestone or marble, and
the climatic and geologic conditions that provided
sufficient water over a long enough time to create
caves. Limestone, and its metamorphic form - marble, are composed of the mineral calcite (calcium
carbonate). The limestone and marble were formed
in the sea millions of years ago as limestone reefs.
Marine animals and plants extracted calcium carbonate from the sea water. The deposits of this
marine life: shells, skeletons, and coral were
compacted under the pressure of overlying rock and
cemented into rock. Finally, mountain-building
forces uplifted the layers of rocks and exposed
the limestone to the dissolving action of acidic
water.

The major lava tube areas of the Far West are
shown in Figure 2. The areas are:
Southern Washington
Central Idaho
Central Oregon
Southeastern Oregon
Northeastern California
The Southern California Desert
Another unique type of cave is the 'piping' cave.
Piping is the process which produces tubular sut~
surface drainage channels in insoluble clast:c
rocks. The largest cave in America produceC: t:;
piping is Officer's Cave in Eastern Oregon. This
cave is formed in tuff and volcanic ash.

The limestone caves of the West, therefore, are
found where the limestone reefs were formed in
ancient seas and oceans. The limestone and marble
occur primarily in broad belts, where the limestone is found in relatively small pods and lenses
among the predominant rock. In particular, in
Figure I, limestone (and marb~e) caves are concentrated in the following areas:

Our final type of cave is also unique to the West
in terms of American caves. This is the galcier
cave. Glacier caves are actually the melt tur;!'!E:ls
where water flows from the glacier. Although ~Q~t
glaciers of any size have caves, one of the f~~E:st
and best known examples in the West is Paradise
Ice Cave in the Stevens Glacier on Mount Rainier,
Washington.

Northeastern Washington
The Hell's Canyon area of Oregon-Idaho
The Klamath Mountains Area of Southern
Oregon and Northern California
The McCloud-Lake Shasta limestone in
North Central California
The Mother Lode area of California
The Southern Sierra Nevada of California
Limestone caves are also found in many other areas
of the Far West, but these are usually isolated
occurrences where the caves are formed in roof
pendants of limestone.

Director, Klamath Mountains Conservation Task
Force 505 Roosevelt St., Oregon City, OR 97045
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CAVE GEOLOGY - A SHORT SKETCH
David J. Des Marais*

adjacent conduits and become the preferred plumbing
in the valley. Often, these better-developed channels are evidenced by occasional springs along the
streambanks. Eventually the conduits become so
large that portions of the cave roof weaken and
collapse, forming "breakdown" m the cave. These
are the piles of rock a caver climbs over as he
traverses a cave passage. Also, the cave stream
washes in sand and silt, and these deposits can
obstruct cave passages and may even compel the
water to seek another course. Once the cave is
drained of water, rainwater can percolate down
to the cave ceiling and lose some of its carbon
dioxide into the cave air. This loss of carbon
dioxide causes dissolved minerals to be deposited
as speleothems in the cave.

This discussion is a very brief summary of how solution caves are formed and modified. I will close
by listing the geological aspects of solution caves
which merit special consideration by cave managers.
There is abundant literature on cave geology, much
of which can be found by referring to the book
"Speleology: the Study of Caves," by G. W. Moore
and G. Nicholas Sullivan (Zephyrus Press, 417
Maitland Ave., Teaneck, New Jersey 07666)
As the phrase implies, solution caves form by the
dissolving of soluble rock by groundwater. Limestone is certainly the most common soluble rock,
but caves are also found in dolomite and evaporitic
or "salt" rocks (e.g. gypsum), such as those formed
in desert basins. Marble, which is metamorphosed
or recrystallized limestone, is the host rock for
most California solution caves.

Let's assume that the limestone valley's surface
stream cannot deepen its valley as fast as can the
large nearby river. The underground plumbing' may
choose to take a shortcut and drain directly towards the large river, thus bypassing the valley
stream. Sometimes this redirection of flow happens
~ler. two cave systems intersect, and one cave
stream captures or "pirates" the flow of the other.
Under such circumstances, it is not uncommon for
rainwater to fall into one valley, go underground,
flow ~ ~ hill and emerge in a neighboring
valley! Therefore the orientation of surface
stream valleys in a cave region may bear little
relation to the subsurface water flow.

Caves are most commonly excavated from rock by
water which has become weakly acidified by dissolved carbon dioxide. The respiration of plants
a.nd microbes in soils are cited as a major source
of this carbon dioxide, which is added to rainwater as it percolate~ into the ground. For caves
to develop, water must be able to flow through the
rock along. cracks or interconnected spaces between
the rock grains. The water must then be able to
drain from the rock into a nearby stream, carrying dissolved rock away.
Given such a simple process, why are caves so
varied and complex? The answer lies in the countless combinations of rock types, geologic structures,
climates and geographic settings in which caves
occur. This great variety of combinations explains
the great intrigue of caves, for each cavern is a
sensitive reflection of its region's natural history.

Eventually, as the evolution of cave systems continues, water totally abandons some passageways.
Also the valley hillsides erode downward, intersect older passages, and passage ceilings' weaken
and collapse. Such collapses constitute one type
of entrance for cavers .. Ultimately, of course,
such ceiling failure leads to the demise of the
cave.

I will describe the life history of a "typical"
cave system, meaning its beginning, development and
ultimate destruction by nature. Let us consider a
gently sloping limestone valley which is several
kilometers long and 'lhose very small stream leads
to a much larger river. Rainwater percolated into
the hiD.sides and follows underground rock crevices
until it reaches the small stream and enters the
streambed from small seepages. In time, the little
surface stream cuts deeper into its bed and the
groundwater dissolves the underground crevices
wider, allowing them to carry more water. Now
much of the spring smowmelt or rainfall on the
hillside can reach the stream through the underground rather than by flowing down the hill. Thus
the hill no longer erodes uniformlYi instead, local
depressions or sinkholes develop where the water
accumulates on the hillside and enters underground conduits. Some conduits enlarge faster than

What aspects of cave geology are important to cave
.managers?Some aspects that are very important are
as follows:
1) A "cave" as we know it is only a truncated segment of a much larger drainage system. Consequentlproper protection of a cave from pollution often
'
requires that the cave's entire watershed be protected. Cave watersheds can' include valleys adjacent to the one where the, cave entrance is acutally
located.
2) The cave passages and their sediment.and minera~
deposits constitute a unique fossil record of the
cave region's natural history. The words 'fossil'
and 'unique' are important, for they imply that any
loss of these features is irretrievable.
3) Geologically speaking, caves are rare features,
compared to other natural features of recreational
interest.
4) Caves vary substantially in their content of
scientifically and aeSthetically valuable features.
For this reason come caves are eminently better

*Cave Research Foundation, 1015 Woodland Ave.,
MenlO Park, CA 94025
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'suited' than others either for general public
access or for research.
.

Figure 1.

Topographic map of the Garrison Chap.el Karst Area, Indiana. A gently sloping limestone valley
once drained its surface waters to the south. Another valley approached from the west (see
western portion of map). Underground conduits (sho\olll as dark Uneven lines) captured the flow
of the southward-draining valley and supply springs in western valley. Therefore, although
the apparent surface drainage is to the south, actual subsurface drainage is from east to west.
Notice the many sinkholes.
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THE GEOLOGY OF LAVA TUBE CAVES
*Russell Harter, **J.W. Harter, III

ABSTRACT
Lava 6lowmg aCJtOM :the gIWund -6ult6ace :tencU :to develop well.-de6.tned cl1J1.nnelh. LaVal> 06 baMi.t.i.c compMLU.on :tha.:t aJLe IUgh.l'.y cl'laJl.geq. wilh dM.60R.ved
gal>-6e¢ (:teJuned 'pahoe.hoe') .6Ome.t.i.me¢ 60Jun CJtlL6U oveJt .the channelh, malU..ng
lava :tube¢. Lava .tu.be cave¢ aJLe. dJr.a1.ne.d poilioYU> 06 IWo 6ed R.a.va c.l1J1.nne.t6.
Lava cha.nnelh aJLe. ptWnaJr1i.y dM.tJUbutaJI.y in na.:tulte., -6eJtving to .tJut.lu6eJt
lava Qltom a voR.c.a.nic vent to the. advancing 6R.ow e.dge R.oweJt on the voR.cano.
V-i,66eJting condition-!>, R.aJLgely .<.nvolv.<.ng p/te.Mow :topogMphy altd R.ava eJtupWit Jta.:te, /tuuU in -6eveJta.R. dMt.i.nc.:t :typu 06 lava channw, and hence,
06 lava :tubu. TUfyt:tubu aJLe 60June.d wheJte. R.aJLge ope.n c.Jta.cJu., aJLe utiUzed
al> cha.nne.t6 .by :thela.vo:-{.low. Pal>Mge¢ 06 /tiM .tu.be¢ tend to be IUgh and
naJL!tOW; the. -6hape 06 the. /tiQ:t. Wa.U-6 06 /tifyt tube¢ cOn-!>i-6t 06 plte6R.ow
coun:tJty /tock o/t -60iR.. Leveed lava channw have. wa.U-6 built up by the
lava -6:t1te.a.m-6 :they con6irte.. Le.veed channelh aJLe -6ubdivided into :tItue
:tIte.nchu which nave wall..6 cOYU>i-6ting 06 onR.y one. 6R.ow unit, and ~
:tItenchu :that have. wall..6 built 06 numeJtOlL6 :thin 6R.ow unU-6. T/tue :tItenche¢
aJLe lL6ua.R.R.y 06 -6hoJt:t le.ngth and aJLe. uncommon. Se.mi:t!teltche¢ aJLe commOlt,
and a 6low con:ta..<.ning a -6e.mi:t!te.ncli geneJta.Uy mal2.e¢ a .tow, bIWad /tidge wilh
:the. :tube on :the ltidge. axJ...6. A -6maU R.a.va "-6:t1te.a.m can 60ltln a cltU-6t aJLclUng
oveJt :the e.ntiJte. MoW unit, ma.fUnga· .oWt6acoe tube tha.:t i-6 peJtched on top
06 the g/tound.
ChaJta.c.:teJti-6tic :tube. :type¢ tend to be. 60und in -6pe.ciMc paJLt.6 06 R.ava 6-I'.OlU6.
TU6;t :tube¢ te.nd to be 60und neaJL the. vent, and poJtt.i.oYU> 06 the e/tup.uve
/ti6;t aJLe. the. m0-6t likely :to become /ti6t tube¢. TUM .tu.be¢ aJLe like.R.y to
601tm R.aJLge -6e.mi:tJte.nche¢, wlUch in tUJtn 6eed -6maUeJt -6e.mi:t!teltche-6 and -6uJt6ace. tub e¢ •

Modi6ic.a..ti0YU> 06 lava tube¢ occult al> the eJtuption pIWglte¢-6 e¢ . A tempO!taJLlj
le¢-6enirtg 06 eJtup:ted R.a.va aUOW-6 .tu.be¢ to cooR., and ltodz6a.R.R. occu.Jt6. Renewed 6R.ow may ca.My away ·the b/teal2.down, and a lilung will dUll agn.{lt6t
the. inneJt waU-6 whe.n a cooR. tube i-6 /te6illed. Lava tube¢ aJLe 0 ~te.1t bll,~ied
by lava that oveJt6R.oW-6 6/tom :the tube, Olt by R.a.va 6ltom othelt 60UltcC-6, Hot
gal> and ltadiant he.a.:t /te.me.U :the iYU>ide. 06 R.a.va .tu.be¢, malU..ng -6l1lac.e Ma f!.actlie¢. Lava. dJtopR.e.u accumu.R.a.:te. on 6l00M, ma.lU..ng R.ava 6:ta.!..agmitu,

WTRODUCTION

TYPES OF LA VA TUBES

Lava channels of all types play an important role
in the growth and development of volcanoe~, beca~se
they transmit lava from the vent to the advancing
flow front. Although open channels form in lava
flows of various chemical composition, nearly all
reported roofed lava tubes are in pahoehoe basalts.
Lava tubes differ from other lava channels only in
that they are roofed. Lava tube caves are portions
of lava channels that have roofed and SUbsequently
drained. The tube and open channel network of a
lava flow is the plumbing system by which the lava
flow was emplaced. By studying lava tubes, a more
thorough understanding may be gained of the geologic structure of some volcanoes.

Based on the structure of the wall rock, there are
five possible types of lava tubes. These are rift
~ , ~ trenches, semitrenches, surface tubes,
and interior ~ (figure 1). Examples of lava
tube caves can be identified for all of these types
except the last one.
Rift Tubes
When lava comes to the surface in a volcan.ic eruption, it flows out of a large crack in the ground.
Corrunonly some part of the crack, or rift, continues
downhill from the point of eruption. Once erupted,
lava flows downhill. Since the rift is a low place,
the lava tends to follow the rift, using it as a
channel. This channel may roof, and then drain.
Because this is a lava tube in a rift, it is a rift
~. This type of tube makes cave passages thar-usually are high and narrow; the shape of the rift.
The walls are made of country rock that was present
before the eruption. Most rift tubes contain

*Geologist, 706 Venice Blvd., Apt. #1, Venice,
CA
90291
**Geologist, 2801 Sandborn Ave., Venice, CA 90291
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SURFACE TUBE

SEMI TRENCH

TRUE TRENCH

INTERIOR TUBE

/~

Preflow rock or soil

,,"'~'\'

Lava of tube flow

RIFT

TUBE

Figure 1.
Idealized cross sections of different types of
lava tubes. Surface tubes can be a variety of shapes, and
usually form small passages. The roof and walls of a surface
tube are a single layer of lava. Semitrenches have levee
walls built up of overflows from the lava stream. A true
trench has walls made of a single stratum. Rift tubes form
in large fissures.
Interior tubes lie entirely within a
single layer of lava, and do not form caves.
10

'1,1lrlngs on the'l..lls that' obscure the '~~. ,:

:~;' ~ cave' ts a drained tube in a t1.s~ 'a ,,- , "

'M!t lIone; it, is a 'hOllbw, near surf'ace, ,4.iU.' ..'
-'The correct""1:dentilication ot rift tube caTes can
precisely loca~e volcanic rifts whose surface '
expression is otherwise obscured bY' lava ,~•• ,
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identil1abl.e

units_
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.~.:

True trenches are channels inc~s'ed into a '~, solid now unit bY' differential solidifiCation. "
,In areas of low grol.nld slope, the lava can pClDd, I
making a single mass (a flow unit), with a channe~;
throug~ it.
The channel geometry reseiDbles that II
of a water stream channel inciSed into a silted-ujl:
lakebed. The cave wall consists of a 'single thicK'
layer of lava.
I

that are

side,"ot'M:ch-fio"unit',makes a cast ot the fiow
,- unit belQw~ 'OPen ,gas; pockets near the middle of
,-the' thm fl%Rr
otten' ocquI', dUe to degassing
, 'ot the lava".j,:1:t cools•

'., .

True Trenches

,~thin!low ,u¢ts,

,a,ll-'lIUCh 'be.c&Ue,the;r :were d~sited separately Uld
, ISUcces.i~; 'a11cndJlg at 'least the surface ot one
'.. ,to c.ool Wore ,the next fiowed over. it. The under-

Surface tubea~ ,.~~t~ches, and true trehches are
,actuallY' di.8tincj; cop.fj,gurations, ota cotitinuoua
series. Hybri48, betlf!lt'Il true trenches and sead.t~ches maY' have only a tew thick now un1.ts in
the llll1ls or a tew thin now units at the base,
and has a typ1cal ' 8t1rlace tube roof. '!be largest
lava tubes are sead.trenches and rift tubes.
,

LAVA TUBE MClU'HOLOGI
Semitrenches
If' the walls of a tube are composed of a nUmber

S~ce a semitrench is a leveed c~el, the main
tube is located at the aJds of a very wide, low,
ridge. A now width, of a kilometer is typical for
a tube height of ten meters. The advancing toe of
a flow that is buildjng a semitrench ridge extends
itself as numerous thin flew units and toes, forming braided channels at first. Later, manY' of the
small branches are plugged or cut off as the main
tube develops. The levees of a moderate to large
size semitrench generally contain numerous small
surface tubes, and these sometimes make an elaborate
complex of crawlway side passages.

ot ,

thin layers rather than a single lava layer, t~,
tube is a .Beinitrench. Semitrench walls are formed
bY' repeated overflows to the sides of the channel,
and make ,levees that slope gradUallY' awaY' from the
channel. The overflows are small flow units and
sheets of lava, that cool in place. Inside' a cooled
liva tube of this type the edges of the sheet ove~
flows are horizontal layers :iiJ. the walls, while the
flow units appear as interlocking but di,screte
blobs of rock. Thickness of the layers is typically
about seven to eighty centiineter.s.

Any type of tube may overflow through a hole in the
roof. Such overflows frequently bury the lower
tube completely, adding significantly to the roof
thiCkness (Anderson 1910,p. 630; Wentworth &
MacDonald 1953, p. 45). When a roof overlow
drains only partially, it leaves a cupola in the
passage ceiling. More complete drainage often
yields a complex of surface tubes radiating outward" from the cupola. Overflows to the side of
any open lava channel may make tubes that become
side passages llhen the main channel roofs and then
drains. This occurs most commonly in semitrenches.

Surface Tubes
A small lava stream can form a crust over its entire
outer surface. This makes a tube with roof and
walls consisting of a single arched stratum. The
tube is formed entirelY' above the adjacent ground
surface, so is called a surface tube. Surface tubes
are typicallY' small in siZe, and are fed from larger tubes (trenches and rifts).
Interior Tubes

Rift tubes tend to overflow on a grand scale. The
'entire complex of 'flows, and channels produced by
an eruption is merely the overflow from the eruptive rift. Repeated minor overflows of a rift
being utilized as an open channel can construct a
semitrench atop the rift, increasing its capacity.
'Such structures are diffiCult to distinguish from
semitrenches that have deeply eroded floors and
usually can be identified only by careful consideration of several ge6metric factors.

Within a single thick lava flow unit, channels can
form within the interior of the lava mass. The
tubes lie entirely within a single flow unit, with
a fairly flat top on the flow surface, so are termed interior tubes. The cross sectibrlal shape is
elliptical, with the width about 1~ greater than
the height. The interiOr tube is the thermal
equilibrium shape, so other types of tube tend,to
modify toward this shape. Although plugged interior
tubes have been identified, no sucll open lava' caves
are known to the writers. Lava tube caves that
'
have 'been identified as interior tubes by Ollier &
Brown, Hatheway & Herring, and Greeley (1971b) are
readily identifiable by other workers as either
semitrenches or rift caves. Furthermore, a theoretical relationship between interior tubes and
hypothetical shearing within the lava flow has yet
to be demonstrated in any manner.
'
,

Rift tubes take on the geometry of the fissures
they follow, with the primary modifications being
linings and filling of adjoing parts of the fisSUI"e
system. Because tension cracks are irregular and
not straight, the plan view of a rift cave may
appear to show meanders. The lava stream may
actuallY' have had the tendencY' to meander, but was
restricted by the rift walls. A rift tube cannot
curve or branch unless the fissure does. Restriction bY' the ~ walls also means that rift tubes
often have a characteristic high and narrow passage shape that other types of tube cannot obtain.
VerticallY' superposed passages can form by roofing
over the rift at different levels within the conf::j.ning walls. Stacked lava tubes of other t;rpes
Will not be exactlY' superposed, because a tube

Identifying Tube Type
The structure of the walls of a lava tube can be
identified at points within the tube where the
lining is missing, exposing tlie wall strata. Since
rift caves have walls made of preflow country rock,
these often are much older lava nows with fossil
soil horizons. In semitrenches the strata, may be
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Wall ceiling linings are deposited when renewed
flow within a temporarily drained tube partially
or completely refills it. If a rigid crust ~orms
on the lava stream when the tube flow at less than
full' capacity, the crust maY' bridge across the tube.
This makes a lining partition or false floor, resulting in two verticallY' superposed passages.
False floors tend to form near skY'lights where outside air chills the crust.

roof is a small ridge and the upper tube will
:flow away from it.
The mechanics of flow unit advance (Nichols, 1936)
often produce chambers along a lava tube.' In
surface tubes, the chambers are individual flow
units. In iI. cave, the boundary between t~' flow
units is a short, small, connection between two
much larger rooms. The connection i~ a hole that
burst through the skin of an inflating :flow unit.
Individual caves are generally just segment.s of a
much larger lava distributary system. If one lava
tube cave is found, others are very likely to be
found in the same :flow. Since the basic function
of lava tubes is to transfer and distribute lava
in a downhill direction, the overall pattern is
that channels diverge downhill, and cave passages
that converge in the direction of flow are nearly
,always branches of a braided st~eam" rather than
streams coming from separate vents.

The end of a lava tube cave often is a spot where
the passage simplY' pinches out. This usually is a
plug, and the actual tube coninues even though the
cave does 'not. In the lower portions of a lava
tube network, the tubes often plug fran a simple
failure to drain. Where a lava stream is choked bY'
breakdown, the tube tends to plug. The individual
blocks maY' remain visible, or they can be completel;v
hidden within a mass of lava that theY' chilled.
Upper ends of major caves often are breakdown' plugs.

PASSAGE MODIFICATIONS

Viscous plugs are closely related to linings. As
a cool tube refills, it maY' produce enough chilled
lava to completely fill the passage, resulting in
a viscous plug. An upper level above a lining partition is especially prone to plug i f refilled,
lIhile the somewhat llaI'llIer lower level tends to
remain open. Since even thin linings reduce the
passage size, repeated lining e.vehtuallY' leads to
plugging - with the final viscOus plug being produced in the same manner as the linings that
surround it..

Because the interior tube shape represents thermodynamic equilibrium, as a lava tube develops it
slowly evolves toward the passage shape of an
interior tube. 1r. lava tube often has a complex
history wherein rock is repeatedly added within
the tube as linings, while other rock is removed
by rockfall during cooling epiSodes. Rock may-"
also be removed through the erosive actio~ of
flowing lava. Modifications that occur after the
initial tube formation generally have little relation to the remainder of the lava flow.

Erosion
Breakdown
Lava :flows usually have insufficient heat to melt
the underlying rock. However, a lava stream can
sometimes erode its walls and bed 'by scouring and
plucking. Eroded material initially is COld, but
if it is carried far by the :flowi..ng lava it must
be at or near the temperature of the lava stream.
It too much material requires heating, erosion will
cease and a lining ":ill deposit. In extreme cases
the chilling produces a plug, which will completely
. ,block the lava tube. Thus, the erosional processes
of scouring and plucking (as well as' melting) are
limited by the available heat. If any' type of
erosion is to be extensive (such as, cutting of a
channel into preflow rock or soil) great quantities
of heat must be-present. Ii' the eruption is of a
long enough duration, sufficient excess heat may be
available to erode the bed of a lava stream on a
large scale. In the case of a lava tube of Mauna
Ulu (Kilauea Volcano, Hallaii) , the floor reportedly
eroded dOllllward a maximum of 15 meters between t!arl~
September 1970 and mid - May 1971 (Sllanson, 1973,

When lava cools, it shrinks and breaks. Over a
lava tube, unless the pieces key together to form
an arch, the roof will fall in. This may happen
due to temporary cooling during periods of slack
flow, as well as during final cooling. Fragments
that fall while the tube is st~ active are often
carried a way by the flowing lava '":' although a large
block or breakdown pile may jam between the floor
and ceiling, making a pillar. When rockfall occurs
upon final cooling, portions of the ceiling stope
out, and breakdown piles up on the floor. Most
entrances of lava tube caves are formed by collapse
of a portion of the roof. Nearly all breakdown in
lava tubes occurs during or shortly after formation,
as a result of cooling. Once a lava tube has withstood the stress of cooling shrinkage, it is ordinarily very stable.
Linings
A floor lining is present in every lava cave, because lava chills against the cold ground below it
and drainage of the tube is not complete. The
floor lining can be considered a small lava flow.
It can be either pahoehoe or aa, and can form
channels or tubes. I f the lava withdraws from
beneath a crust, it may leave a deflated floor
lining. A passage with a deflated floor lining may
be near round in cross section, even though additional drainage would have left a flat floor. I f
additional lava is injected beneath a crust, the
noor lining can be inflated. In both cases, the
edge of the crust is anchored to the llall, lIhile
the center deflects (figure 2).

p. 621).

Erosion, normally occurs only on a small scale,
where its overall effect is to round off sharp
corners and projectiOns, leaving smooth curves.
MINOR MODIFICATIONS
As pahoehoe lava flows, it loses dissolved gas.
When a lava stream has a crust over it, the gas
accumulates as a frothy layer beneath the crust.
The froth soon begins to break dOllll, forming a
continuous layer of gas. As the gas layer accumulates, the crust becomes a roof that is separate
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from'the stream. At the time of separation, the
under surface of the roof is still molten, held
in place only by surface tension of the gas
bubbles which have not yet broken. As the ceiling
froth continues to break down, the remaining molten
material migrates t'oward low points (peaks of
froth) and drips off. The result is a small, blunt,
pyramidal stalactite. Such stalactites are known
as common stalactites.

Heat transfer through solid lava ,is less efficient
than radiation across open space. Therefore, the
ceiling and walls of an active lava tube have
almost the same temperature as the lava flowing
through the tube. While this temperature seldom
is high enough to remelt bulk lava, it often is
able to surficially remelt some components of the
lava. This produces a variety of thin glazes that
often are much different in color (black, reddish
brown, or silver) from the underlying rock.

Blowout Pockets
Blowout pockets form when a flat gas pocket behind
a remelt layer or thin lining blow the lava covering it into the lava tube. The pressure appears to come from superheating the pocket of steam or
air as the lava surface inside the tube is remelted.
The most common form of blowout is 'a final, removal,
step in the degeneration of a stand of common
stalactites. In this case, it is related to the
roof-separation mechanism, and the gas pressure
inv01:ved may be quite small.
ROOF STRATA

Lava tubes are distinguished fro~ open lava channels
by the presence of a roof. Roof strata of lava
tube caves may be observed in section at breakdown entrances and at areas of roof breakdown within caves. Three general types of strata occur in
lava tube roofs: initial roof strata, overlying
lava, and linings. The various strata can be
identified in cooled lava tubes by their surfaces
and geometric interrelationships. The presence of
either overlying lava or of ceiling linings in a
cave roof is evidence that the initial lava tube
roof has been modified. Detailed sequences in the
formation of lava tube roofs can be determined
through examination of roof strata in cooled lava
tube caves.

More extensive remelting allows flo~~ge of the
glaze. Since the more refractory components of
the lava can be transported as a suspension of
crystals in the remelt, the migratiP~ material may
be almost indistinguishable from that associated
with common stalactites. Both produce small ribs,
gours, slumps, and similar lava flowstone structures on walls.

Lava channels can form roofs in at least six ways:
1. Wholesal"~ crusting of the lava stream (Peterson
& Swanson, 1974, p. 211). _
2. Agglutination of lava splash and spatter in
arched levees (Greeley, 1971, p. 222-223).
3. Jamming and fusion of floating crustal plates
(Wentworth & MacDonald, 1953, p. 45).
4. Crt.1-sting of whole lava toes (Wentworth &
MacDonald, 1953, p. 43).
5. Underriding of cooled lobes by the lava stream
(Baldwin, 1953, p. 3).
6. Lining shut of the upper walls of a deep lava
channel.

When the migrating material drips from a ceil?-Dg
or an overhang, it can produce a variety of stalactite known as a drip pendant. Drip pendants vary in
shape: small beads, conical shafts, short cylinders,
and shafts with delicate narrow waists. A drip
pendant actually is a single hanging drop, so the
various shapes represent stages of the drip cycle.
Drip pendants formed by remelting of smooth or
dense surfaces tend 'to be small. Those associated
with common stalactites hang from the tips of the
pyramids, and consist of a large pyramidal base
with a drip pendant tip.
Lavacicles

The mechanism of roofing '(that is, formation of the
initial roof stratum) can be established for cooled
lava tubes if sufficient exposures are present.
Indications of the mode of initial roof stratum
formation include: single crusts with no internal
complexities, lumpy or clotted outer surfaces,
plates with sutures at distinct boundaries, lobes
connected to a continuous lava layer below, or
roof consisting of vertical linings.

A third type of lava stalactite is the lavacicle.
Lavacicles are cylindrical or only slightly tapered,
with little or no base. Some lavacicles have been
reported (for example, Dana, 1889, p. 452) that
were soda straws at least 75 em long, but most are
even shorter than drip pendants (less than 3 em).
Linear striations and concentric rings indicate
that lavacicles are extruded from the ceiling, but
the mechanism is not well understood. Lavacicles
often are helictitic, having several sudden changes
of size and direction within a short length. This
appears to result from irregularities of the extrusion process.

Cooling rates of lava tube roofs (with lava flowing
below) should be somewaht similar to measured cooling rates of crusts on ponded lava (which has internal convection). In addition, flow units that
cool outside should have cooling rates generally
similar to those of lava lakes. Figure 3 gives a
first approximation of lava crust thickness as a
function of time.

Lava Stalagmites
Stalagmites form when many droplets of lava fall
onto the same spot on the floor. If the floor is
a moving lava stream, the droplets are lost and
no stalagmite can accumulate. Small stalagmites
occasionally are found below drip pendants, and
Consist of solid droplets of lava. Most lava
stalagmites that are more than a few centimeters
in height are found below lavacicle stalactites,
3..nd consist of bubbles of lava.
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is not necessarily where present caves are. The
r-idge includes plugged tubes and segJ)lents of op~n
tubes that do not have entrances. Digging may be
futile, since more than half of the tube segments
without entrances are probably plugged. So, find-ing caves becomes a matter of finding entrances to
known lava tUbes.

12r-----------,
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Some entrances remain open from the initial formation of the tubes. These include gas vents,
overflows, or other places where the tube failed
to roof. Although this type of entrances is
common on the island of Hawaii, in the western
continental United States most lava tube entrances
were formed by collapse during cooling. Weathering
seems to fill lava caves with soil rather than
make their roofs fall in.
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Entrance collapses tend to occur at points that
were flaws during formation. These points include
roof overflows, passage junctions, joints between
roof crustal platefl sharp changes in slope along
the tub$ axis, and any thin spot in the roof. Inconveniently, these relationships are in most
instances noted only after the cave entrance is
found by accident. Such is the present state of
the art.

Figure 3. Graph of lava crust thickness versus
time. The curve represents the approximate mean
values of the extremes of the experimental data.
Data from Peck, Moore, and Kohima, 1966.
AFTER THE FLOW HAS COOLED

MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS OF LAVA CAVES
Whereas limestone ca~s form during time spans on
the order of thousands to hundreds of thousands of
years, a lava cave forms during a time span that
may range from a few hours to perhaps a year and a
half.. Differential cooling of lava leaves caves
that are essentially complete before the entire
lava flow has cooled.

The problems of managing lava caves, as with other
types of caves, can be reduced to two. These
consist of protecting the cave from people
(preservation), and protecting people from the
cave (safety).
Matters of safety in lava caves are largely like
those of other caves. Within a lava tube cave
there may be unsteady breakdown, vertical rops,
and slippery slopes of mud or ice. In cool climates lava tubes tend to be especially cold, so
hypothermia may be a constant problem for cave
visitors. As with other caves, it is occasionally
possible for inexperienced people to become lost
or trapped.

After cooling, processes of weathering and erosion
begin immediately to obliterate the lava cave. Depending on the climate, especially the quantity of
rainfall, a lava cave may last only a few' years, or
be nearly. as long lived as a limestone cave. Since
the cave is topographically a low spot, sediment
tends to accumulate and fill it. Portions of a
tube roof that are only marginally stable will fall
when weakened by weathering.

Lava caves are often thought to be featureless and
indestructable. In spite of this viewPoint, lava
formations exist and are highly vulnerable to both
accidental and malicious breakage. The potential
for damage has greater significance when we realize
that lava stalagmites, soda straws, and helictites
are rarer than similar formations in limestone
caves. Spray paint is nearly impossible to remove
from lava. Litter can cause serious lasting damage
(carbide dumps, batteries) and may be espectally
difficult to remove from caves (broken glass).

Various soluble salts are leached from the lava by
rain and redeposited in cooling cracks and cave
passages below. These secondary minerals include
thenardite, mirabilite, gypsum, and calcite. Various types of sili~ates_ have been identified,
usually reported ~s "opal".
FINDING CAVES
One of the simplest ways to locate lava tubes is
by linearity. If several collapse sinks lie
roughly along a line, it can be assumed that there
is (or was) a connecting lava tube. The uncollapsed
portions would be the first places to check for
caves.

Lava caves are no more expendable than are any
other type of cave. Once a cave is lost by quarrying, flooding, road building, or land development,
it is gone. Even the constructive effort:-s of volcanoes cannot keep ahead of the unrestricted detructive habits of man.

Surface tubes lie in small abrupt ridges. Semitrenches lie in low, broad, ridges. Lava streams
that follow rifts frequently overflow the rift and
build semitrench - type walls, making a low, broad,
ridge over a rift cave. Any of these ridges may be
level areas if they are buried by later lava flows.
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BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES OF CAVES

'WITH AN EMPHASIS ON BIOTA OF
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
*Ellen Benedict Ph.D

ABSTRACT

Even :though veJty Ut:te.e. ht60lt17Jll.ti.on e.w:t6 c.onc.eJLn..ing :the. b-Lof.og-i..c.a1.
JLe.60UILC.e.6 06 We.6teJtn c.a.ve.6, U doe.6 .se.em u.se.6u£. :to cLu.,C.M.s :the. c.JLyp:Uc.
na:tUlLe. 06 c.a.ve. a.da.p:te.d a.n..Una.t6, :the. e.c.olog-i..c.a1. c.a..te.goJUe.6 Me.d by
.s pe.le.o biolog,u:t6 in .s:tu.dyhtg :the.6 e. anima.t6, :the. JLe1.a.:tum.s Mph 06 c.a.ve.
mOJLphology :to m.tcJr..oc.Uma.:te. and :the. plte.6enc.e. of, c.a.veJLn..ic.ole.6 wU.h.i..n :the.
c.a.ve., :the. VaJUoUh hypo:the.he.6 Me.d :to e.xplain :the. oJUgiYlJ.> 06 an..Una.e.h
wUhht c.a.Ve.6, a.6 we...e.:t £th bJL..i.e.6ly JLe.v..i.eJ.u.i.ng :the. .sm.tu.h 06 .spe.le.obiof.ogic.a..e. JLe.he.£tJLc.h ht the. Pau6..i.c. NoJL:thwe.6:t. Example.h we.d heJtUn Me. mo.s:tly.dJL£twn 6JLom my JLe.6e.£tJLc.h on phe.u.do.sc.OJ!.pioYlJ.> and/ OJ!. c.a.Ve.h 06 OJL/?-gOlt,
e.6pe.c...i.£tlly Ma..e.he.UIL Cave.. Ma..e.he.UIL Cave., while. not :typ-i..c.a1. 06 o:theJt
c.ave.h ht :the. We.hteJtn UnUe.d s.ta.:te.6, .seJtve.6 :to point up :the. pltoble.mh 06
ma.naghtg biolog-i..c.a1. JLe.6OUlLc.e.h 06 c.a.ve.6 wh..i.c.h appe.M :to no:t c.on.t£tht
c.ave. biom.
'

You, no doubt, have seen or heard of pallid, blind
"creatures of the dark" - the little known and
rarely seen animals which spend their entire lifetime in energy-poor habitats of caves, deep wells
and/or earth-cracks. The larger, more spectacular
cave adapted animals are the cave fishes, salamanders and crayfishes which inhabit caves of the
eastern United States. Our western cave fauna, on
the other hand, consists mainly of cryptic invertebrates such as the millipede (Plumatyla humerosa)
which occurs in a number of very cold caves and
mines in California and Oregon (Peck, 1973) or the
collembola or spiders which have been discovered in
Lake Shasta Caverns and in Oregon Caves, or the
pseudoscorpion recently described from Samwel Cave.

1950'5. When the Samwel Cave pseudoscorpion is compared with closely-related surface species of the
same genus, it is apparent that~. spelaeus is larger, paler in color and more slender than the surface species. The cave species also has wdaker eye
development. Thus,;E. spelaeus exhibits a number
of specializations typical of cave adapted animals.
Yet a casual visitor to Samwel Cave would not realize that this pseudoscorpion, which is 4 mm in
body length, is unique and in need of special protection. Only a specialist in pseudoscorpion studies could determine the degree of specializations
exhibited by;E. spelaeus. Naturally, this is also
true of the other little known invertebrates of
western caves - specialists of the particular
group are the only ones competent to judge the significance of the species. Cooper and Poulson (1978)
provide the names of some of these specialists to
whom specimens can be submitted for study.

The invertebrates of western caves are so small and
so rarely seen that many cave users and cave managers are unaware that such a fauna even exists (see
"Special Management Cpnsiderations of Lava Caves"
reprinted elsewhere in these Proceedings). In fact,
it has only been within the last decade that speleobiologists have become aware that western caves contain a number of significant cave species. For example, the' pseudoscorpi~n, Pseudogarypus spelaeus,
from Samwel Cave was only recently studied (Benedict and Malcolm, 1978a, 1978b), although the specimens upon which the scientific description of the
species was based had been collected during the

,

,

EX:OLOGICAL CATEGORIES OF CAVERNICOLES

Cave biologists use several terms to describe and
categorize the general ecological relationships of
CAVERNICOLES (i.e., cave species) and to describe
the degree of specialization of these animals. The
following definitions are from Cooper and Poulson
(1979: 1), a pamphlet in the Caver Information Series
which is "designed to provide the interested but
non-biologist caver with information that may enable
him or her to contribute to our knowledge of cave
biology••• TROGLOBlTES are true cave animals, those
species modified or adapted for a totally underground existence; they are usually (but not al'flaYS)
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barren of cavernicoles, our research (Benedict,
Palmer, Barnhart, and Gruber. 1979) reveals that
it is .Qill! !2! the most unique ~ significant cave
ecosystems in ~ western ~ ~ . Malheur
Cave is unusual in at least three 'Ways. First ,.
cave adapted invertebrate species have been identified from this cave. Secondly, the microclimate
is very unique for a cave in the northwestern section of the United States. And thirdly, the cave
has been under study since August 1971 when I first
visited it. As a consequence, the variOUs abiotic
factors have been quantified during more than 60
separate trips there during all seasons of the year•

blind and devoia of pigment. TROGLOPHILES are species that may prefer caves and may very well spend
their entire lives underground, but are not especially modified for this life; populations of the
same species may occur in above-ground situations.
TROGLOXENES are, literally, cave visitors, and this
grouping includes such animals as cave rats, most
cave-associated bats, and others, which move in and
out of caves with some frequency. ACClDENTALS are
what the term implies, animals that have fallen into, been 'Washed into, or in some other 'Way 'gained
access to caves by accidental means."
. CAVERNICOLES AND CAVE MICROCLIMATES

I first visited Malheur Cave looking for pseudoscorpions, the tiny arachnids which I have studied
since 1965. I knew that one-sixth of the nearly

Speleo-biologists generally recognize that cave
adapted organisms have certain specialized ecological requirements even though they may not know exactly what these requirements are. It is evident,
however, that not all caves are equally suitable
for all cavernicoles. According to Barr (1968),
caves with cavernicoles have the following characteristics: darkness, silence, constant temperature,
high humidity, and an external energy (Le., food
sources) for the biota. Traditionally speleologists
have emphasized the constancy of cave environments,
stressing that temperature ,in the "Constant Temperature Zone" of a cave clo~ely approximates the MAST
(i.e., the Mean Annual Surface Temperature) of the
region. It is now apparent that a variety of factors "such as number, size, and position of entran.,.
ces, passage size, contour and slope, overall cave
volume, distance of greatest volume from entrance,
amount and seasonal timing of entry of surface 'Water, air flow, and the annual range of outside temperature .•. strongly influence (emphasis added by
Benedict) cave temperature and humidity" (Tuttle
and stevenson, 1978:108; HO'Warth, 1973; Kamp, 1973;
Benedict, 1977a, 1978b). Tuttle and Stevenson
(1978) have summarized, in one of the most important papers to date on this subject, an extensive
body of widely scattered literature concerning
variation in cave environments, supplemented by
data based on their studies of bat habitats in
eastern limestone caves. A knowledge of cave
structure and its relation to temperature and humidity is of great importance in predicting the
distributions of cave adapted species within and
among caves, and in determining the relative merits
of protecting any given cave for its biota.

2,000 described species and subspecies of pseudOscorpions inhabit caves but only one cave species
had been reported from Oregon. I 'Was very l.ucky under the third rock I overturned I saw a tiny
pseudoscorpion which proved to be a new cave adapted species (Benedict and Malcolm, 1973). Preliminary surveys reveal that Malheur Cave is the habitat of several other cryptic, morphologically
specialized invertebrate species. For example,
three apparently endemic troglobites have been
identified from the cave lake: a flatworm, an
amphipod, and an isopod. Several other unidentified
species of terrestrial invertebrates have been discovered including: an isopod, several collembola
and several mites, and a microwhipscorpion. Distributional studies of these species should provide
important insight into the origins of cave:rnicolous
species and their relationships to faunas of other
subterranean systems.
How common are cave adapted invertebrates in Oregon?
The answer to this question is unlmown at the present time. Even though cave adapted species are
gradually being discovered, they haVE; been reported
from less than a dozen caves of the Pacific Northwest (Peck, 1973; Benedict and Malcolm, 1973; Briggs,
1974a, 1974b; Elliott, 1976; Senger, 1977; Benedict,
1978). Several hypothese can be advanced to explain
this paucity. Cave adapted species may not have
evolved in far western caves due to: 1) a lack of
pre-adapted ancestors (Chamberlin and Malcolm, 1960;
Barr, 1960, 1968), 2) an insufficient time lapsesince the cave' formed, 3) inadequate barriers between epigean and hypogean habitats, or 4) inhospitable microclimate conditiOns with:in the cave or,
·if evolved, cave forms may not'have been discovered
or may have already been extirpated. Several studies since 1971 have been designed in part to assess
which of these explanations apply to the caves of
the Pacific Northwest (Benedict and Malcolm, 1973,
1977, 1978b; Palmer, 1975; Benedict, 1978, 1979;
Benedict, et al., 1979; Gruber and Benedict, unpub1.
study; Crawford, et al., 1977).

Although very little is actually known about the
specific requirements of most cave species, especially those inhabiting western caves, speleo-biologists have assumed that cavernicoles have fairly
limited tolerance for rapid changes in environment.
This suggests that cave managers should avoid any
alterations in a cave, e.g., enlarging or blocking
an entrance, until the cave is thoroughly inventoried for its biota and their significance is assessed by specialists. Once significant cave biota
are discovered, cave microclimate studies should
be conducted to determine the effects of any projected modifications of the cave. In all probability ~ change in conditions within the cave llill
disturb sensitive cave animals and cause severe
fluctuations in population densities.

Of the 230 caves reported for Oregon, 93 are separately named lava -cave segments (Larson and Larson,
1976; Larson, 1977). Almost all caves in Oregon
are cold air traps, resulting in temperatures in
the TrUe Dark Zone being somewhat cooler than the
MAST. Many of the caves with !::22!. temperatures are
relatively dry and barren of cave adapted species,
even though they may provide refugia for vertebrates
(Benedict and Forbes, 1979) and contain :invertebrates which are vertebrate-nest associates (Benedict and Malcolm, 1977). Several caves are both

BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF MAllIEUR CAVE
Despite the fact that Malheur Cave, an 1100 m long
unitary lava tube in southeastern Oreg.on, appears
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cold and wet, containing'permanent ice and species
which are apparently relictual from Pleistocene
ice a~es (Kamp, 1973; Peck, 1973; Shear, Pers.
.
corom.). Although Malheur Cave, too, is a cold air
trap, temperatures in the True Dark Zone are between .16.00 and 1S.9° C - markedly warmer than
the MAST of SO (Benedict et al., 1979). The unusual heat in Malheur Cave comes from thermal
waters upwelling into the cave lake from a deep
source with a minimum estimated temperature of
75 0 C (Palmer, 1975). Thus, even delicate mesic
invertebrates survive in the warm supersaturated
environment within MaL'J.eur Cave when climatic conditions are harsh on the surface.

cave lake is a potential water source in a semiarid land. In fact, a few years ago one of the
nearby ranchers decided to use water from the 1ak~
for irrigation - to drill a hole in the cave roof
and pump water out to nearby fields. Fortunately
for the apparently endemic cave invertebrates
(which he didn't even realize existed), the cost of
materials was greater than the benefits of the
lIater, so the hole was never drilled. Such an
alteration in this important cave could have upset the 'delicate balance and several cave adapted
species might have gone extinct before they became
known to cavers (Benedict, 1973). Now the cave is
an attraction on one Alignment of the proposed
National Desert Hiking Trail (National Park: Serv·ice, 1975). In 1974, Malheur was proposed as a
Research Natural Area (Dyrness et al.. 1975), but
nothing came of the proposal due to a lack of information as to the cave' 8 significance. Stygobromus
~ was proposed by the National Speleolo~cal
Society for listing on the Federal Register \ Greenwalt, 1975) of rare and endangered species but was
subsequently deleted due to inadequate data. T!ms,
the study of Malheur Cave not only adds to the
body qf lmowledge concerning the evolutionary, systemic, and biogeographical relationships of invertebrate cave faunas but should provide information to
assess ~ether special protection should be sought
for this cave and its biota.

BIOSPELEOLOGICAL R.FSEARCH RARE IN PACIFIC NORT"IiIm3T
Even though this section cites only research in
lava caves, biological research is equally rare in
caves of other geological origins. Most studies
of lava caves have generally focused on exploration
cartography, and geology (Halliday, 1962, 1963,
1972, 1976; Harter, 1975; Larson, 1977). For example, in a bibliography of lava caves of the
r~rld, Harter (1971, 1972) cited few references to
biological studies. At the 1972 meeting of the
National Speleological Society in ~Thite Salmon,
Washington, only four papers pertained directly to
biological research in lava caves despite the
theme of Volcano-speleblogy (Benedict and Malcolm 1972; HOrmrth, 1972; Long, 1972; Senger,
1972)t • On that occasion, Howarth· spearheaded a
faunal survey of vlashington caves in conjunction
,~th Benedict, Cra~~ord, and Senger.
The survey
has been eA~anded to include Oregon, but accumulation of data is slow because " ••• spelunkers do not
often notice the fauna in western area caves because it mainly consists of cr-~tic invertebrates
of small size" (Briggs, 1973:1), and when collected, specimens frequently require tedious, microscopic preparation for identification. Few workers have the necessary training and experience.

ARE CAVEmI-:LCOLES RARE?

At this point it should be most useful to discuss
the possible origins of arriJDals in caves, especially tiny invertebrates. The traditional view is
that biota of Temperate Zone caves owe their origins to surface populations which became isolated
in the caves during times of climatic changes of,
perh~p5 the Pleistocene, and are now relictual
(Barr, 1960, 1965; Peck, 1973; Peck and Lewis,
1977). This implies that cave adapted species may
be endemics in a single cave and that the total
population of the species may be very small. Such
a hypothesis could explain the observed distribution in Oregon of fOur species of the North American pseudoscorpion genus Apochthonius (Benedict and
Malcolm, 1973; Benedict, 1979). Apochthonius,Qllidenta.lis may be the most widely distributed. and
abundant pseudoscorpion species in mesic soil-litter habitats west of the Cascade Mountains, even.
though it occurs rarely east of the Cascades.
Apochthonius minilIIus. is equaJ.iy abundant but less
widely distributed in mesic epigean habitats in
western Oregon. Apochthonius malheuri appears to
be restricted to Malheur Cave. A closely related
species, !. forbesi which exhibits a degree of subterranean. specialization, occurs in moss-litter
habitats in the sink of an ice cave (Charcoal Cave
I in the Arnold System) near Bend. Malheur and
Charcoal.Cave are approximately 220 km apart. Although Oregon was not covered 'f.'ith continental ice
during the Pleistocene, the climate was .cooler than
at present and various species could have become
isolated during the successive climatic changes.
If this reflects the true situation, such cavenrl.coles as the Malheur Cave pseudoscorpion are probably endemic to a. single cave, and thus rare, and
in need of immediate protection from human impacts
of an adverse nature.

Gradually, ecosystem studies have been or are being undertaken in a few lavatubes where subteranean species have been discovered: South Ice Cave,
Oregon (Kamp, 1973), Malheur Cave (Benedict, et a1.,
1979), and Deadhorse Cave near Mt. Adams, Washington (Crawford, et a1., 1977). Preliminary work is
in progress to determine whether an ecos~~tem study
should be conducted in the caves of the Mt. st.
Helens Flow in Washington.
tillMAN IMPACTS VS. BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

As observed in the paper on "Special Management
Considerations of Lava Caves," biological resources in western caves have been largely ignored
because they are not as conspicious as the cavernicolous organisms of other areas. Consequently,
managers of lands with caves may be called upon to
make far-reaching decis:i,.ons with almost no biological data on which to base the decision. It may be
necessary to protect biological resources which
have not even been recognized as resources. Environmental pressures may threaten cavernicoles long
before their scientific significance has been
assessed. Again the situation at Malheur Cave is
a case in point. !·ialheur Cave, owned by the Masonic Order of Burns, oregon, is very heavily visited
both by drop-in tourists and by the Masons who
have held annual meetings there since 1935. The

On the other hand, there is some evidence t.hat the
invertebrate species which occur in caves may also
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not relictual" (Ho~larth, 1978:30). Again we do not.
know how abundant these soil forms arel

be widely dispersed in soil-litter or inaquaticstream systems. According to certain views, caves
~re merely cavities large enough for human exploration which exist in whole networks of underground
cracks and crevices (Barr, 1968). These networks
may lie just b.eneath the soil-litter sUbsystem and
reach considerable depths. Often the networks are
interconnected with the ground water system e.nd
thus, springs occur within caves as well as at the
surface. A specialized fauna may inhabit these
networks and be observed by humans only in caves,
. wells, and .mine shafts. Certain morphological (and
physiological) specializations, considered as ~
adaptations, appear repeatedly in both vertebrate
and invertebrate groups which inhabit caves. Morphological specializations include: loss or reduction of photoreceptors, reduction of pigment and/or
thinning of cuticle, attenuation of appendages and
giantism or dwarfism (Barr, 1960i Chamberlin and
Malcolm, 1960; Benedict and Malcolm, 1973, 1978a,
Christiansen and Bullion, 1978; Welbourn, '1978,
Peck and Lewis, 1977). Similar specializations
are also exhibited by interstitial aquatic forms
(Holsinger, 1969) and deep soil invertebrates
(Wallwork, 1970).

It should pe emphasized that we don't understand
the origins of cavernicoles in our western caves,
and thus we are not in a position to determine
rarity of a cave adapted species by accepting or
rejecting any of these hypotheses. Yet certain
biologists argue that cavernicoles occur in great
numbers in the deep soil-litter systems and in the
aquatic systems, and thus are available to recolonize caves whenever cave populations decrease. Un-.
tllthis is actually proven, cave managers should
insist that collecting in caves be conservative
(see Cooper and Poulson, 1~78, for' suggested limits).
It. should also be noted that there are no easy and
fast methods for determitling populations of deep
soil animals, so this problem \<,01,11 be with us for
some time to come.
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CULTURAL RESOURCES,

CAVES, AND CAVERS
James Rock*

ABSTRACT

TIU!, pa.peJL deA cM.be.6 wha-t .c.uLtuJtct.t Jr.eAOuJLc.eA aM, hOw the.y Jr.e1.a;te. :to :the.
c.ave.6 on :the. Klamttth Natiortal FOILe.6:t, and how c.aveJL6 and c.ul:t:uJLa1. Jr.eAouJLc.e.
ma.n.ageJL6 c.an wolLk :toge.theJL :to plLUeJLve. bo:th the. c.u.Uwu.t£. ma:teJUa.t6 and
the. c.aVe.6.

Cultural resources as they are defined by the
Forest. Service are primarily archaeological resources. In order that we can clearly understand
'<lhat cultural resources are' that may be found
associated with caves, I will briefly discuss
'<lhat archaeology is and '<lhat materials are properly
considered archaeological resources.

knowledge desired, the archaeologist's research
will move in the direction of emphasizing the
natural sciences, the ~ sciences, and/or the
humanities. There are three major elements of all
archaeological research, and they closely correspond to the three major necessities of all human
beings - 1) making a living (natural science),
2) getting along 'with other people (social science),
and satisfyiilg the 'inner man' through developnent
of peace of mind (the humapities).

Let me begL~ by defining archaeology. Archaeology
is the scientific study of the material remains of
man's life and activities, both remote and recent.
Archaeology seeks to learn how man interacted and
interacts with his total environment. Caves are il.
parl of the environment. Archaeology is often
thought of as two separate areas of study. 'These
are prehistoric and historic. In reality, the
study must consider both of these.

Understanding man and his behavior requires drawing together ethnographic, historical, geological,
social, botanical, zoological, geographical, and
biological data. Outside specialists must be called upon and their contributions integrated into
archaeological research so that man's past lifeways can be understood. Archaeologists utilize
all the cultural and natural resource information
available to them. Archaeology is of necessity a
multid:i:sciplinary science.

Prehistoric archaeology relies on the evidence of
artifacts. Artifacts are manmade objects. Prehist.ory begins with the first men '<lho lived within
the area of study and continues until written
records appear. The archaeologist '<lho specializes
in prehistoric peoples seeks to learn as much as
possible from the physical objects used and left
behind by the people '<lhom he studies. He has no
actual historic documents on '<lhich to draw. Historical archaeologists have documentary evidence
that identifies most of the materials they recover.
All written records about an area or a tiine periOd
assist the investigations. Most fragmentary objects,
prehistoric or historic, can be anaiyzed as to their
composition, their approximate date of manufacture,
and their place of origin. The method by '<lhich analysis is made varies slightly between prehistoric a
and historic researchers.

All archaeology is related to history in that it
records and explains past events. Some investigations can be assigned as easily to history as to
archaeology. Archaeologists deal with ,the total
span of human development, including the ninetynine percent that is not written as well as the
one percent that is documented by written records.
Archaeologists study man to learn how he lived, how
he utilized the resources available to him, and '<lhy
changes came about in his way of life. Archaeologists seek to learn the behavior that produced
'<lhat they study- actual material and/or documentary data-and then place this within its proper
perspective. This ordering can show the realationship man had with his social and physical environment.

It is imperative that we recognize that the techniques of archaeology, and cultural resource management can be applied to any period of time, no matter
how recent. Archaeological investigations can
reveal more than is to be found in written records.
The archaeologist is a generalist '<lhose studies
include or incorporate information' from every field
of investigation ~hat related to the time period
and people being studied. Depending upon the

It is often said that remains of American settlement of the West and economic exploitation of an
area are too recent to be worth study::iIJg. Antiquities after all must be ancient. It is one thing
for the English to study their Roman ruins, but
quite another for American archaeologists to give
serious thought to the study of the material remains (bottles, cans, and cabilis) of the early
settlers. There are three major reasons '<lhy
antiquity alone does not dictate cultural or archaeological significance: 1) Many traces of man' s
past are in danger of being lost. The past is in

*Archaeologist, U.S. Forest Service, Klamath
~ational Forest, 1215 S.• !~in St. Yreka CA 96097
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of wild sheep, as well as the remains of campfires
(Moore 1961:44-45). Windy Cave, or Wind Cave, also
a lava tube, was first explored by Leo Brown in
1902 or 1903. This lava tube was' later used in
. the 20's by Weed Lumber Company, a railroad logging company, to keep food stuffs cold. A Italian
track repair gang was stationed nearby and they
put a door on the entrance and used it as a wine
cellar (Brown 1961:43-45)., The most frequent
traces of modern man found in caves are recreationally relB,ted.

danger of being lost by simply ignoring it until it
can no longer be understood. For this reason alone,
it is up to us to record it to the best of our
ability. 2) Traces of the pa~t are being destroyed
by modern activity at an alarming rate. This is a
universal problem; e.g., the past of Roman Britain
and previous American land use in the West are
being destroyed at much the same rate. Developers,
modern land managers, and thoughtless collectors
are actively removing valuable traces of man '.s
past activities. 3) Anglo time depth in the
Western United states is not nearly as extensive
as it is on our East Coast or in Britain, but
remains of previous American development and use
of an area are to the. United States what the Roman
ruins are to the English.

Both prehistoric and historic use of caves are a
part· of past and present human behavior. An overview discussing this fact was published by Ann
Loose in the 1975 Cave Management Symposium Proceedings. By recognizing and investigating past
cave use, we are able to better understand the
lif~ways of those who went before us.

I think that it wourld be very easy to take the
three examples of archaeological significance listed
here and use the same rationale for the preservation of caves as a natural resource.

As stated earlier, cultural resource management as
it exists on the Klamath National Forest is viewed
through the perspective of archaeology. Archaeology has been defined as the study of man' s past,
emphasizing his· material _remains. These remains
can be as small as a projectile point (arrowhead)
or as large as an abandoned town. Archaeological
material is a part of our heritage and is found in
areas where man has worked, played, or made things,
places where he has sOught shelter. These may be
items he discarded, lost, or abandoned.

We must study all archaeological materials from the
most distant past. to the very immediate past. Cultural resource management attempts to protect man's
material cultural remains from being destroyed and
lost for future investigation and study. Saving
this data may be accomplished by collecting as much
information about the resource as possible at this
time, or by preserving it so that it may be 'examined in the future. The central goal is to insure
that the maximum amount of information is gained
from these scarce resources.

A artifact is any object made by or altered by man.
Alteration may be as simple as moving a river
cobble from its natural setting or leaving a beer
can in a cave.

Collection of the information available about any
given site must be compiled at the time artifacts
are first located. Often it is necessary for a
site to be studies intensively in order that its
significance, be assessed.

To study cultural resources, one looks at each
specific artifact and relationships between it,
its setting, and all other objects. Some of the
materials left at the site by man indicate when
the site was visited, occupied, and/or who lived
,in it. Projectile points and bottles are the most
collected of all prehistoric ¢lefore written records)
and historic (after Written records) matenals.
Often they may be the only items that allow a
cultural event to be dated or identified. These
materials further aid in dete~ ~ether a
site was occupied for a short or long period of
time and may indicate if one or a number of
cultures visited, occupied, or reoccupied the same
location. Artifacts are of great value for learning of past land use when evaluated in in situ.
These objects by themselves lose value
MOrmation-yielding materials if they are removed from
their.place of discovery.

In Siskiyou County cultural materials have often
been found associated with caves, rock shelters,
and lava tubes. Prehistoric peoples used these
natural features for shelter or storage. These
features have been reported to contain materials
related to hunting (projectile points and hide
scrapers), food processing (manos, metates, and
storage baskets), and evetyday life (sandals and
other woven materials). It is also true that
Karok Indians are recorded to have hunted bear by
seeking them out in caves and killing them. Caves
are Imown to have been used as burial places.
Historic use of caves, rock shelters, and lava
tubes changed greatly over the years.

,as

Anglo use of caves is a little better documented.
In the early 1850's George Green Brown established
a trading post near Plumer Greek in southwestern
Siskiyou County. One day he was advised by a
friendly Indian that a group of Hupa Indians
were sweeping down the gulch to attack his trading
post and help themselves to the supplies that had
just come to his post over the mountains. He left
the post and hid in a cave. The Hupas found him
but he got away and hid once again in a limestone
cave at the mouth of French Creek. He later got to
Callahan and safety (Tickner personal communication).
It is also true that caverns and lava tubes received some use when it was popular in this area to
make home brew. Lava tubes also were used by both
Indians and Anglos. JOM Muir reported that Pluto
Cave, a lava tube, contained the heads and horns

Both caves and cultural resources are nonrenewable resources - once lost they can never by replaced. Caves as natural resources have been
dwindling nearly as fast as cultural resources.
Caves cannot be picked up by "pot-hunters" and
removed, but a cave's integrity can be destroyed
just as easily as a. site's integrity. Archaeologists keep site information from being made
public as pot-hunters' guides, and sites that
are important to both speologists and cultural
resource managers will be provided the same
10cationa1 protection that archaeological sites
are given. Caves are as fragile as archaeological
sites and both deserve the same consideration and
protection (Anderson 1976).
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The changes that have taken place for man over long
periods of time can only be evaluated by studying
the things that he has, left behind. The same thing
holds true in the study of caves. Collecting or
excavating cultural resources and natural resources
is illegal on Federal lands without a permit. Yet,
people contiriue to destroy caves, historic and prehistoric sites. Illegal digging or removal of prehistoric or historic remains or natural features
found within caves is a crime, not only against
the'law but a crime against the ability of mankind
to learn about its cultural and natural history.
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We know that collecting activities have led to the
destruction of a large portion of the natural and
cultural resources on thp Forest by removal of
culturally significant or diagnostic material;
arrowheads, bottles, cave pearls, etc.
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You as cavers can help the cultural resources
program of the Forest and assist us in preserving
a record of the past. We feel that it is possible
for us to help you to understand past use of the
caves you are investigating.
The most important way to help each other, and yet
the hardest, is to leave all objects of historic
or prehistoric nature alone. Do not pick up ANYTHING. I f you feel the item is in danger of being
removed or destroyed, or a site jeopardized, contact the Forest Archaeologist.
This individual
has the experise to appraise the situation; and if
removal is necessary, he has the skills to do it
with minimal loss of information. (As archaeologist we in turn will contact speologists when
we encounter caves and cave materials.) Many
times much information is lost because wellintentioned people have removed something from
its proper relationship with other objects.
We all need to work together in safeguarding knowledge of our past, both natural and cultural. Next
time you find some 'old' bottle, arrowhead, or
similar object in or near caves, tell the Forest
Archaeologist about it. That which you have
found just may be the important item needed to fill
in a missing part of man I s history.
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SPECIAL MANAGEMENT
CONSIDERATIONS OF LAVA ·CAVES+
James Nie;J..and, * Libby Nieland, ** and Ellen Benedict., Ph.D. #

ABSTRACT

Unique 6e.a;tulte.6 06 f.o.vtLtube c.a.ve.6 aM onty be.ginrU.ng :to be ftec.ogn1.zed.
Foft yeaJL6 they have been Mlegated :to a "-btep-chU..d" ftel.a;t,i..oYl1>fU.p :to lime-b:tone c.a.ve.6 . . Even now 6ew -bpeleolog,u,u -b:tudy f.o.va.. c.a.ve.6; mO-bt fte.gaJuf.
:them a.-b -bteJUf.e c.wUo-b.ui.e.6. Un-ique 6e.a..tulte.6 06 f.o.va c.a.ve.6. Me .ut:te.e,
-b.tueUed O!l. ftema.ln wUden:ti.6-i.ed. Uke lime.6:tone c.a.ve.6 they pOMe.6-b a
wea.Uh 06 valuable in60Jtma.t-i.on to geolog,u,u, Uof.og,u,u, a.Jtc.heof.og,u,u,
paleontolog,u,u, and h1.6:toJt-LaYl1>. Management p/tOMenu. aJUl,e ptU.ma.Jt.i..ty
6!l.Om a 6a.iluJte to ftec.ogn-i.ze theJ.Jr. -b-i.gn-i.6-i.c.a.nc.e. Foft YeaJL6 the have been
ie6.t to ma.na.ge them-6elve.6. A-6 a fte.6uU they have been dyn.a.rnLted, dug up,
lL6ed a.-b .tJta.-6h dump-!>, -bpJta.y pah'lted, and:theUr. 60Jtma.t-i.oYl1> ftemoved by /tOc.k.
c.oilec.:to!l.-6. F.ur.e.6 ha.ve been -bet in guano depo-bw, c.a.ve a.n.-Una.f.t, :br..a.pped
Oft lUUed, and del.i.c.a..te -band 60lU1la.t.<.oYl1> :tJwmpled .i.n:to oblivion by c.a.Jtele.6-b
v,u,ao!l.-6.

Lavatube c.ave.6 oc.c.UIl. m0-6:tly in the We.6teJu1. Unded S:ta:te.6; nea.Jtly aU Me
60und We.6t 06 the c.ontinen.ta.l div-i.de, pJU.rna.Ir..UIJ on publ.i.clJj owned f.o.nd.
The bUll.den 06 management·, theJte60fte, 6a.lf.-6 mO-b:tltj on goveJtnment agenue.6.
Tn :the pa.-b:t, management ha.-6 m0-6:tly been undeJL:t.a.k.en wi..:thout c.oYl1>-i.deJta.tWn
06 aU po:ten.t.<.a.l e66ec..t-6 upon :the c.a.ve.6. Th1.6 ha.-b o6.ten fte.6uUed in unnec.e.6-bMY damage. Two c.a.Ve.6, Lava P.-i.veJt Cave, Oft,?901J, and Ape Cave, Wa.-bhington, had a;:t one Wle del.i.c.ate -band c.a.-6:tle.6. Both c.a.ve.6. weJte developed
-bO the public. c.ould e.a.-6ily view the.6e 6e.a;tulte.6. It :took. only a 6ew YeaJL6
:to :tJwmple :the.6e -band c.a.-6:tle.6 into !l.Ounded -band hump-!>. To e66ec.ilvely
evaluate and manage c.a.ve 1te.6 0U!l.c.e.6 , c.a.ve.6 mlL6t be inven:toJt.i.ed 60/£. theJ.Jr.
6e.a;tulte.6 and -b,[gn-i.6.i.c.a.nc.e. Management dewioYl1> need :to be made ac.c.oJtdingly.
A numbeJt 06 manag ement app!l.Oac.he.6 and aUe.IUUit.<.Ve.6 Me avcU.e.o.ble. Many
lava c.a.ve.6 Me loc.a.ted 6M 6!l.Om human hab-U:a..Uon and Me :tJu.u, p!l.O:tec.:ted by,
ob-b c.U!l.dy. The.6e Me be.6:t ma.na:ged by bUng a.lf.owed :to Itema.i.n ob-bc.uJte wah
a.-b li:tile a.:t.ten:ti.on bUng dJta.wn :to :them a.-b pOMible. Cave.6 wUh a h1.6:tolty
06 Me Me the one.6 that Wa.JtJta.n:t mO-bt management c.onc.eJtn. The.6e have been
managed in a numbeJt 06 way-b. They have been gated wUh ac.c.e.6-b being gJta.n.ted :to g!l.Oup-b wUh an agenc.y gu-i.de, and :they have been c.ornmeJtUalized, oft
developed 60!l. -b el6-gu-i.ded .:toU!l.-6 • Cave.6 06 -bpeUa.l -b·,[gn-i.6.i.c.a.nc.e hti.ve been
inc.luded in na.tiona.l monumen.t-6, in 6edeJta.l fte.6e.a.Jtc.h na..tU!l.a.l Me.a.-6, Oft plac.ed unde./£. -bpeUa.l Me peJr.rnUl, 60/£. -buenti6.i.c. -b.tueUe.6. The c.hallenge ,u, how
to get away 6Jtom :the "band-cUd" app!l.Oac.h to lava c.a.ve maiUI.gement.

Most aspects of lava caves have lagged far behind
similar considerations about limestone caves. All
caves, regardless of geological origin, should be
considered in terms of safety hazards and of conservation of geological, biological, archaeological

and historical resources. Further, relatively
little is knOllll about their resources. This in
itself creates a very special management problem.
VULCANOSPELEOLOGY: A

NEW FIELD

In the past, mc;>st lava caves have generally been
regarded by the public, scientists, ollllers, and
managers a·s sterile curiosities - dark underground ·tunnels of little interest, as compared to
the beauty and grandeur of vast limestone caverns.
This "stepchild" relationship to limestone caves
is partially responsible for the current lack of
information about lava caves. Little human energy
and financial resources have been devoted to the
discovery, exploration, study and management of
lava caves; vulcanospeleology is a relatively new

+First appeared in i977 National Cave Management
Symposium Proceedings.
*Recreation Assistant, st. Helens Ranger District,
Box 9, St. Helens R.S., Cougar, WA 98616
**NSS, Box 9, St. Helens R.S., Cougar, WA

RELAT~Y

98616

#Department of Biology, Portland State Univ.,
Portland, OR 97207
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field with apparently much that is still unknown
(Halliday 1976; Senger 1977a, 1977b). There are
few vulcanospeleologists; thus information is
accumulating very slmdy. An important facet of
this problem is that many lava caves are located
in relatively isolated areas of low population
density where land is primarily devoted to other
major resources, such as cattle or timber produc-.
tion. As a consequence, many lava caves have been
without management. It is unfortunate that several
lava caves with unique nonrenewable resources were
exploited long before arqane realized that they
contained anything of value (Benedict 1973, 1974&).
Stated in another way, there may now be a need to
protect lava cave resources that haVe not even
been recognized as resources.

to safeguard-the public, it should be based on use
pressure and the degree of hazard.
Safety hazards can be created where none existed.
Arnold Ice Cave is 60 feet deep and has a long ice
slope extending from just below the entrance to
the lowest point in the cave. In 1963 the Forest
Service opened the cave to the public by constructing a wooden stairway on the top of the ice.
Since then the ice has continued to build up and
now only the very top of the railing projects above
the ice. The stairway is now a safety hazard. The
construction of the stairway at Arnold Ice Cave is
an example of poorly advised management of a lava
tube.
2.

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS OF LAVA CAVES

A virgin lava cave often contains fragile and easily
destroyed primary and secondary formations of unusual beauty. Once gone, all that remains are dark,
often featureless walls, ceilings, and breakdown
blocks. No wonder such violated caves are held in
low esteem as dull and uninteresting - hardly
worthy of special consideration or protection. Not
all lava caves are like this. Some contain delicate drip lava stalactites and stalagmites, gypsum
crystals or sand castles; these features, once
destroyed, will never grow back.

Management of any cave must first of all start
with an understanding of its significant features
and potential or actual use pressure. Therefore
examination and inventory are essential steps
'
preceding management decisions. A cave must be
~v~toried for its resources and its susceptibility to vandalism - intentiOnal and unintentional. Well~eaning visitors can destroy irreplaceable resources. Each cave, or group of caves
possesses special features which must be eval~ted
by individuals trained to recognize their sig:nificance.

Only within the past 10 years (iIalliday 1976) has
much attention been given to the study of the precess of lava cave formation and to the types of
features found therein. There is still considerable disagreement about the exact processes
(Niewenhuis 1975) but certain facts are clear.
Lava tubes form in a very fluid, high olivine
magma which, as it flows down an incline, may form
a channel, crust over and drain, forming a lava
tube. Surges in the lava volume may add linings
to the inside of the tube. In places the lava may
also break through the roof and flow over the surface, thus increasing the thickness of the roof.
Erosion of sediments and soil beneath the tube may
contribute to the depth of the cave. Collapse of
llall linings frequently exposes the underside of
the flow and the pre-flow country rock. Lava in
which lava tubes form is called pahoehoe (pa-hoyhoy), a Hawaiian term.

Geologic Resources
Lava caves, like other caves, are landforms which
have been invaded by biotic species including
Homo sapiens. Geologic aspects are no more important than biological or cultural vlaues in a cave
inventory, but are more apparent. There are two
important subdivisions to be considered in management decisions: public safety and geologic features.
1.

GIDLOGIC FEATURES

PUBLIC SAFETY

Many lava caves contain large masses of unstable
breakdown. others have loose ceiling blocks ice
slopes, or pits; all of which pose a threat to inexperienced explorers. Lava caves with safety
hazards may need to be gated (Little Red River and
Dynamited Caves in Washington) or posted with warning signs (Guler Ice Cave, Washington). Caves with
hazards should not be marked on maps or have their
routes posted with directional signs.
The Deschutes National Forest in Central Oregon has
a classification system of four grades of difficulty
which indicate the degree of hazard. This information
has been.published in a descriptive booklet (Purcell
1977) about fourteen local caves and is on sale at
Lava Lands Visitor Center, Bend, Oregon. The publication in a widely circulated periodical, The Ore
Bin, of safety hazards in the Saddle Butte Lava
Tube System - rockfall, rattlesnakes, and lack of
water (Ciesiel and Wagner 1969) - is another i.-1stance of warning the public. Still another method
is being used at Ape Cave on National Forest land
in southwestern Washington. The Oregon Grotto of
the National Speleological Society provides a free
brochure (Nieland and Nieland 1975) which gives
"Guidelines For Safe Caving" and describes the
routes for "most visitors" and "only for well
eouipped explorers." Whatever the. technique-used
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Entrances normally are of two types: sinkhoies
caused by the collapse of thin roofs, and skylights
which never roofed over. Sinkholes are the most
common type and generally form due to the contraction cracking and collapse of the walls and roof
during cooling of the tube. This stage of cooling
is responsi151e for most of the breakdown found in
caves. Later collapse is less frequent.
Many of the interesting features of lava caves are
very subtle. For example, flow marks are longitudinal lines which represent temporary levels of
molten lava, somewhat analogous to bath tub rings
(e.g. Lava River Cave, Oregon). A lavafall forms
where the flow drops over a steep slope or a short
drop. These lavafalls sometimes result in overhanging pits, as in Dynamited Cave. Ripple marks
and waves are often formed in lava floors. Oc-·
casionally a tube-in tube or an arch forms inside
a larger tube where a secondary flow crusted over
and drained. These features are not especially
fragile.

number of small invertebrates inhabiting these
caves (Benedict 1973j Crawford 1974j Senger 1977a).
Cave adapted species include millipedes, several
pseudoscorpions (Benedict 1977b), flatworms, amphipods, isopods, harvestmen and an ice beetle. A
number of other invertebrates are frequent cave
visitors. Lava caves also serve as important refuge for nontroglobitic mammals such as porcupines,
woodrats, mice, bats and even bobcats (Benedict ~
~. 1976; Nieland 1977). Birds, such as great
horned owls, ravens, and swallows, use the daylight and twilight zones for nesting and roosting.
Not many large bat colonies have been found in lava
caves, but bats do use them and should be considere'
in management decisions. Poachers Cave, in souther:
Washington, is an important hibernaculum for Myotis
sp, and a maternity cave for Plecotus Townsendii.
Bat Cave, also in Washington, has significant use
by bats. The present management plan for the cave
is aimed toward retaining a low-use pressure to
protect the bats.

Fonnations are of two general types: primary ones
formed by molten lava, and secondary ones developed
through the weathering of the basalt, precipitation
of minerals, and the sculpting of various types of
cave fill. None of these formations are renewable
so great care must be taken to preserve their
beauty.
Lava stalactites and stalagmites are of several
types. Ribbon stalactites develop by the sloughing of glazed surfaces and the dripping of remelted lava from the walls and ceiling. Where
lava is thrown from a passing stream onto walls
and ceilings, and drips off, spatter stalactites
form. Tubular stalactites, or lava "soda straws",
develop through the degassing of walls and ceilings
where degassed lava is forced from the wall or
ceiling at small fixed points and cools to form
tiny hollow stalactites. Stalagmites build up
where globules of lava drip to the floor. Lava
roses develop where lava is forced upward by the
degassing of the floor. Lava fonnations of these
types may be seen in'excellent states of preservation in Arco Tunnel at Craters of the Moon
National Monument, Idaho and in Lavacicle Cave
in the Deschutes National Forest, Oregon. Admission to both of these caves is strictly regulated.

Several lava caves, expecially in arid regions,
contain fern arid moss gardens. Fern Dome in southeastern Oregon and Fern Cave in Lava Beds National
Monument are two exquisite examples. Here, beneath
skylight entrances, grow moisture-requiring ferns
and mosses, while the surface soil supports sagebrush-grassland communities. Even in mesic regions
such as southwestern Washington, the daylight zone
supports fragile ccmmunites of ferns and mosses.
These significant and fragile gardens will not
tolerate much foot traffic (~.g. Ole's Cave, Washinton) •

Secondary formations of silica, calcium carbonate
and gypsum precipitate on cave surfaces. Silica
formations are common to caves in moist climates,
while calciuin carbonate and gypsum are typical of
lava caves in the more arid regions. These minerals precipitate into stalactites, stalagmites,
ribbons, crusts and popcorns. Sometimes basaltic
walls, in very old lava tubes, are sculpted into
"boxwork" formations by kaolinization, another
type of weatheril'lg, e.g. Saddle Butte Lava Tube
system.

Although it is common knowledge that nearly all
energy of a cave is derived in some form from the
surface, the amount appears to be especially limite
in lava caves. Organic materials blow in through
the entrance, seep in through cracks, or flow in
with water. In the Hawaiian lava tubes, Howarth
(1973) has found that tree roots are a very sig- .
nificant source of energy. Roots may also be important in western lava caves acc0rding to our recent observations in Deadhorse Cave in southwestern Washington. Here a millipede was observed
feeding on a slender 5O-cm long root growing down
from the ceiling. The overburden of a lava cave
averages 6-8 m in thickness so roots of trees and
shrubs can penetrate L"ltO a cave. Bat, woodrat
and insect dung, as well as animal corpses also
supply energy; . even humans contribute their share.
It is especially important that in cave clean-ups
organic materials be left, otherwise, an important
source of energy is lost to the energy-limited cave
ecosystem.

Cave fill, generally volcanic sand and pumice, is
frequently carried into a cave by water through
cracks and the entrance. Mud flows can also sweep
into entrances. These fills may be eroded by dripping water into miniature badlands resembling small
castles and turrets. The Sllnd formations are among
the most delicate seen in lava caves and are very
susceptible to damage when touched. Lava River
Cave, Oregon, and Ape Cave, Washingtion, once
contained excellent examples of sand castles which
are now destroyed due to being walked upon.
Ice, a secondary formation, precipitates in caves
that reach freezing. Icicles, sheets covering
walls and delicate frost crystals form in lava
caves, while large frozen ponds cover the floor.
The ice can be retained all year if the cave happens to be a cold-air trap.

It should be emphasized again that the biota of
western lava caves is virtually unstudied and consequently unknown. Althoug1,l lava caves apparently
lack the showy troglobitic fish, crayfish and
amphibians, they do provide habitats for very unusual species of tiny cavernicolous invertebrates.
Several of these may ultimately be classified as
rare or endangered species. The amphipod Stygro~ hubbsi in MaliJeur Cave, Oregon, has been
proposed. All too often. past management decisions
were made without considering the effects upon the
troglobitic invertebrates. What were the effects '
on the population of troglobitic millipedes (Shear
1977) during the experiment by North American Aviation to determine if heat could be detected

Biological Resources
The biological resources of lava caves are, without doubt, the most poorly studied and least understood of those discussed. Prior to the 1970s lava
caves were considered nearly barren of unique
species, especially of cave-adapted organisms.
Several troglobitic invertebrate species had been
described from lava tubes before this decade but
were virtually unknown until Peck I s (1973) review
of the fauna of western lava caves. Although no
troglobitic amphibians, fish, or cray fish are
reported, it is now apparent that there are a
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Basque shepherds in the Saddle Butte System fenced
the sinks as corals for their sheep (Larson 1977).
Arnold Ice Cave, southeast of Bend, Oregon, ~~s
used as an ice source for the city whenever the
Deschutes River failed to provide sufficient ice
(Purcell 1977). Cheese Cave, Washington, for many
years was used to age a local bl~e cheese. Nearby
Meat Cave was used for meat storage and later for
Christmas tree storage. Many lava tubes have served
as root cellars. During the prohibition years, lava
caves provided a convenient place to hide stills.
Phil Brogan tells of a still in Skeleton Cave near
Bend, Oregon. Malheur Cave (southeastern Oregon),
with its large lake, become the gathering place
for many a picnic and boating trip (lumber for
boats was donated by local lumber mills). Since
1938 Malheur Cave has been the place for the annual
meeting of the Masonic Order, complete with wooden
bleachers and podium. During the 1960's, Derrick
Cave, southeast of Bend, Oregon, was eqUipped with
food and water as a Civil Defense Shelter and later
it was the scene of experimentation for North American AviatiOn as part of the space program. One
very common and Objectionable use of lava caves is
as a refuse diSposal site, e.g., Garbage Cave, the
Horse System near Bend, Oregon and Coyote Trap Cave
in the Saddle Butte System in southeastern Oregon.
These uses arose long before anyone considered lava
caves' geologic and biologic resources.

through the basaltic overburden by infrared photography? During this experiment railroad ties
. were burned to heat steel rails approx:iJ!lately
100 m in from the entrance of Derrick Cave,
Oregon (Larson 1977).
·How do lava caves with cavernicoles differ from
those without, and how can one tell if significant
invertebrates are present in a cave? These questions are not yet answered but are the subject of
·several cave studies: Malheur Cave (Benedict et
&. 1977a), Deadhorse Cave (Crawford & al. 1977),
South ICl:! Cave in central Oregon (Kamp 1973) and
Derrick Cave in central Oregon (Benedict 1977a).
Eventually, this type of study may provide a rapid
method for the inventory of biOlogical resources.
For example, the Owyhee River Cave in the Saddle
Butte System exhibits a relative humidity, in the
true dark zone, of less than 6'310 (Benedict 1974b,
1977c). Troglobites which require very high
humidities would not be expected to inhabit this
portiOn of the cave, although this particular cave
is very important as a refuge for nontroglob:i,.tic
vertebrates (Benedict et &. 1977b).
Special training is required to assess ~esources,
as one may incorrectly assume that a cave is barren
of significant biota. .Future "rare and endangered
species" as yet undetected may be present. Biological resources, important to the cave ecosystem, not only occur in the cave but around the
entrance and on the surface above the cave. I f
trees or other shrubby plants whose roots extend
into the caves are removed from the surface, an
important energy source may be destroyed and biota
may starve. Management must be· based on the premise
that a unique endemic cavernicolous species may
inhabit a cave, even though none have been seen
during a cursory examination.

There is much public sentiment towards saving our
cultural and archeological sites. Specific laws
protect cultural remains on public lands and thus
governmental agencies are directed by law to inventory these resources and to protect them.
~

Pressure

~ ~ ~

Use pressure on a cave or group of _caves may partially determine the type of management which is necessary. Use pressure can be divided into three
categories based on the number of visitors per year.
The figures below are fairly representative of use
pressure on western lava caves.

Cultural Resources
Some lava caves are significant archaeological or
historical sites. During the settlement of the
West, lava caves were discovered and became knOlln
as places to explore, sources of ice, places to
store food, and to be used for shelter.

Visitors per Month
Low
Medium
High

Lava caves for thousands of years provided shelter
for aboriginal man, particularly in arid lands •.
The caves of central and· eastern Oregon are fr~
quently found to be archaeological sites. Here
drifting snow collected in cave entrances and
served as water soruces in this nearly dry volcanic land. Camp sites of up to several acres
developed around some of the caves. Smoke blackened ceilings, charcoal littered floors, pictographs
and petroglyphs tell the story of early occupancy.
Settlers .found many artifacts: points, kntves,
awls, needles, obsidian and chert cihips, and
scrapers.

0-30
31 - 500
500 and above

Caves with low-use pressure do not require special
. management practices unless some special feature or
hazard is present. The cave's location is best left
unknOllIl to the general public and as little attention drallIl to it as possible.
Medium-use caves are ones frequently visited but
not especially well knOllIl. These are the caves
that managers and/or ollIlers should be most concerned about, since they are probably little supervised
and are very susceptible to damage. Here, some
trash clean-up and simple improvements may be necessary. Medium-use caves can turn into high-use
caves by posting location signs, improving roads
and by advertising of various types, intentional
and otherwise. Brochures describing good conservatiOn and safety practices can be beneficial. in
preserving these caves. It is especially important
in medium- and high-use caves that the public be
made aware of the unique values of lava caves,
otherwise they do not realize that the rocks, for-

Lava tubes offer a chance to date archaeological
and paleontological deposits. Potassium-argon
dating of a lava flow can be used. to determine
the maximum age of deposits. A series of deposits,
in different caves and flows, can cover a span of
recent history. The oldest intact lava tubes in
the United States are approximately 30,000 years
old.
Recent man bas found many uses for lava caves.
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cribed as hazardous due to potential rockfall,
rattlesnakes, no landmarks, and no water (Ciesiel
and Wagner 1969). While these reports were a bit
overly dramatic there is some truth in them. This
type of management has been relatively effective
in keeping most people out of these caves, except
for a few locals, fur trappers (coyote and bobcat)"
and speleologists (Benedict ~ al. 1977b; Larson
1976b). Speleologists have now surveyed over
3963m of passage in 17 named caves of the system.
The caves are for the most part well protected.

mations , and artifacts that they remove are nonrenewable resources. High7Use caves are generally
well known to the public and often are indicated on
maps of various sorts. These caves may be developed
as tourist attractions and may have many thousands
of visitors per year. Many are located in areas
with other little known caves and are frequently
termed "sacrificial" caves. These sacrificial
caves are often ones on which public attention
has been focused in order to draw attention away
from other nearby, less-visited caves which contain
delicate formations or safety hazards. Many visitors are satisfied with a single cave experience
and do not wish to visit a second cave. Management of ' visitors is more easily handled at one
cave than at several scattered ones. By concentrating the public at one cave it is also much
easier to provide good interpretive programs at
less administrative cost.

3.

CONTROL BY POSITIVE MEANS

Entry to these caves is actively encouraged. South
cif Bend, Oregon there are a large number of lava
tubes administered by the U.S. Forest Service.
Here roads have been built and signs posted directing the public to the entrances'of Skeleton, Wind,
Boyd, Arnold rce and SoUth Ide Caves. Stairways
have been constructed where necessary for public
access, and trash cans provided. The location of
these caves is clearly indicated on the Deschutes
National Forest map and a leaflet about the caves
is handed out upon request at the Forest Service
office. A new booklet (Purcell 1977) is being
sold which describes these caves and cautions visitors about safety hazards and conservation needs.
At the caves themselves there is no monitoring of
use by attendants. The result is ever-increasing
vandalis~ with increased public use.

CONTEMPORARY' MANAG»1ENT PRACTICES
On the surface, it would appear that most lava

caves are left to manage themselves. Regardless
'of appearances, this idea may not be entirely
true since "nearly all cave qwners, public or
private, exercise some degree of control over
their caves" (Larson 1976a). It seems most useful at this point to give some examples of lava
caves with comments about their management. The
following categories are somewhat arbitrary but
are a means of systematizing the gradients of
control applied to caves.

Supervised Wild Caves

Unattended Wild Caves

1.

1. PASSIVE CONTROL

Ape Cave, Washington, is a Forest Service cave
which ~s left mostly tL~ttended except on summer
weekenCls when caver volunteers of the Oregon Grotto of the NSS greet visitors, answer questions,
and provide a conservation brochure" This program, in its fourth year (1974 through 1977), has
greatly reduced vandalism and trash in this highly
used cave.

Many lava caves are left unattended and their
existence is virtually ignored by their managers,
at least as far as the general public is concerned.
The cave location is not publicized, nor are roads
constructed to encourage entry. On the other hand,
nothing is generally done to discourage public
entry, unless it is feared that visitors 'will be
harmed, That too much trash will accumulate, or
that humans will injure other resources such as
timber or cattle. Matz Caves and Lava Top Butte
Ice Cave of the Deschute National Forest are good
examples of this type of control. It could be
argued that these caves are being actively managed
by the Forest Service because attention is focused
on other nearby caves.
2'.

2.

PARTIALLY SUPERVISED

SUPERVISED

Lava~icle Cave, also on Deschutes National Forest

land, was discovered in 1959 after a forest fire.
The cave contained a magnificent display of lava
stalactities and stalagmites and was described in
a Portland, Oregon news article as "A hidden
fairyland" (Penny 1959, p. 33)., This fragile and
delicate cave was soon gated and entry to the general public is with a Forest Service-designated
guide only. As a result, damage to the cave has
been minimized. Lavacicle Cave is well preserved
and is an example of how swift, effective management can preserve the delicate features of a lava
cave.

CONTROL BY NEGATIVE ACTIONS

These lava caves are unattended but entry is discouraged by either physical or psychological means.
Gates are the prime physical means of preventing
entry and have been used at Little Red River and
Dynamited Caves in !lashingtion. Psychological control involves convincing would-be visitors that the
cave or area is undesirable. For example The Saddle Butte Lavatube System on Bureau of Land Management land was either unknown to BLM or disregarded,
which seems more likely, until 1967 when news articles described a forty-mile 'long cave in the Oregon
desert (Larson 1977). An immediate survey was
launched by the BLM and the Oregon Department of
Geology and Mineral Industries to ascertain the
truth of these reports. The longest cave was found
to be only 1009 m, and the area and caves were des-

Caves Under Full Time Management
The greatest protection of lava caves is in National Monuments and at commercial caves where access
is strictly regulated. Lavabeds National Monument
in northern California and Craters of the Moon
National Monument in central Idaho contain a number of caves which are open to the public.
Lava River Cave State Park, south of Bend, Oregon,
is the most visited lava tube (200,000 people per
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year approximately) in the state. It has been
open to the public since 1926. The state park
system has constructed stairways and trails
through the cave and a park at the entrance. An
attendant is on duty during the summer months to
watch the cave, advise visitors and to rent gasoline lanterns. No admission is charged. The
cave is closed during the winter. Although visitors have trampled the sand garden (sand castle
formations) at the terminal end of the cave, overall, Lava River Cave is in fairly good condition.
One sees little trash or other evidence of damage.

(1974b)

'~alheur

Cave Research Project:

O'='f':""':R::"o-a-:d~s-,-:Water and Caves." Speleograph, 10:62-75.
(1977a) "Hot Air Rises vs. Cold Air

"'S""ink~s-:-"rc-o-r) Some Simple 'Truths' about Cave Temperatures."

Speleograph 13: 73-77.

(1977b) "Our Caves Have Pseudoscorpions ,
( or) Watch Out For That Tiny Crab-looki11g Creature."
Speleograph 13:88-94.
(1977c) "Environmental Life Zones in
'::'C-av-e-s-:--=L"":im-estone vs. Lavatube Caves." Speleograph
13(11): in press.

Craters of the Moon National Monument, Idaho uses
a permit sytem to control access into delicate
caves. In 1976 55 people used this system --35
were NSS members. The forms require party size
(most often ranging from 1 to 4 persons), experience, name and address of party leader. They
also stipulate two sources of light and hard hats
for all members of the party.

, J.E. Palmer and P.L. Barnhart (1977a)
~"~Pr-e-:l~im~in--ary Report on a Three-Year Microclimate
Study of Malheur Cave, A Southeast Oregon Lavatube."
Proceedjngs of the 1976 NSS Annual Convention,
Morgantown, West Virginia. West Virginia Speleological Survey, Morgantown, WV. pp. 3-4.

Ten thousand people visited Crystal Ice Cave in
1976. The family operated commercial cave is
owned presently by Gayle, Dalles and Arthur
Linscheld. The original commercial development
was designed and executed by Jim Papadakas. The
care to preserve the cave and its resources is
exemplified by a parallel tunnelling system, with
thermal windows looking into the cave. Even the
lighting is designed to -minimize impact upon the
cave.

, M. White and R.B. Forbes (1977b) "Ani-m-al="'"':R::"e-ma--=in-s in the Saddle Butte Lavatube System."
Proceedings of the 1976 NSS Annual Convention,
Morgantown, West Virginia. West Virginia Speleological Survey, Morgantown, WV. pp. 5-6.
Ciesiel, R.F. and N.S. Wagner (1969) "Lava-tube
Caves in the Saddle Butte Area of Malheur County,
Oregon." Ore Bin 31: 153-171.
Crawford, R. (1974) "Troglobites in the Northwest."
Northwest Caying 5:4-9.

CONCLUSIONS

~~__~,

Many options are available in managing lava caves,
a few of which have been discussed here. Lava
caves are not just sterile dark tubes of basalt.
They contain treasures that are just beginning to
be discovered. Future study should bring an increasing awareness of the significance of these
caves and their unique values. Even though vulcanospeleology is just beginning to come into its
own, lava caves must be protected now so that
future generations may enjoy their~ique biota
and their delicate formations. We recommend that
decisions concerning lava tube management be made.

L. Nieland and E.M. Benedict (1977)
"Biological Studies of Deadhorse Cave." Abstract,
Program. 1977 Western Speleo-Educational Seminar,
Oregon Grotto, Vancouver, Washington, February
19-21. p. 6.

Halliday, W.R. (1963) "Caves of Washington." Washington Department of Conservation, Division of
Mines and Geology. Information Circular No. 40,
Olympia, Washington. 132pp.

The public should be educated to appreciate and
not destroy the unique features and values of lava
caves.
Nonrenewable geological features should be protected.
Presently known and as yet undiscovered cavernicolous
species should be p~tected.
Archaeological and historical sites should .be preserved.

(1976) (Ed.) Proceedings of the International Symposium on Vulcanospeleology and its
Extraterrestrial Applications. A SpeCial Session
of the 29th Annual Convention of the National
SEeleological Society, White Salmon, Washington,
1 August 1972. Western Speleological Survey,
Seattle, WA. 85 pp.
Howarth, J .W. '(1973) "The Cavernicolous Fauna .of
Hawaiian Lava Tubes, 1. Introduction." Pacific
Insects 15:139-151.

The public should be prevented from harming itself
in the caves.

Kamp, J.W. (1973) "The Microenvironment and Microclimate of Grylloblatta Habitats." in Biosystimatics of the Grylloblattodea. PhD Thesis. Univ.
of ~ritish Columbia. 265 pp.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE
MANAGEMENT OF LIMESTONE CAVES
Milford R. Fletcher Ph.D.*

Inherent in
caves are a
I will deal
many cases,

the installation of electric lights (necessary for
the visiting public to view a "show" cave) the
combination of "light, constant temperature, and
moisture provide excellent conditions for algae
growth on adjacent formations and walls. This
green stain of algae detracts from the natural
beauty of the cave and has posed serious problems
in a number of show caves.

the size and complexity of limestone
number of special considerations lIh:.tCh
with as separate topics, although, in
these considerations are interrelated.

VANDALISM
Intentional Degradation
Although there are' certain beauties to caves other
than limestone, it is generally agreed that the
most spectacular fonnations are found in caves of
the calcium carbonate type. Thus we find the
greatest damage and vandalism to caves of this
type. In some places in the United States we find
formations for sale and the practice of "m:ining" a
cave for its formations is quite common in some
other countries; Mexico and France, for example.
I have also seen cave formations for sale in the
states of Arizona and Arkansas as well as Missouri.
This is a double travesty in that not only are the
fonnations removed from the area where they are
most beautiful, but frequently desiccate upon removal from the moist cave air and lose the luster
and glisten that prompted someone to gather them
initially.

A variety of methods have been attempted to rectify
this problem, some of which have worked to some
extent and some have exacerbated" the problem•. An
early method was to kill the algae with a solution
of copper sulfate which killed the algae but stained formations and nearby pools with a greenishblue color. Additionally, copper sulfate is toxic
to organisms other than algae, so cave' animals
suffered. other solutions have been to move the
lights frequently, scrub the formations with a
wire brush and wash off the algae (this practice
often leads to permanent damage to the treated
formation), or spraying on a diluted solution of
Chlorox to kill the algae.
This problem may have reached its zenith in the
French Cave of Lascoux which contains magnificant
paintings of some 20,000 years of age. When the
cave was discovered in the 1940's it immediately
drew thousands of visitors. Since the cave is
quite small, the presence of several hundred visitors per day soon raised the temperature and
humidity to the point where it was quite uncomfortable to tlie visitor. An air conditioning unit
was installed to alleviate visitor discomfort.
This then led to conditions ideal for algae growth
and soon the cave paintings were showing algae.
Alarmed, the French officials closed the cave to
all visitation for a period of three months. Upon
openiqg the cave they found the algae even worse.
Chemicals were finally successfully used to kill
.the algae without damaging the paintings but it
was realized that the preservation of the priceless paintings depended on maintaining t~e cave. in
the cool, dry condition that was responsJ.ble for
the preservation of the art work for some 200
centuries.

This mentality is not uncommmon. For example, a
large cave :in Arkansas is in the process of being
acquired by the National Park Service as a part of
Buffalo National River. In order to obtain an
evaluation on the worth of the cave, an appraiser
'Was contacted who went into the cave and determined
the value of the cave by determining the street
value of the formations - - stalactites and stalagmites for ashtrays and onyx animals, gypsum flowers
and selenite needles for mineral collectors. To me,
this is somewhat like putting a value on a wilderness by determining the timber value of the trees
which make it wilderness. To combat this practice,
some states have passed strict laws forbidding the
sale of fonnations. Fines are levied against
violators.
On public lands, identification of sensitive caves
is the first step in protecting them. Education,
cave gates and frequent patrols of the caves can
assist in reducing the incidence of fonnation loss.

The saying that the "Road to hell is paved with
good intentions" can be true with the interaction
between caves and man: even the most well iIitentioned persons make mistakes. For example, with

Now, the cave is closed to the public with the
exception of certain scientists. Visitation to
the cave is limited to three trips per week with
a max~ of five persons per trip. If you want
to see the rock art at Lascoux, you will do well
to go back through the National Geographic and see
them vicariously.
.

*Biologist, Southwest Regional office, National
Park Service, P.O. Box 728, Santa Fe, NM 87501

This specific instance reinforces the admonition
to "tread slowly in new waters". Much damage has
been Qone through lack of information and haste.
Careful consideration of potential damage through
any man-made intrusion to a cave and thorough

Unwitting Human Degradation
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even more a problem in the large cave systems
in the northwest such as Papoose Cave in Idaho and
the Silvertip system in Montana.

monitoring once the change is made, will help reduce
inadvertant damage.
In addition to dangers to geological fonnations is
the presence of rare, threatened and endangered
species of animals. Critical habitat for the Gray
Bat is in preparation by various federal agencies
and critical habitat for the Texas Blind Salamander
is to be accomplished by December 1. 1980. In
the case of bats, the Colonial species are the most
threatened. Although there is a sizable colony of
Mexican Freetail bats which inhabit a lava cave in
Lava Beds National Monument in California, these
animals are not currently listed as a threatened
species although the populations are in a state of
decline. The main problem in the colonial bats
such as the Gray Bat and the Indiana Bat is disturbance of their winter hiberniculum. As few as
three or four disturbances by cavers may be enough
to deplete their fat reserves to the point where
they may not survive through the winter.

As a general rule of thumb, the average,temper_ ature of a cave approximates the mean average
temperature of the surface, but variations in this
are common. Three primary factors are responsible
for the temperature of a deep cave. First, the
elevation. Naturally, high elevation caves will
be colder than low elevation caves and caves at
high latitudes are generally colder than those at
low latitudes. The third factor, that of geothermal heat flow is quite complicated but Dr.
William Russell has presented an excellent discussion of this factor in the July-August issue of
the Texas CaveJ:'.
To further compound both the factors of exploration
and rescue from these types of caves is the fact
that some of these caves are located where they
can be flooded in the event of a heavy rain.
Salamander Cave in Indiana has a history of flooding - and lives have been lost in this cave, ,not
from drowning but from Hypothermia from several
hours of cold, wet, exposure.

Smaller, less obvious animals also exist in caves.
Cave managers must guard against over-collecting
by well-meaning biologists and amateurs looking
for new specimens.
The very nature of limestone caves often acts as
a natural preservation laboratory for botn archaeological and palentological materials., An excavation of Musk Ox Cave in Carlsbad Caverns National
Park recently revealed several dozen pleistoscene
mammals which are now extinct, including a new
genius of Mountain Goat. Pack rat midden and Sloth
dung from Guadalupe Mountains National Park and the
Grand Canyon have revealed that the climate and
plant life ~~5 quite different some 12,000 to
14,000 years ago, being much colder and wetter than
at present. Additionally, caves of Spain and France
show human occupation of thousands of years in time
and the split twig figurines found in caves in the
Grand Canyon bear mute testimony to the religious
nature of these caves. The protection of these
resources is of extreme importance in any management scheme for caves.

In closing, then, there are several factors which

influence the management of limestone caves that
are not as significant in other types of caves.
The nature of the geological formation in which the
cave is formed will contribute to the size,' texture,
color and complexity of speleothems. Obviously,
the more delicate the fonnation, the more susceptible it is to 'either intentional or inadverte~t damage.
Often well-meaning but uninformed
people will remove minerals or fonnations from a
cave to keep as a souvenir.-, not realizing that
this practice, i f continued over time, will substantially degrade the aesthetic value of the cave.
The presence of endangered or threatened species
is a prime management concern in any plan .to manage
a cave. This does not mean "that a cave must be
totally and pennanently closed i f endangered
species occur in the cave. For example, a cave
occupied by a hibernating colony of G~y bats
should be avoided from the first of'September
through mid-¥Jay but the summer months when the
bats are in other caves may provide cavers an
opportunity to visit the cave. Summer caves where
maternity colonies are found should be avoided
from the first of April until the bats leave, usually September or October.

The mining or damaging of cave fonnatiOns, decimation of animal populations and other obvious
dangers to caves are areas on which much as been
said. However, small, seemingly inconsequential
by-products of visitation to caves must also be
considered. Lint from visitDr's clothing collects
on formations and causes not only discoloration
but can even modify the flow of water along the
surface of speleothems. This is a particular
problem in high visitation areas such as Carlsbad
Caverns in New Mexico. Formation handling leaves
oils on fonnations causing discoloration.

Significant archaeological and palentological finds
are common in limestone caves and the management.of
any cave should carefully consider whether or not
these values are present.

So far, I have covered man's impact on the cave.
However, caves also impact on man.

The depth, extent, and complexity of limestone
caves contributes to a safety hazard from cavers
becoming lost or injured and the same factors make
rescue of lost or injured cavers more time consuming, tedious, and hazardous. The presence of small
crawlways, pits, active streams, mud and loose
rocks all contribute to making the management of
these types of caves much more difficult than caves
where safety is not so acute a problem.

Human Concerns
Another spec~al consideration of limestone caves
is the fact that many of the caves in the eastern
United States are both wet and cold. Although the
moisture enhances the beauty of some formations,
it makes both exploration and mapping of caves uncomfortable for a2.:' but the most hardy. This wet
aspect of northel'll and eastern limestone caves
makes any rescue e~en more hazardous and exhausting owing to the problem of hypothermia. This is

Finally, the ultimate question of cave management
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leaves its imprint on the resources. Limestone
caves, by their very nature, are much more fragile
than lava, ice, or sea caves, and must be managed
as such.

depends on what level of impact the manager is
willing to accept. It has been said that there
are two kinds of caves: Virgin and untouched by
man, and vandalized. Every trip through a cave
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WHY MANAGE CAVES?
*Phil Whitfield

with caves reveals much about the human race
through cave related'archaeological and historical
research.

The question, ''Why manage caves?" was tackled by
Ron Kerbo at the 1978 Carlsbad Cave Management
Symposium. My own treatment of the subject will
probably provide a different perspective than
Ron's, concentrating as it does on the general,
philosophical plane so beloved of planners - and
often so irrelevant to others concerned with hard
realities. Nevertheless, I trust that the following remarks will have some relevance.

It should be stressed that these man-assigned cave
values are not only not absolute, but they are also
relative one to another. Individuals with different
interests will tend to arrange the values according
to different priorities. The natural scientist may
opject forcefully to human impacts which, to a social scientist are the most interesting and significant aspects of the cave. The caver may be less
concerned with either of these aspects than with the
continuation of a quality of recreational experience
through guaranteed access, the preservation of beauty and the facilitation of on-going discovery and
exploration.

''Why manage caves?" Well why manage anything?
Presumably, the purpose of "management" is to get
the best possible value out of something, either
for the manager directly, or for those he represents. What is meant by "value?" ''Value could be
defined as a short or long term economic or social
benefit, be it personal, institutional or human.
It will be noted that this definition is anthropocentric, as I would suggest that values are not
absolute but are assigned by man, both as individuals and collectively, and that they will vary depending upon time, place and circumstances. For
example, an endangered species may be considered
sacrosanct, until one is stranded on a desert island with nothing· else to eat but the nourishing
samples of this species. Waterfalls or geysers
may be protected as outstanding natural features
until an energy crisis demands higher recognition
of their value as hydro or thermal power sources.

Cave values are relative to each .other, but they are
also relative to all the values to man of all ot~er
natural resources - timber, range, 1later, minerals,
energy, agriculture, recreation, etc. Again, individuals or institutions will arrange different priorities for the use of these resources, depending
upon time, place and circumstances. One major factor in this process of priortization is the so-called "politics of scarcity," which sees the recognized value of an item increase as growing demand
and limited supply reduce its availability.

In this context, what values have caves? In the
present time, place and circumstances, one maght
recognize:

Clearly" anyone attempting to get the best possible
value out of a cave must come to grips with a priority ranking not only of the cave's values, but
also of other resource values and demands which may
compete for attention with the cave values. The
process of arriving at an overall priority ranking
might be broken down as follows:

Scientific values - As natural phenomena, caves
can be studied to increase man's understanding of
his world through the disciplines of geology, hydrology, mineralogy, paleontology, biology, etc.

First - Conduct an inventory or study to identify
as many values as possible for the various competing resources. Usually, expert advice can be obtained from foresters, geologists, hydrologists. and
other general resource specialists to identify
large scale resource issues which might affect the
cave. Similarly, expertise in the various speleological disciplines is usually available :to document specific cave values. The intent of this step
is to a~semble as much raw data as practical on all'
res0'!Xces involved and on all ranges of interest in
the use of those resources, so laymen and the public
should ideally be solicited as well as specialists.

Recreational value - The aesthetic and sporting
appeal of cave environments makes them increasingly novel and popular for recreation, although the
hazards they involve might be considered a negative factor detracting from recreational value.
Economic and Conunercial values - Realization of
these values frequently involves impacts on the
cave which may impair or destroy other values, such
as scientific or recreational ones. Economic/commercial values range from uses such as commercialization through shelter, including storag'e, housing and factory uses, to water storage or supply,
mineral mining and limestOne quarrying.

Second - Clarify the goals or objectives of the interest groups concerned with the management situation, he they individuals, organizations, companies'
or government agencies acting on behalf of the public. It is important to recognize that objectives
may range from a single individual's desire to enlarge his mineral and artifact collections to a
"motherhood" social goal of "preserving natural
and cultural heritage elements for the appreciation
of present and future generations."

Cultural values - Man's relationship with caves is
longstanding. Ritualistic and religious values
are still assigned to some caves, and man's earlier
economic, recreational and scientific interaction
*Regional Planner, British Columbia Parks and Outdoor Recreation Division, Ministry of Lands, Parks
and Housing. 521 West Innes St., Nelson, B. C.
CANADA VlL 3J2
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Third - Place the inventoried resources in the context of the objectives in an evaluative process to
establish relative priorities. This is the phase
durtgg which trade-offs must be made among demands,
each of which has legitimacy on grounds ranging
from individual rights to broad social and economic benefits. Most resource managers will realize
that this is the most sensitive phase of the process, requiring patience, tact and excellent communications. If one survives this phase, its product is a plan of some kind which identifies the
decisions on relative resource priorities and the
actions which must be taken to realize the accepted values.

ave probably following the "five steps" unconsciously in their interactions with individual
caves, but the benefits are greater when the game
is played consciously. Which brings me to the
next point.
''Management is a game best played in large groups."
Only through consensus among a wide range of interested people will any consistency or success be
achieved in arriving at a plan and then implementing it. Also, to insure the widest long term distribution of the plan or policy, it should be written down. Word of mouth cOllllIlWlication is no guarantee for consistency, let alone success, and cave
resources are fragile enough to deserve better.

Fourth - Implement the plan by following the priorities and procedures it has identified.

''Management begins at home." It is: not enough to
pay pious lip service to plans having objectives
like the conservation of fragile cave resources.
Every would-be user must personally implement the
management plan in his dealings wi:th the resource.
If the 'caves really have any values for us, we must
take our time and cave softly, or perhaps not cave
at all.

Fifth - Periodically assess the successes and failures of the implementation phase and the plan itself to identify:
a)

Inventory gaps. New factors may come to
light which require more study to evaluate,

b)

Any need to revise objectives. The objectives of a dynamic individual, organization or society may change fairly rapidly,
affecting a manager's approach to his
area of concern.

c)

Any need to rearrange priorities. Obviously, new inventory data and altered objectives could both demand a shift of priorities. In a cave context, discovery of a
new species in a recreational cave could
make conservation a higher priority tha.,
continued recreation. Or, a new objective
to increase public accessibility to caves
could overrule protection of a small bat
colony in a hitherto lightly visited cave.

d)

"Resource management" is really "people management."
One is actually managing the human intervention with
natural processes, or man's manipulation of the resource for his own reasons. Caves, like other natural resources, managed themselves nicely before
the advent of man.
For that matter, how "unnatural" are people? Man's
impacts' on the earth are characteristic of the species, though large scale by most other species standards. Pack rats litter their backyards, but when
man does so, he is a polluter. Beavers dam streams,
but man's hydro projects are desecrations of the
land. However,' other species also can do their bit
on a grand scale. Locusts and other insects can
make man's liorst defoliants look trivial. Bacteria
and viruses have wiped out more aIri.mals, including
man himself, than has the human race, but their impacts are not considered unnatural. Man is "destructive" in the sense of changing the worlC:, as he
finds it, but can one make a value judgement about
such things? Is there anything "good" or "bad"
about vulcanism, glaciation or erosion, except as
they affect man?
.

The efficiency of management time and effort put in· for results achieved. Perhaps
a theoretically effective operational
technique recommended in the plan has not
worked, or a better technique has evolved.

It will be noted that I have slipped insidiously
from the "why" of cave management into the "how."
In my defense, I would suggest that the desirability of cave management can be understood only when
one realizes that everything in man's world is already being "managed" consciously or unconsciously.
Clearly, if we decide to manage caves consciously,
we are likely to see more factors and to obtain
higher values from them in the long term than if
we simply drift along, unaware of the implications
of the attitudes and actions of ourselves and
others. That the "how" of cave management as outlined above can be a fairly simple and basic process is, in itself, an argument for consciously entering the field.

Clearly, it is important to keep a sense of proportion in cave management issues, as in all other
issues. There are no absolute values, only ideals
which serve as points of reference in navigating
through life, whether as individuals or societies.
If there is any lesson to be learned from past experience in the resource management fiel~, it is
that the best plans are those which allow flexibility, both to accommodate new information and to
adapt to new objectives. Management which may seem
to be giving good value today may be impairing fu..ture values, not yet identified. In dealing with
irreplacable resources, this point in particular
must be weighed.

Before closing, I should like to throw out a few
relevant but random thoughts ~bout cave management
which I hope will be taken to heart.

So, in managing cave resources, let us keep a sense
of proportion and keep our options open.

"Management is a game anyone can play," and cavers
in particular should play it, owing to the fragile
nature of the resource they are using. All cavers
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important, Federal bureaucratic regulations that
may be used to prosecute destroyers of caves. I
am certain tha:t there is a variety of methods that
can be used by governmental administrators in these
c~ses. Perhaps we can leave this issue until later.

A presentation of cave laws of the United states
has the potential of being a dry and perhaps even
a boring paper. Therefore, some of the information
will be covered in a handout.
First, it is necessary to cover some of the constraints under which this paper was prepared. I
feel that I should pOint'out that I am not a lawyer. The closest I came to that is a degree in
Political Science. Instead, I ,am an ex-bureaucrat
who used to write governmental regulations and environmental impact reports. I currently farm. I
also helped to write and get passed the California
Cave Protection Law. What all this leads to is my
realization that I may not be able to answer your
questions in the appropriate legal jargon that I'm
sure you all love. Perhaps a vote is needed to determine whether I should proceed; however, hearing
no objections, I will continue.

Of the fifty States, I discovered that thirteen
have cave protection laws and another three have
laws that have reference to cave values. With four
exceptions, the other thirty-four States have no
laws to specifically cover caves and their values.
First, let us look at the four exceptions because
they may give us an insight into the problem of
cave protection from a legislature's viewpoint. If
I may m~~e a quick, non-legal generalization, I
feel that laws are made primarily to protect people
from other people, and to raise revenues, i.e., taxation. Therefore, it should not surprise us to find
that States have laws that discuss caves in a monetary way.

Lacking revenues to travel to each of the 50 Statehouses, I instead used the law section of the California State Library in Sacramento. Fortunately,
despite Proposition 13, they still maintain complete
sets of laws for all the other States. Complete,
that is, except for legislation that may have been
passed by legislatures during this year. Therefore,
this paper is really only accurate as of the status
of cave laws as of January 1, 1979. Additionally,
it is necessary to point out that I am at the mercy
of the various indices to the codes of each State.
However, as you will see, the indices see~ to be
very thorough.
'

Mississippi has a law (Section 27-57-321) which requires "all persons storing liquified compressed
gas in natural underground caverns or cavities"
must report to the Controller sales and deliveries,
etc. Louisiana, while it has a bona fide cave law,
also refers to caverns in its: laws which deal with
oil storage and transportation facilities (Section
41:1262). Pennsylvania (58 Section 451 Et. Seq.)
and New York (E.C.L. 23-0101) also have laws dealing
with taxation of fuel in underground caverns.

Finally, I am certain the possibility exists that I
have overlooked a particular State's law. And I am
equally certain that if I have, the author of that
law is probably here today, and that he will be
quick to point out the mistake. Hopefully, he or
she will be understanding.

The State of Missouri includes commercial caves under their mining regulations (Chapter 293.600 et.
seq.). Section 293.620 requiees the '~ivision of
Mine Inspection ••• to inspect at least once a year
all caves in the State held open to the public ••• "
Virginia requires an annual tax of $ 50 by commercial caverns for their inspection (section 58-275).

This paper deals primarily with laws that have been
passed by State legislatures. Therefore, the laws
do not necessarily cover criminal acts committed on
Federal lands. The determining factor here concerns
a procedure often referred to as "retrocession of
jurisdiction." I understand that the Federal Government at one time nad legal jqrisdiction over all
lands they owned, and through this process slowly
have transferred back to the States the jurisdiction
over criminal acts, Therefore, some Bureau of Land
Management and some United States Forest Service
lands may fall under the laws I will outline, while
crimes on other lands under their jurisdiction may
have to be prosecuted under Federal laws. I also
believe that all crimes committed on lands under
the jurisdiction of the National Park Service fall
under Federal laws.

Three other states have laws which affect cave
values, but are not broad enough to be called a
cave protection act. Florida's (under Laws 1967,
Chapter 65-50, Section 6) and Louisiana's (Acts
1974, No. 378, Section 1) laws which cover archaeological values list caves as potential locations
for these values. Additionally, the State of Illinois lists the spring cavefish (Chologaster Agassizi) as one of the species covered under the State's
fish protective regulations (P. A. 77-1780).
Let us now look at the State cave protection laws
that currently exist: (See Table 1).
A brief discussion of the table is appropriate.
First, the citations are hopefully correct. There
are about as many systems for the filing of laws as
there are states. The same goes for the codes which
record t~e legislation is a system which is usually
a bit better than a random system. I am certain
that with a little effort, you will be able to find
the various cave laws with these citations.

I have not tried to tabulate Federal laws, and more
*National Speleological Society, Rt. 1 Box 302,
Glenn, CA
95943
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I have attempted to tabulate the various aspects
of the many cave laws. I have chosen the most
common values, and offer a brief description:

that applies; usually violations are various degrees of misdemeanors. The punishments listed are
the maximums. In no State is it mandatory to send
the criminal to jail. Most States, however, establish a minimum fine.

Prior written permission of the cave owner is required under many State's laws. This provision
allows a caver to confront a vandal with a legal
point that he may not be familiar with. The advantage of this may be great. It also helps to
prevent someone from misrepresenting a conversation they had with a landowner.

I will now outline some of the more unusual aspects
of some of the State's laws:
Arizona has had a cave law since 1974. The original law (Laws 1974, Chapter 78, Sec. 1) was terminated the same date that the current law became effective. The 1977 law combined the protection of
petroglyphs with the original cave law and renumbered the section.

This clause requires even the most sincere cavers
to constantly remember this portion of the law.
For example, a -dye trace of a cave's stream, or
even a clean-up project may require written permission in some states. I guess, however, that there
is no need to mention that laws are intended for
everyone, including cavers.

One section of the law makes it illegal to take an
"aerosol or other type of container containing
paints, dyes, or other coloring agents" (1}-3702A3). An identical feature wes removed from the
California law when- the legislative legal counsel
stated that the bill would punish the "mere status
of the offender, since no intent is required. It
would also punish a woman who wes carrying a tube
of lipstick ••• " (Senate Committee on Judiciary,
Analysis of Senate Bill 1976-1469).

Break/destroy formations is the most common feature of cave protection laws. This wes often the
only provision in the older acts, whith were enacted for the protection of commercial caves.
Harm plant/animal is one of the features that is
included in some of the more recently passed' laws.
It changes the whole concept of cave protection
away from just the aesthetic values to those of
the cave's total ecosystem.

California. Section 623(a)(4) makes it illegal to
burn " •.• any material which produces any smoke or
gas which is harmful to any animal found in any ca
cave." Carbide cavers have asked me if they are
violating this provision when they cave. I always
answer that if they think they are harming cave
life, then they may be in violation of the section.
Foreseeing this problem, a clause was added to the
law which states that ".. •the entering or remaining
in a cave by itself shall not constitute a violation
of this section." (Section 623(c)).

In writing the California law, considerable discus-

sion was held over inclusion of the word "disturb"
in the phrase "kill, harm, or remove animal or
plant life •.• " that appears in the final version.
The issue concerned disturbing hibernating bats.
Even though" California's bat population is small,
the discussion between cavers was lengthy. Finally
I made the decision that if evidence could be presented that a disturbed hibernating bat colony was
harmed, then one could not expect a conviction from
any judge. ''Disturb'' was removed from the presented bill.

Georgia. Section 43-2505 provides that speleothems
may be exported from the State, but may not be sold
within the State. This law also includes commercial
cave owners in the limits on liability. Overall,
this law is one of the more inclusive laws written.

~

provisions are especially included in many
of the recent laws of Southern States. Some of the
laws define sinkholes and then prohibit dumping of
trash and garbage into the sinkhole. This is in
addition to littering in a cave. (For example, the
Georgia law states that it is unlawful to "dump,
litter, dispose of, or otherwise place any refuse,
garbage, dead animals, sewage, trash or other such
similar waste material in any quantity in any cave
or sinkhole ... " Section 43-2506).

Indiana. This state's law establishes a minimum fine
of $50, which is about the median minimum' fine prescribed by the various laws.
Kentuckv. Kentucky's law applies only to caves
that are exhibited to the public, i.e., commercial
caves.

No sale of speleothems clauses are included in the
laws of some states. Several outlaw the sale and
exporting of speleothems while others allow for the
exporting of formations, provided that prior written permission is obtained from the landowner.

<

A limit on landowner liability was added by many
authors, probably as a method to get support from
cave owners. Some of the laws even exempt commercial caves from liability, assuming no negligence
is involved.

Maryland. Maryland's cave life protection clause
is very well written and should be quoted: "A person may not remove, disfigure, kill, harm, disturb,
keep, restrain, or in any manner alter the natural
condition or environment of any cave life." (Section 5-14040). The law then requires cave gates to
be of " ••• open construction to allow free and unimpeded passage of air, water, insects, bats, and
aquatic fauna ••• " (5-1404c). As I understand this
law, it is therefore feasible to bring charges
against a cave owner who constructs a bad gate.
Oklahoma. This State I s cave life protection clause
lists specific types of cave life that are in~luded
under its protection. Listed are "cavefish, springfish, or blindfish ••• Ozark blind grotto or spring
grotto salamander ... and cave salamander." (21-1789).

The ounishments listed are for those laws which
prescribe the penalty in the cave law itself. In
most States the fine and/or jail sentence are included in another section of the codes. In these
cases, the cave act defines the type of pm1ishment

This law also specifie
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that "Nothing in the ac-[,

are unusual and of limited numbers; that many are
rare and endangered species; and that caves are a
natural conduit for groundwater flow and are highly
subject-to water pollution, thus having far-reaching effects transcending man's property boundaries.
It is therefore declared to be the policy of the
General Assembly and the intent of this chapter to
protect these unique natural and cultural resources."

shall be construed as prohibiting the commercial
mining of bat guano." Additionally, the law is not
to prohibit the " ••,. destruction of any predatory
terrestrial mammal or poisonous snake seeking shelter within a cave if such destrtiction is not otherwise unlawful." (21-1789).
South Dakota. This 1939 law is a good example of
the commercial cave laws that led the way for our
more comprehensive laws. It merits a reading:
"Every person who willfully commits any trespass
by removing crystals, stones, or rock from natural
caves, or carving initials on the walls of caves,
or in any other way mutilating the cave, is guilty
of a misdemeanor." ( 22-34-9) •

(10-150.11).
West Virginia. Like Maryland's, West Virginia's
law requires "open" gates to allow for air ventilation, as well as movement of cave life. Collection of any plants or animal life and excavation requires premits from the state, even for caves on
private lands. West Virginia's speleothem clause
does not allow the exporting of speleothems.

Tennessee. One section of this law specifies that
it is illegal to " ••• kill, harm or disturb plant,s
or refuse therein••• " (39-4535). First, no mention is made of disturbing animal life that is ,
common in many laws. This is the only law which
specifically mentions plant protection, but-does
not discuss animal protection.

Wyoming. This State's law's greatest significance
is that' it is the oldest cave law in the United
states.
We can see that there is a variety of cave laws in
the thirteen states that have laws. However, I do
not want the rest of you, to feel as if caves in
your specific a?ea are not protected by laws. Let
me try to summarize the features of the various laws
and see how they are covered by existing law principles. I will be using California laws in that I am
more familiar with these. The cave laws seem to
fall into these classifications:

Second, a very philosophical question is brought
up by Tennessee's restriction on disturbing refuse
in a cave. At what point ana/or quantity is refuse an important part of the cave's ecosystem? In
drafting the California law, we had initially made
it illegal to remove anything from the cave or to
"leave any food, container, string, clothes, candle, wax, spent carbide, or any other thing ••• "
(Senate Bill 1976-1469; as introduced). However,
at the first level of legislative legal review, it
was felt that the law was too strict for inadvertently leaving an item in a cave,and the clause was
removed by the author. I now feel that by trying
to be too specific, we lost an important point.
Perhaps something similar happened in Tennessee.
It seems that an anti-litter clause should be included in Tennessee's law, as well as in California's.

1) Trespassing, including gates and locks,
2) Destruction of property,
3 ) Killing of plants and animals,
4) Landowner's liability, and
5) Speleothems.
Various laws in California make it illegal to trespass. For example, the state's Fish and Game codes
make it unlawful to leave gates open, or to break
fences, etc., -while hunting. Section 602 makes' it
illegal to enter posted land or to t~per with a
locked gate. However, these trespassing laws usually are tied to a specific act. And it is the act
which makes the trespass, such as carrying wood, or
hunting where it is posted.

Texas had a comprehensive cave law as earlyas 1967 (Title 17, Article 1350). It however
was repealed in 1973 when the State's criminal mischief laws were apparently expanded to include cave
vandalism. The 1977 law, however, is more comprehensive. Texas's speleothem clause prohibits the
sale of any speleothems in the State, but allows
the exporting of formations for sale outside of the
State. The law also establishes a permit procedure
for scientific projects in caves on property owned
by the State of Texas.
~.

All States have laws which deal with destruction of
property. Wyoming has a law ('6-10-105) which is a
great example. It requires that any person who willfully injures or destroys property of another shall
pay a restoration cost as well as be imprisoned in
jail or prison. California has laws which make it
illegal to maliciously injure or destroy,personal
property (Section 594 Penal Code); or to deface by
paint, etc., the property of others (Section 594.5
Penal Code). Archeological values are also protected under State laws.

Virginia. A cave px:otection act of Virginia was
initially passed in 1966, but then repealed in 1975.
The original law of Virginia's was the model used
by many other States. The current law is very comprehensive. It requires archeological permits, as
well as prohibits the sale and exportation of speleothems. The legislative policy that is included
in the beginning of the law clearly allows the
reader to realize that a comprehenisve law is to
follow. It bears repeating: "The General Assembly
hereby finds that caves are uncommon geologic phenomena, and that the minerals deposited therein may
be rare and occur in unique forms of great beauty
which are irreplacable if destroyed. Also irreplacable are the archeological resources in caves which
are of great scientific and historic value. It is
further found that the organisms which live in caves

The protection of plants and animals of the cave's
environment is not usually covered under State law,
unless endangered species or critical flora are involved. Usually, this is not the case, as speleologists are trying to preserve a total ecosystem,
not just a specific plant or animal.
Since the' passage of California's cave law, which
included a cave owner's liability limitation clause,
California has amended its liability law to cover
all types of recreation.
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While California, and for that matter almost all
other states, does not have laws forbidding the
sale of speleothems, there are ways to prosecute
people who remove formations. The property laws
of states would allow this. A problem we had
when we tried to get a speleothem clause in our
law was being able to show that the sale of speleothems was causing destruction of caves. The only
documentation available showed that speleothems
were being imported from Mexico. v/hile I believe
that the sale of speleothems probably results in
people wanting formations, not for sale, but for
their own enjoyment, I think it would be hard to
show this to a legislature.

probably not possible to affect the aerosol armed
high school beer drinking group, it is possible to
have an impact on other outdoorsmen, and hopefully
even on a rock collector, especially i f the penalties are outlined in the entrances of caves.
Second, intention may not be as debatable an issue
should a charge be brought against a vandal.' State
legislatures have determined that it is a criminal
act to dump garbage in sinkholes, or to disturb a
cave's bat colony, or to tamper with a gate. (While
on the issue of gate tempering, many of the laws
make it illegal regardless if entry is gained or
not. This is a good example of how cave laws are
often more strict than existing trespass laws).
Many of these laws have enumerated very well a variety of acts that are illegal. Hopefully there is
less room for a defense attorney to work in while
looking for a way out for his client.

There are also many Federal laws that would cover
acts of vandalism of caves on lands under Federal
jurisdiction. While this is an area that I am not
too familiar with, it is obvious that there are a
variety of laws that can be used.
For example,
when BoydenCave in the Kings Canyon (Sequoia National Forest) was vandalized in 1976, there was no
difficulty in getting a conviction under Federal
laws.

The final issue concerns who could bring charges
against an act of vandalism. For States which require written permission of the landowners, cavers
could either request to see the ~rritten permission
or easily determine if such permission had been given by the landowner. And according to legal opinion
of the California Legislature, under the California
law, which is no different from many of the laws
evaluated here today, conviction could be made as
the result of a charge by' a citizen (as opposed to
a charge by the landowner alone), and would probably
be an open and shut case.

Federal laws, of course, protect archeological
values that are found in caves. Each Federal
agency's administrative regulations also cover
caves through such general categories as vandalism,
trespassing, littering, and perhaps disturbing of
wildlife. Then, of course, very specific management plans have and are being developed that will
further protect caves.

The oilly conviction under the California law involved
vandalism of a cave leased by the Diablo Grotto.
While they were probably able to get a conviction
under a variety of other State laws, the case was
open and shut under the cave protection act. And
the punishment was severe, with ~ defendant being
ordered to compensate the grotto the full cost of
restoring the cave gate.

Despite the variety of Federal and State laws,
there is still a problem of protection of caves
through laws. First, there is the problem of enforcement, especially on private lands. It is hard
to catch a ~ndal in the act, especially when most
caves are not on the beat of most policemen. And
while a citizen's arrest is a very 'fine, philosophical way to protect a cave, it has obvious problems.

Before I close, I feel that there is one last law
that should be outlined to you. The Virginia State
Legislature establishe~ Laws 1979, Ch. 433, commencing from July 1, 1979, a Cave Commission which shall:

Finally, there is the problem of intention in some
acts of vandalism. Did the defendant realize the
consequences involved when he lit the campfire in
the cave and disturbed the endangered colony of
bats? It is hard to imagine that a judge would
allow such a charge to be brought against a person.

-Serve as an advisory board to any requesting
of a State agency matters of caves;
-Conduct an inventory of publicly owned caves
in Virginia;
-Identify significant caves as well as any danger to such caves;
-Publish and assist in publishing cave-related
articles;
-Recommend ways to obtain assistance of cavers
in rescues, and ways to encourage purchase of
caves by conservation groups;
-Etc.

There is also the problem of the landowner being
willing to prosecute. Usually the crime is against
the property owner and therefore he must file the
charges. For example, I could not file charges if
a vandal threw a brick through your 'dndow. Many
landowners, and now I am excluding the owners of
commercial caves, are just not up for the hassles
of litigation. Criminal procedures are a long and
costly process.
So we are back to the issue of the value of cave
protection la~1S. This is an issue that has kept me
awake at nights. When asked if cave laws have a
value, I can answer with no uncertainty -YES!

Such a law should give all concerned.about speleology real inspiration. Who knows, maybe someday
soon we will see Virginia or some other State pass
a law which places a tax on the sale of cement to
finance the study and purchase o~ caves.

First, cave protection laws have a substantial educational value. Just as there is a need to educate
backpackers about a balanced ecosystem, there.is
that need in caving. And, many of these cave laws
involve themselves in the issue of a balanced environment, a need to protect more than just the
formations, a need to cave softly. While it is
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ASPECTS

LIABILITY

OF A SHOW CAVE

*Tim Anderson

led 40 holes, placed 40 sticks of dynamite, and
blew out about three feet of seven 'foot by six
foot tlmnel each day. Unfortunately, these miners
insisted upon being paid every week, which meant
that every Monday morning we had to begin a search
of the local watering holes to find them and get
them to go back to work. At 90 feet into the mountain the miners ran into a new room (the Discovery
Room). After four years of tunnelling, we completed the 180 foot shaft into the Basement Room, a new
exit tunnel, and various connecting tunnels.

Lake Shasta Caverns has been known in the past as
Stoneman Cave, the Chalk Caves, and the Baird Cave.
The caverns have been known by the native peoples
of the McCloud River Valley (the Wintu) for thou~
sands of years.
In 1878 an Indian named Charles Morton and a White
man named James A. Richards~n first explored the
caverns. During the following 60 years, the caverns
were seldom visited due to the difficult hike and
the vertical nature of the cave. In the late Thirties, the Odd Fellows lodge installed a metal ladder at the vertical drop of the entrance and used
the cave for initiations for the next ten years.
In the late Forties, a member of the lodge fell and
broke a leg in the caverns and, as a result, the
lodge discontinued the use of the caverns for initiations. Most of the vandalism and name writing in
the caverns took place between the late Thirties
and the late Fifties; that is, after the ladder
made access possible for anyone that made the hike
to the caverns.
During the mid 1950' s, Grace Tucker, a timber cruiser, gained clear title to the parcel of land that
contained the caverns with the idea of openiP~ the
caverns to the public. Mrs. Tucker first offered
the land to the Forest Service with the proviso that
it would be opened to the public. The Forest Service was not interested in the property as long as
it had conditions attached and turned down the offer.
Mrs. Tucker then interested the Thompson brothers in
developing the caverns as a show cave.
Everything had to be done. After Shasta Lake was
filled, the peninsula that the caverns were on was
cut off from any road access. The caverns are 850
feet above the high ~later mark of the lake. An
L.C.M. (landing craft, material) was purchased to
haul equipment and building materials across the
lake. A two mile road had to be built from water
level to the cavern entrance. A ticket office had
to be built at high water level for those visitors
who came in their own boats to see the caverns. A
bUilding and restrooms had to be constructed at the
cavern entrance.

We now faced the problem of building a safe trail
through 1,800 feet of the caverns. The entrance
of Lake Shasta Caverns is 180 feet lower than the
exit so .we were in for a lot of step building.
Our objectives ran in priority like this: 1) Safety
of the visiting public; 2) Safety and preservation
of the caverns; 3) Comfort and ease of walking; and
4) The best view of what we thought were the most
beautiful formations. It is easy to see the reasoning of this set of priorities. If it isn't safe,
no one can see it and we can't open. If the caverns
are damaged, we won't be open long. If the caverns
are too difficult to go through, the number of our
visitors is limited and the more beautiful the caverns are, the better the wora of mouth advertising
we get.
In those days, there was no National Caves Association to provide expertise and advice on how best to
attain these goals and to avoid other's mistakes.
So we made many of our own and learned many things
the hard way. For the most part, the trail through
the caverns is cement stairs and walkways with
steel handrails on both sides.

Show caves are in a unique position. A wild cave
is altered, with new entrances, cement, electric
lights, hand rails, and of course; many people. It
is no longer a wild cave. A cave like this may be
likened to an animal in a public zoo. However,
most show caves are "developed" from a well-known
wild cave. Caves that are well-known and not protected soon lose their integrity: Broken formations,
spray paint, trash and all the other hallmarks of
unrestricted visitation are guaranteed a cave of
this sort. Shasta Trinity Forest has two' prime examples of this; Samwel and Potter Creek Caves are
both extensively damaged (perhaps irretrievably),
even though Samwel is gated after a fashion and
Potter Creek is accessible only by water and a hard
hike. Both of these caves have been well known
since the Merriam expeditions of the early 1900' s.
If care and consideration for the resource is taken
there is a quantitative and qualitative difference
in the preservation of a given cavern, aside from
the question of the number of visitors and their

It didn't take to realize that we could not use the
natural entrance if we were going to put large numbers of people through the caverns. After surveying
the cliffs 9utside the caverns, it was estimated
that we needed a tunnel 180 feet long to reach the
lowest known room in the caverns ( the Basement
Room). Two hard rock miners were hired. They dril*Manager, Lake Shasta Caverns, P. O. Box 801,
O'Brien, CA 96070
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quality of experience. This paper is not the place
to discuss the question of "sacrifice" caves, but
I think that we need to take a long hard look at
just what we mean by "sacrifice cave."
There are three broad categories of liability pertaining to caverns and/or property: 1) Property
that is posted as private and is adequately marked
as being restricted. In case of injury on this
property, the owner is not liable unless he has
booby-trapped the property. 2) Property that is
not marked 'private' and visitation is not restrict-

ed, but the public is not invited onto the property
by any type of sign or marker (an interpretive
trail would be an invitation). The owner of such
a piece of property is required to clearly mark any
obvious hazards. 3) The owners of property or caverns that actively invite visitors onto their land
are required to take all reasonable care for the
safety of their visitors. This is not to say whatever may be conceived by the mind of man, but rather
what is reasonable under the circumstances. The
visitor is also requ:i,red to use common sense in seeing to his own safety.

CAVER SAFETY
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•
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CAVE HAZARDS AND THE GEAR AND EXPERIENCE NEEDED TO HANDLE THEM**
We have set up a method of classifying caves by
difficulties and hazards, plus two self-qualifying
tests that cavers and cave managers can use to
match cave classifications to cavers. This categorization is based on difficulty and not on beauty
or natural values. In that respect we should remind you again that any visit to a cave can cause
damage, so your environmental impact must always
be an underlying consideration.
Needless to say, the classes are generalized and
overlap at several points. Any of us could name
a host of caves that don't quite fit, but that's
not the POll1t. Our goal is to give some general
guidelines that will tell you what to expect and
what we recommend in the way of equipment for each
type. Remember too, that it's the highest degree
of difficulty that determines the class. You
could go to a Class 3 Vertical cave and for one
reason or another not'drop the pit (skill, equipment, inclination), yet do the rest of the cave.
For you, in that one instance, it would thus be a
Class 3 and not a Class 3 Vertical cave, and the
equipment required would differ.
Please note that this is a classification of caves,
*Safety and Training Officer, San Francisco Bay Chapter, National Sp~leological Society, 2318 Jane Lane,
Mountain View, CA 94040
**Copyright 1979 by David R. McClurg. Must not be
reproduced without .the written permission of the
author. From EXPLORING CA VES, A GUIDE TO THE UNDERGROUND WTLDFRNESS, c 1979, David R. McClurg.

not cavers. We're not trying to say that you have
to be a Class 3 caver to go into a Class 3 cave.
But if you go to a Class 3 cave, you'd better wear
woolen unders and brli1g enough food for an eight to
ten hour trip.
By coincidence, our difficulty classes 1 to 4 appear to roughly parallel the excellent U. S. Forest
Service hazard classes I to IV. (They have a Class·
V, too). While this is partially correct, there
are important differences. For example, the government classes include degree of passage complexity
as a hazard, and thus the liklihood of getting lost.
We don't consider this as much of a problem, because
we predicate an organized cave trip with experienced
explorers. Also, their Classes I to IV do not seem
to include water hazards. The only mention of water,
as far as we can see, is in Category V, extremely
hazardous, w~ich lists floodli1g -- along with poisonous insects and reptiles, airborne diseases, cave
diving, and hazards requiring special equipment to
protect the caver. The classes were apparently
originally drawn up for relatively dry caves, perhaps in the Southwest or West. Omitted, are the
dangers of exposure or hypothermia resulting from
the generally wet conditions and cave water found
ll1 many caves ll1 other parts of the country and in
alpine caves.

In the cave classifications, we will generalize caving skills roughly as follows:

Tourist:

First visits to wild "people" caves.

No real caving skills required.

to 2 km; 150 to 600+ meters).

Beginning: Walking, crawling, sliding, scrambling down drops (10 feet or less).

Length of Tripsl AVerage two to three hours, .
could extend to five or six hours maximum.

Intennediate: Scrambl:i.ng, on breakdown or muddy slopes, ch:imneying in short drops, tight crawling - 18 inches high and less, belayed climbing,
initial, training in technical vertical, and knowledge of water hazards.

Equipment Requiredl Full caving gear includ- ,
ing helmet, three sources of l:i8ht, lug-soled boots',
wann clothes is the cave is cold - including perhaps wollen u.'1ders, coveralls if it I s to be an extended stay or is a cold cave, and a cave pack with
spares, including food if necessary. Vertical gear
as such is not needed, but your caving sling (12
feet of one-inch webbing) and locking carabiner
should be with you in case you discover something
new.

Advanced: Traversing, charnneying, free climbing, tight/twisty squeezing (12 inches or less),
belaying; fully qualified and equipped for technical
vertical (and wet suit caving), if necessary.

Intennediate Caves: Horizontal with
Climbable Pitches.
Class 3V. Intennediate Caves Vertical: Horizontal
with 1 or 2 Short (20 to 60 foot) Pits
(6 to 20 meters).
Class 3.

Technical Vertical: Overlays intennediate and
advanced: rappelling, ladder climbing, prusiking.
These are qhat the European and Australian cavers
call "single rope techniques." Technical -vertical
caving is one more set of skills that the advanced
caver needs to see the whole cave. In some r~ ,
spects these skills are more mechanical and easier
to learn than the less glamorous advanced skills
such as free climbing, traversing, chimneying, and
squeezing.

This category of cave is still loosely called horizontal, but now the levels are connected by one or
more pits, steep slopes, or large breakdown blocks.
If pitches are all climbable, we tenn it Class 3.
I f there are one or two short unclimbable drops (20
to 60 feet), we categorize it as a Class 3 Vertical.

Water Hazards: Overlays all categories: awareness of flooding, stream hopping, fording, wading,
wet suit caving.
Class 1.

Skills required for the climbable pitches may extend from beginning to nearly ad~~ced, but the
number of them is small enough to still consider
the cave as intennediate. Note that the pitches
may be as short as eight or ten feet or the pits as
deep as 60 feet. 1'10st will be in the 15 to 30 foot
range. Handlines and belays are required for the
climbing. If there are non-climbable pits, they
should be wasy enough to provide good training in
technical vertical ca,~g.

"People" Caves

These are small wild caves that often serve as a
good i.'1troduction to the underground. We sometimes
call them flashlight caves. Hazards are minimal.
Most decorations have been destroyed. It's nearly
impossible to get lost. You may have to crawl on
hands and knees. You may get fairly muddy. But
if you enjoy yourself, you may have awakened the
spark of interest and want to go caving with experienced explorers.
Class 2.

Beginner Caves:

Many caves in the Appalachians, Indiana, Missouri,
Texas, and New Mexico fall into this category.
Multilevel lava tubes B.."1d some California caves are
Class 3.

Horizontal Passages.

As the name says, this means caves with essentially
flat passages and no pits. However, the floor may
be rubble filled or rough. The passages may incline up or down like the ramps in a sports stadium
or even have broad steps less than three or four
feet high. Some crawling' on hands and knees or
the belly in two foot high or larger crawls is required. There can'be more than one level, but getting from one level to another is done by walking
or, at most, bY easy scrambling over boulders or
small breakdown blocks with less than ten foot
drops. Class 2 caves are found in just about any
caving area in the country. In some areas, alas,
that's all you will find. Many California caves
and simple lava tubes fall into Class 2.

Hazards: Active streams, lakes, vertical
pitches, and crawlways that are 18 inches (~.) or
less with some twisting and turning over needed.
Length of Caves: Class 3 caves are a half
mile to several miles long (1 to 4+km).
Length of Trips: Usually five to ten hours.
Twelve to sixteen hours is a typical maximum, except in Class 3 Vertical when rigging and derigging
are necessary.
Equipment Required: Full caving gear, food
for one meal and several snacks. Vertical equipment:
12 foot (4 m) caving sling with locking carabiner
for each caver plus one 50 foot (15 m) 9 rom handline. I f Class 3 Vertical, Figure 8 Ring or Longhorn, safety loop, plus ladders or prusik gear.

,Hazards: The major hazard is water in streams
or lakes. In laya tubes, the main hazard is loose
breakdown on the floor made up of sharp clinkery'
rocks that tear up clothes and boots and cause
nasty cuts if you take a spill. Some lava tubes
also have freezi.'1g temperatures and year-around
ice floors as additional hazards.

Class 4.
Class 4V.

Length of Caves: Class 2 caves can be as much
as a half a mile to a mile and a half, but more commonly are a few hundred to a few thous~'1d feet (1

Advan~ed Caves:
Large Multi-Level or
Multi-Mile ,Cave Systems.

Advanced Caves Vertical: Large Systems
with Technical Vertical Pitches.

Class 4 caves have complex structures usually with
several levels connected by pits, fissures, and cre-
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vices that require advanced climbing skills. Class
4 caves are often called caver's caves because they
call for one or two seasons of practice and skill
building. They are often much more difficult than
purely vertical shafts (even though the latter may
be deeper) which only require technical rope work
to yo-yo up and down.

You might ask why we would rappel into the pit,
rather than use the ladder which we're going to
climb out on. European cavers climb down not just
for 60 but for hundreds of feet. Again, two reasons. Climbing down anything is a whole lot harder than climbing up. Second, rappelling is usually fun and relatively easy to leanr. We could also add that North American cavers are the acknowledged leaders and innovators in technical vertical caving, and we have concentrated more on single
rope techniques than ladders.

Hazards: Active streams, lakes, tight squeezes,
slippery slopes, deep pi~s.
Length of Cave:

Several miles or kilometers.
Equipment for 20 to 60 Foot Pits: For rappelling, a minimum of Longhorn or Figure 8 Ring with
a diaper sling backed up with a waist loop, or a
swami seat. For prusiking, knots, Mitchell or
Texas system with Jumars, or three Gibbs Ropewalker
system.

Length of trips: Class 4 cave trips are at
least ten hours and at most 20 to 22 hours. An
average trip is 12 to 14 hours.
Equipment Required: Full caving gear with
plenty of spares and food for two meals and two to
four snacks. In Class 4, the pitches are climbable
by definition but you still need your caving sling
and locking carabiner, set of prusik slings (for
new pits or emergencies), rappel device (lighter
weight such as Figure 8 or Longhorn), and two safety loops. For Class 4 Vertical, which could include short, medium, or long drops, your complete
vertical pack is required, includi!1g full rappel
and prusik rigs. (See the Summary of Vertical Equipment Required, which is given below).

Vertical Medimn:

This category is more of a step up than many cavers
realize. For rappelling, you see the multi-brake
bar rack used much more for this depth, but the
others will work too. For prusiking, however, a
full resting position ·\<d.th a comfortable seat sling
is mandatory. Up towards the top of this category
at 150 feet, the Texas system may be too strenous
for many. If used, it will require another ascender and chest sling for safety. The Mitchell system
with chest bax and third ascender, or the three
Gibbs ropewalker with a floating knee cam are both
excellent.

Vertical Classifications: The three vertical categories and the water hazards category overlay the
cave classifications. Both Vertical Short and Vertical Medium can apply to Class 2 and 3 caves. But
if a cave has Vertical Long pits (over 150 feet or
50 meters) it automatically drops into the Class 4
slot.
Vertical Short.

60 to 150 Feet (20 to 50 meters)

Vertical Long:

150 to 1,000 Feet (50 to 300 meters)

This is big drop country. In North America, it
means the 200 to 600 foot pits of the Southeast
particularly Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia - a
few 150 to 400 foot pits in New Mexico and Arizona.
But for the really big ones, it's south of the border, down Mexico way. Sotano del Barra at 1,345
feet and Sotano de las Golondrinas at 1,233 feet
top the list.

20 to 60 Feet (7 to 20 meters).

For this class of pit, if there is only one or at
most two short pits (under 30 feet or 10 meters),
we recoIlUDend you rappel in and climb a ladder out.
otherwise, rappelling in and prusiking out ·are called for.

For the really big ones, a rappel rack is standard.
For prusiking, both Jumar and Gibbs rigs are used.
With a Gibbs setup, you may prefer to float both
the foot and knee ascenders. If knots joining two
main ropes have to be passed, Jumars are quicker
and easier. But with a Gibbs system, a spare Jumar
or safety loop can help you do this too. You should
always carry one spare ascender in any event~ in
case one should fail, plus two or three safety loops
for emergencies. It's a long way back up!

We arbitrarily chose 20 feet for the ~ depth,
because even though it's by definition unclimbable
or unchimneyable, it's sometimes possible to climb
a pitch this short with a handline if it isn't overhung or too slippery. But over 20 feet (6 meters),
a handline climb is probably toa hazardous· even if
you use a self belay.
Note too that, even where we have a climbable pit
of .'20 to 25 feet, it may still b·e worth rigging to
rappel down (if it can 't be chimneyed). Climbing
down is harder than either rappelling or climbing
back up. Incidentally, we don't especially recommend using handline techniques for climbing down.
If you have a line rigged it's better to rappel or
hasty rappel so you have better cont~ol.

Water Hazards
The difficulties that water adds to caves are all
pervasive and more subtle than vertical hazards,
but no less dangerous. If you were writing a set
of specifications for conditions to produce hypothermia, the wet, muddy environment of many caves
would be nearly ideal.

We chose 60 feet (20 meters) as the maximum depth
for two reasons. First, it covers the majority of
cave pits, which are typically 20 to 40 feet (except in the Southeast). Also important, 60 feet is
as far as most American cavers will climb up a ladder. In fact, many feel a 30 foot (10 meter) ladder is more than enough. Beyond 60 feet, you're into mechanical ascender land, as far as we're concerned.

Flooding too, is an ever present danger during the
rainy season in those caves with active streams or
a steeply sloping sinkhole entrance. In threatening weather, stay out of caves that show telltale
signs of flooding: debris such as branches, twigs,
and leaves stuck high up on the walls, or gravel
and medium sized stones on the floor. If inside,
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watch and listen for changes in water level. Seek
upper level passage or, if safe to do so, exit
the cave if you suspect flooding.

Water 3.

Getting Wet On Pu....-pose.

~n

Water 1.

Shallow Streams.

This is a very common situation where a shallow
stream runs down the passage in one or more sections
of the cave. Usually, the stream can be avoided by
walking on the bank or crossed by stepping on stones.
If not, its depth of 2 to 8 L~ches usually presents
no real hazard except wet feet.
Clothing Required: Woolen socks will probably save the day if the trip isn't too long and
the cave is not too cold. If there is any possibility of falling in and getting wet or if you have to
crawl in the water for any distance, woolen unders
and perhaps a change of clothes would be called for.
If you're going to be in water more than this, you're
into a Water 2 or 3 category for certain.
Water 2.

Accidentally Getting Soaked.

In this class of caves, the danger is increased by
the possibility of falling into the water and getting soaked. Here we have streams with deep pools
or several lakes and ponds big enough for you to
get your whole body immersed. Depth is three to
four feet minimum and often is over your head and
deeper. Remember, cave water always looks shallower than it is and is hard to see in the dark. The
exact depth is less important than the size and how
easy it would be to accidentally fall i..'i and get
really soaked.
Falling in depends mostly on how slippery the banks
are. Sometimes a stream pool or lake is surrounded
by very muddy slopes or slippery flowstone. If the
banks are also steep and extend down into the water,
this compounds the problem. Not only is it easier
to fall in, it's also very hard to get out. You may
stay immersed for some time before you can fight
your way out or someone can help you.
Falling into cold or frigid water (under 50°F or
10OC) may qualify J'ou for the doubtful honor of
becoming an instant-immersion hypothermia victim.
Instead of just getting a little wet and getting
progressively worse, you jump right into the middle
of the ~ymptom scale and are much closer to real
hypothermia. Make no mistake about it, if you get
soaked in frigid water right through to the skin,
your life is in real danger if immediate treatment
isn't begun.
We're not trying to scare J'Ou with a horror story
scenario. But you must IG10W about the danger of
hJ~othermia for the very reason that E£i kno~~
about it is one of its IlJain causes. It has been
aptly labelled the "killer of the unprepared." Thus,
the first step in preparation is knowledge.
.
Clothing Required: Several layers of clothing
starting with underwear, woolen tops and bottoms,
woolen pants and shirt, topped by a woolen sweater
if both wet and ccld, plus coveralls over the whole
thing. If this is an especially slippery time of
year, a change of clothing in a plastic bag may be
a good idea. The important thing is to keep dry -and
out of the breeze. Be prepared!

In some caves J'Ou can't avoid getting wet. You may
have to wade in waist or chest deep water to get
through the entrance. You may have to slosh through
an 18 inch crawlwsy with eight inches of water on
the floor. You may have to climb a slope or rappel
down a pit right in the middle of a waterfall.
So, what distinguishes Water 3 is that you have no
choice except to get wet if you're going to explore
the cave, whereas it's an accident in Water 2.
In Water 3, a wet suit is mandatory.. The only other
way you can do it - and this would only apply if
there's only. one full immersion hazard - is to
take your clothes completely off, swim the lake or
whatever, and put your dry clothes back on again.
We can't really recommend this because we have emphasized that hypothermia is the killer of the unprepared. Therefore, if you know you're going to
get soaked, you should be smart enough to have come
with a wet suit in the first place.
But suppose you find a new cave or a new secti"On of
a cave where swimmL.g or chest deep wading is necessary. You ~ manage by the striptease method.
Cave Diying and Wet Suit Caving
Cave diving and wet suit caving are for experienced
cawrs only. In particular, cave diving has claimed dozens of fatalities in North America. It combines the worst dangers of scuba diving and caving.
No beginning cavers should ever consider diving in
a cave, even if they are fully experienced scuba
divers, without first joining a cave diving group
to gain the proper eJ,.'perience and training.
lfet suit caving is not quite in the same suicidal
class as scuba div.L~ in a cave, but it has its
hazards, too. One of the most dangerous is a ma~
neuver called "duckunder" or "sumpi..>g." This is
relatively more common in British caves and is
done rather rarely on this side of the Atlantic.
The sump or duckunder is like a submerged wall.
It's where the ceiling or wall of a passage dips
down "into a pool or stream so that there is no
breathing space left. A wetsuit is a prerequisite
for sumps.
Sometimes, if the group of wetsuit cavers knows
that a duckunder is only a few feet long and they _
have negotiated it before successfully, they may
try it. If it's a new one, they may decide to tie
a belay line on the first man through to serve as
a handline for the others. However, beginners
should never be afraid to say that their capabilities stop here. Never attempt any maneuver in a
cave, especially this one, until fully confident
that it is perfectly safe. Duckunders are for especially experienced people properly dressed with
wetsuits and waterproof equipment containers.
Summary of Vertical Equipment Required
This is a run-down on the vertical gear we take along on cave trips. For caves where we know we' 11
be doing vertical work, we carry a separate pack
for vertical gear in addition to our cave pack.

Class 2 Caves.

No pits expected.

Spelean Shunt.
Chest sling, home-made two-inch with loop for
Gibbs cam.
Seat sling, REI, attached to chest sling.
Three Gibbs ascenders; safety loop on line
for fourth point.
Shock cord for knee Gibbs (left knee).
One-inch etrier with.Jumar, plus 9/16-inch
mini-etrier.
Two extra safety loops, with four carabiners,
rigging knife.
Spare Gibbs (part of Spelean Shunt).

Caver I s sling (12 feet of 1-inch nylon web
bing), and locking carabiner. We always
carry this sling.
Small drops (25 or 30 feet -- 8
to 10 meters) or a new cave with
unknown but expected vertical extent.

Class 3V Caves.

50 foot 9mm handline.
MSR Longhorn or other descender.
Caver's sling and locking carabiner.
Prusik slings (5/16-inch Tenstron).
9/16-inch mini-etrier (attach with prusik knot
or Jumar to line).
Safety loop (20-inch diameter) 7mm Perlon; two
carabiners.
Rigging knife.
Class 4V Caves.

Really Big Ones.

Rappel rack.
Spelean Shunt.
Chest and seat slings as above.
Gibbs as above, except float both knee and
foot Gibbs.
Spare Gibbs (part of Spelean Shunt).
Jumar and one-inch etrier, plus 9/16-inch
mini-etrier.
Three extra safety loops, four carabiners.
Rigging knife.

Vertical Short and Medium Pits (20
to 150 feet -- 6 to 50 meters).

MSR Longhorn descender.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Vertj.cal .Long Pits (150 to
1, 000+ feet -- 50 to 350+ meters).

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CAVlNG SKILLS SELF-TEST
Skill categories against which you can compare your
own progress toward becoming a competent caver.
in the cave, plus the normal two other sources of
light.

Achieving the.various skills listed here represents
a considerable accomplishment. They range from beginning through intermediate to advanced skills.
In terms of time, it I S hard to estimate how long it
would take for a person to acquire them all. It
depends on your own interest, the availability of
local training programs, and your access to caves
requiring the more advanced skills.

Lamp won 't light -- No water or carbide,
clogged tip, wet felt, bad gasket, loose bottom. You must refill the lamp with water and
carbide, and put the used carbide in a suitable
container for removal from the cave.

At a rough estimate, it would probably require on
the order of 50 to 75 hours of actual c~ving, including in-cave training and practice. In addition
to this, perhaps another 10 to 15 hours would be
spent in above-ground training such as practice
climbs, knot tying sessions, and the like. For
most people, the total time would be spread over
one or two caving seasons.

Lamp burns irregularly -- Same causes as above,
but you must dismantle lamp and actually replace felt and tip.
Flame around gasket -- Bad gasket or thread
seat, loose bottom.
Flame around tip -- Bad or loose tip, bad tip
seat.

To acquire the technical vertical skills covered
in the second self test, another 25 to 30 hours of
experience and instruction would be typical.

Water spurts from tip, bubbles out of water
filler cap, or flame is several inches long
Too much water; decrease flow and wait before
lighting. Felt may also have been soaked and
need replacement.

Basic Skills
1.
Knots: Tie the basic caving knots blindfolded or in complete darkness, including backup overhand knots where required: 1) bowline, 2) Dmdineo~-a-coil,
water knot, 4) grapevine knot, 5)
f:Lgure-of-e:l.ght loop, and 6) prusik knot.

3.
Electric Lamp: Turn the lamp off. Find and
light secondary source of illumination. Then determine the cause and repair the follo'lling troubles.
It is assumed that you have spare bulbs and batteries at all times, as well as your two other sources
of light.

?)

2.

Carbide Lamp: If usi.'lg a carbide lamp, extinit in total darkness and immediately find and
light your secondary source of illumination. Then,
determine the cause of the following troubles and
correct them. (Anothe~ caver may purposely introduce some of these troubles in the lamp or another
lamp). This test assumes you are carrying extra
water, carbide, and a spare parts kit at all times
~uish

No light -- Bad bulb, dead batteries, loose
connection. Take lamp apart and tighten or
replace bulb and batteries.
Irregular light -- Symptoms as above.
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Dim light -- Check batteries for corroded or
loose connections.

2.
Verbal Climbing Signals: Demonstrate the proper verbal signals and use them in each test.

Cable catches on obstructions -- Re-route cable from battery to lamp. Also demonstrate
ability to remove lamp from helmet or disconnect cable quickly when it snags in a tight
sP,ot.

3.

Rigging: Find and rig a satisfactory anchor
for a belay line in a cave.

4.

Static Belaying: Belay a 200 Ib (90 kg) caver
on both an ascent and a descent in a cave, using
the sitting hip position. Successfully hold an unannounced fall by both an ascending and a descending
climber.

4.
Crawling: Crawl through a low passage, 18 inches (t meter) or less in height, two feet (2/3 meter) or less in width, and ten feet (3 meters) or
more in length.

5.
Clrlmneying Down: Clrlmney down a vertical or
semi-vertical pit (more than 45 0 ), that is wider
than two feet (2/3 meter) on the average, and at
least 15 feet (5 meters) deep. Use a belay i f the
chimney bells out, is slippery, or is otherwise
dangerous.

5.
Scrambling: In a breakdown area scramble up
and down over some good sized blocks (10 x 10 x 20
feet or 3 x 3 x 7 meters), using walls and ceiling,
i f available.
-

6.

6.
Slopes and Slots: Slide downward on a slope
(using walls and ceiling i f Tlossible), a semi-vertical passage (less than 45°), or a fissure, for
at least 10 feet (3 meters) in total depth. (This
assumes the -landing below has previously been explored and is known to be a safe stopping place).

Chimneying Up:
or a similar pit.

Similarly, chimney up the same

7.
Traversing: Make a horizontal traverse, while
on belay, using three-point rock climbing skills
and i f the walls are close together, clrlmneying.

7.
Slopes and Slots (up): Similarly, Climb,
crawl, or chimney back up this or a similar passage.

8.
Free Climbing: While being belayed by another
caver, use three-point climbing techniques to climb
up and down a 20 to 30 foot (7 to 10 meter) vertical
pit or wall that is too wide for chimneying and too
steep for scrambling.

8.
Tilted Slots (down): Slide down a tilted
slot or fissure of similar dimensions as above,
so that you mllst slide not straight down but at
an angle.

9.
Demonstrate a knowledge of the proper climbing
calls and responses.

9.
Tilted Slots (up): Similarly, climb or clamber back through this or a similar slanting passage.

Conservation Awareness Skills
To check your conservation skills and awareness,
here are two additional tests to be conducted above
ground in full Caving gear:

Intermediate and Advanced Skills
1.
Tight Crawling: Crawl through a tight passage
14 inches (350 mm) or less in height with at least
one "S" curve that requires turning over or crawling on your side, with one shoulder ahead of you,
and pushing hard-hat and gear ahead of you.

1.
Make up an obstacle course of chairs and other
furniture covered with loose objects that are easily
dislodged. Crawl through this course without knocking anything off.
2.
Walk across a floor densely strewn with easily
disturbed objects such as plastic packing material
chips or ping pong balls, without touching any of
them.

If you can perform these self-tests to your own satisfaction,
you can consider yourself to have reached a level of skill
that will permit you to handle the majority of caves.
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TECHNICAL VERTICAL SELF TEST
Check your progress against this list of
technical vertical skills".
If you want to see how you stack up in vertical
competency, here is a self test for technical vertical caving skills. These are in addition to the
skills tested in the preceding Caving Skills Self
Test that apply to vertical caving s~ch as knots,
verbal climbing signals, rigging, and belaying.
As a review, these should be done in conjunction
with the following tests.

and unlocking the rack, and securing" and freeing
your spelean shunt, or other dynamic safety device
(a Prusik knot is not" recommended for a safety because of the difficulty in freeing it).
12.

Rappelling: Rappel down a line to a knot or
Then transfer to an adjacent line and
continue down.

~bstruction.

1.
Ladder Climbing: Find ana rig a satisfactory
anchor for a cable ladder.

13. Rappelling: Rappel down a line with two knots
and successfully pass them both. Then continue on
down.

4,3. Ladder Climbing (Down and Up): Climb down
and up at least a 30 foot (10 meter) cable ladder
with a proper static belay from a separate belayer.

14. Prusiking: Find and rig a satisfactory anchor
in a cave for a Prusik line. (This could be the
same anchor used in No. 6 above).

4,5. Ladder Climbing (Self Belay): Climb up and
down a 30 foot (10 meter) ladder using a self belay on a fixed line with a Prusik knot or Gibbs
ascender attached to a seat harness.

15, 16, 17. Prusiking: Prusik up the three separate types of drops required for the rappel test
in the same or a different cave).

6.
Rappelling: Find and rig a satisfactory rappel anchor in a cave.

lB. Prusiking: Prusik up in one of these drops
and perform a changeover to rappel. Then rappel
back down.

7.
Rappelling: Rappel into a tight fissure or
pit lIhere you are against the wall most of the way.
The drop must be at least 40 to 50 feet (13 to 17
meters).

19. Prusiking: Prusik up a line that has two knots
and successfully pass them. Continue on up.
20. "Prusiking: Prusik up to a knot or obstruction,
then transfer to an adjacent line and continue up.

B.
Rappelling: Rappel into a medium width f;i.ssure or pit where you have contact and free rappelling. The drop should be at least 40 to 50 feet
(13 to 17 meters).

21. Prusiking: Prusik up a pit at least 150 feet
deep of any type, using a three ascender system and
a seat sling resting position.

9.
Rappelling: Rappel into a wide fissure or
room where you are mostly free from the wall. The
drop must be at least 40 to 50 feet (13 to 17 m).

22. Be familiar with and follow the safety rules
of your local or national caving group.

10. Rappelling: Rappel down into one of these
pits, perform a changeover, then ascend back to
the top.
11. Rappelling: Rappel down a long drop in a
cave or outdoors of at least 150 and preferably
200 feet or more (50 to 70 plus meters). Demonstrate your ability to handle the weight of the
free hanging rope (10 to 30 Ibs, 5 to 15 kg) by
adding" and removing bars from your rack,locking
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FOR'CE -'BY AVOLUNTEER GROUP IN

AN ATTEMPT AT PREVENTIVE CONSERVATION

COOPERAT~ON WITH'CAVE-MANAGING~

PUBLIC AGENCIES.

* Steve Knutson

ABSTRACT

The Kf.ama;t;h Mou.n.ta.Uth COMeJLvation TtUk FoJt.c.e (KMCTF) tAW olLgan.lzed .in
197~ 1:0 ,pW14ue :the old no~n t:ha-t volunte.eJL ~uph ci.ould be e.66eeti.ve.
.in pltomoUng cave COMeJL~ation ~ :the new no~~ ~ 6ucjt e.66~ILU
might be. mOILe. e66e.c.Uve. ,,(,,6 a.ppUe.d be6 lLe. a. ClU4AA 6U:u.a:ti.on ~u.
PlLevel'Ltive. c.oMeJLva;40n, tU li, welLe..
o:tJla;t end we. have ~ed ou:t
:the. toe.a;Uon and tU6U~ment 06 LU:ti.e.-knWJn oIL plte.v.iouly unknown c.a.vu
wUhi.n. :the. Kf.ama;t;h MoUYit.tLi.n.6 Phy/l.iogMpki.c. ~lt.Ov.inc.e. and 60ught Li.tU4on
wah :the. a.genci.u po~~u~.ing .6u.c.h. c.a.vu. - ThiA ha.6 co.i.neided £UU:h and
hope.6uU.y 1Le1.n.60Jt.c.ed a.n emelLg.ing c.onc.e.Jt.n by goveJUJme.n:ta1.. ag~ 1:0l.Wld :the I7WlI1ge.ment 06 :theM. c.a.ve iLUotLlt.c.U.

r

,To diLte. ILUr.tl.U .inc1.ude. :the cU.6COVeJLy and Ol1f]oing 6tL1t.Ve.y 06 :the gJt.ea:t_~t 6a.1t.' ~te.Jt.n c.a.v.i.ng a.lt.ea, MalLbl.e. Valh.y .in the MaJr.bu Moun:ta..i.n6 ,
W.ude.Jt.neA~ 06 Ca.U60ILn.U1, wUh 12 m.U.u 06 ma.pped c.a.ve.. tJ.a.nagement
pfa.n6 a.lt.e. be1.n.g de.veloped .in c.onjwtdi..on £UU:h the Sco~ 1U.veJL V~ 06
:the. Kf.ama;t;h National. FOILUt, U.S. F.S.
FlLom a. beglnning C.01Le 06 tfrlr.e.e, the. eUolLU 06 the KMCTF have. .involved
dozen cave,M 61L0m :thJt.oughou:t :the. ~t c.otUt 6i:a:U.A.

~eveJLa.t

deprived of lIhat they consider to be their right
and freedan. It is 'dHficu1t to keep a gate :i:niact
on a relative1y lIell-knOlDl cave.
- '

It seems to be the case that those who becane cave
explorers are in general people sufficiently' sensitive to quickly become concerned for the welfare
of the source of their pleasure and wonder - the
cave. Usually the caver proves to be human after
all and merely pays lip service to conservation,
pursues no positive action, and just "goes caving".
When positive action II taken there is all too
often, interference by caver personalities ~th
cave, by use pennit, mining claim, purchase or'
whatever, becoming a playground' for one group of
cavers to the exclusion of other "rival" cavers.
Another bad tradition in cave conservation is to
wait until a cave is already suffering or in imminent danger and jumping in with a great outcry
but With the obvious danger of the effort being
too'little, too late. Indeed, the rule with NSS
conservation task forces was that they ~re to be
invoked only when there was an obvious and pressing
problem.

I f all this generalization is correct, it woul.d
seem that the ideal conservation situation 1IDI1l.d
be a cave un1cnollll locally, ' in the possession of a

person or agency receptive to l118D8gement. development, and llhich has seen little or no caver traffic.
In other llOrds, the best situation is a newly' discovered cave, found by the cavers. Conservation
could then be carried out before a problem arose preventive conservation.
To pursue this notion M:ike and Lynne Sims and I '
:formed the Klamath Mountains Conservation Task
Force of the NSS (KMCTF) some 7 years ago. Our
basic mission, to reiterate, was to :find new caves,
go to the owning public agency and impress upon
them the need :for management and conservation
(whether they liked it or not). It probably' doesn't
need mentioning but we :fee1 that the value of a
cave as a resource is our selling' point. Besides
the obvious scientific value caves are a true
wilderness. One need not go far into a cave to
gain a wilderness experience equivalent to many
miles of surface wilderness. With proper conside~
ations a cave resource is manageable like any other
resource.

Moreover, it seems to be true that when a cave
becomes known to and used by cavers, especially
locals, it becomes very difficult, if not impossible,
to change the use pattern of the cave. People seem
to react strongly and perhaps irrationally when

*Director Klamath Mountains Conservation Task
Force, 505 Roosevelt st., Oregon City, OR 97045
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The Klamath Mountains physiographic Province is an
area of complex geology with scattered marble deposits. It is a lens shaped area with the points
north and south. It ends at around Roseburg in
Oregon and west of Red Bluff in California. In
1973 there were only a few known caves and it
seemed an ideal area to find the caves required
for our preventive conservation. It is relatively
isolated from organized cavers to the north and
south an~ known caves had seen little traffic. It
was also apparent that those which had seen use by
locals were badly vandalized, seeming to strengthen
one of our basic assumptions.

first summer in Marble Valley we found our biggest
cave was already 3rd longest in California and 5th
deepest in the U.S. Fighting off the alternate
urges to "keep it secret - just for us!", and to
go for the big ego trip with wide publicity, we
contacted the governing FS district, arranged a
meeting and showed our maps and slides. The
rangers were politely·· impressed but really didn't
know what to do with us. This we expected and
assured them it would all work out.
AJmost 5 years later we still hope that it will - the
caves continue to expand and the original 3 cavers
of the KMCTF has now become several dozen cavers
from California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada and
elsewhere. We continue to explore, map, inventory
hazards and contents, and aid those pursuing
speleological studies.

Our first coordination with a cave owning agency
was with the Big Bar Ranger District of the Trinity
National Forest. Locals, including FS personnel had
discovered a cave only a few years earlier. It
proved to be isolated and already under the wing of
very conservation-minded people. We mapped this
cave and are monitoring its progress. At the same
time we began our search for new caves.

The main point to be made, though, is not the
glorious caves we were lucky enough to find, but
rather that we have achieved our goal. This great
cave area is in an ideal management situation: 1.
No locals have claim to it. 2. It is isolated
WItiiiii"'""a"""siirla'cewITderness. 3. Thecavers of the
region ~ willing to ~ it managed:'" 4. The - governing agency ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ interested
1!! ~ management and, 5. when the exploration
and inventory is complete, the resource will be in
essentially original condition.

In the summer of 1974 we were rewarded in the extreme. In Marble Valley in the Marble Mountains
Wilderness we found an alpine karst area which has
yielded over thirteen miles of cave (in 10 major
caves) including a major cave which is the deepest
in the U.S. and longest west of the continental
divide. The great majority of this had not previously seen the passage of man. In short, in
Marble Valley lies the most extensive known cave
system in the far west.

Hopefully this successful endeavor will promote more
agencies encouraging caver~ to work on management
projects and more cavers taking on a cave or cave
area as their own conservation project to present
to the governing agency.

It was apparent quite early on that we were on to
something good. Assembling the results of our
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NEW MELONES CTF:
(R) EVOLUTION IN DEALING WITH
GOVERNMENT

AGENCIES

*Ralph Squire

ABSTRACT
A /)pbr.il 06 "c.oopeJta.t.i.ve a.n.ta.gon.i..ht:," oveJt t:he plL6t: 9 yeaM, wLth at: £.ea1>t:
60Ult FedeJULt agenuu, hM bltought: t:he c.avu adjac.ent: t:o t:he New Melone!>
Lake c..e.o~eJt ~o pltueJtva.t.i.on (/)ee Pltoc.eeding~: Filtht: Nar-ional Cave ~hnagement:
Sympohlum, 1975). P£'an6 t:o ac.QulIte additional landh, lnc.£.udlng t:he molte
hlgnl6lc.aJ~ c.ave~. have been lnc.£.uded In t:he Recltea.t.i.on MIL6t:elt Plan by t:he
u. S. AAnllJ COltph 06 EnglneeM, buil.deM 06 t:he pltO j ec.t:. The fJa.t.i.onal Paltll
SeJtvlc.e hM c.ooJtdinat:ed aJtc.heo£.oglc.al lnven-tolty VJOIrIl, lnc.tuding bot:h Cili601trUa. S~a-te CoUege, San F/tanc.~c.o' h Mike Moltat:t:o and Sout:heJtn Met:hocLU.t:
UnlVeMUy' ~ MMQ GJtady and M.i.lz.e Mc.Eac.heJtn rHe PJtOc.eeMngh: Twd Na.t.i.onal
Cave Ma.Jutgemen~ Sympohlwn, 1977). The U. S. BUlteau 06 Rec..e.aJ7llLUon, pltojec.t:
OpeJtat:OM. have c.ont:/tac.t:ed t:he uppeJt c.Myon ltec.Jteat:Wn (t:he c.aveh altea) ;to
t:he U. Soo BWteau 06 La.nd Managemmt, who have v.tJr.:tua.Uy c.ompte.-t:ed a c.ompltehel'lhlve management: p.e.an 60lt t:he c.avu. The p.eM c.a£..e.h 60Jt t:he c.!.M/)lMc.ation 06 c.avu lnt:o /)eveJta!. c.a:tegoltlu 60Uollu.ng t:he gMde~u 06 t:he
lnveJ~o"uJ hlJht:em developed jolnil.y by t:he BW, U. S. F. S., am!. :the N. P. S.
In NeJo ~Iexic.o, an,d lnt:oJtduc.ed at: t:he FOUll-th National Cave Management: SympOhlum at: Ca-'lL6bad ll1 1978. Many c.avu will be gat:ed, w.i.:th a peJUni:t hy/)-

tem 60Jt

eJ~y, a:nd a RangeJt ma.lz.lng /tandom patltoth.
SeveJta!. ~Jew Melonu
Con~eJtvatioJ1 TIL6Q FOItc.e peop£.e have e6&ec..Uvely ~eJtved on Adv~O/[y Com-

mUteu t:o t:he COJtph

(16 EnglneeM and the BLM.

of the proceedings. I will allow it to go into the
proceedings of this Symposium, since I now feel
that time has lessened the problems that could arise.

The Corps of Engineers has been the center of attention regarding New Melones Dam, on the Stanislaus
River in California. Rightfully so, since they were
the agency to write the Environmental Impact Statement, construct the project, and develop a Recreation Master Plan.

Stanislaus Cave Country, the Task Force Report .Qf
Study, published in 1972, concluded with several
recommendations, the primary being that a National'
Geological Preserve, or similar "park like" preserve
be created to encompass the more significant caves,
just beyond the normal "take line." It promised a
more detailed study that would lead to further recommendations. Rob Stitt, then Chairman of the NSS
Conservation Committee, persuaded me to prepare a
Management Plan for the caves, in· order to "beat the
Feds to the punch." I circulated a draft throughout
the caving community for comment.

The New Melones Conservation Task Force, NSS, was
successful in having the caves considered in the
E.I.S. The E.I.S. made promises of preservation of
the cave resources that hopefully will soon lead to
purchase of additional lands to create the Coyote
Creek Recreation Area, the Skunk Gulch Recreation
Area, and the Grapevine Gulch Recreation Area.
One method used by the Task
in achieving its objectives
on it at the First National
ium, Albuquerque, 1975, but

Force, formed in 1971,
is unique. I reported
Cave Management Sympospurposely kept it out

When I had it about ready to go, in 1974, the thought
hit me: Why not submit it for comment to the Corps
of Engineers personnel responsible for writing the
Recreation Master Plan •. After all, I had commented.
on their E.I.S. I had had personal contact with
their Landscape Architect, and felt that I knew him
well enough to do this.

*Director, Calaveras Speleological Survey; Chairman, New Melones Conservation Task Force, NSS;
P. O. Box 850, Columbia, CA 95310
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He not only was willing to make cormnents, but he
came to my home and spent an entixe day discussing
the proposal. After returning to Sacramento, he
talked to his superior, who then called me with an
idea. I think they should be given an award for
the idea, but they probably would rather that theix
names not eyen be mentioned, for fear of being reprimanded by the Chief Engineer, Washington, D. C.
It was for this reason that it did not get into the
Proceedings from Albuquerque.
He essentially said, "Rather than. go ahead and publish your plan and present it to us as a special
interest group demand, give me a copy of the photoready manuscript, and' we will print a limited number of copies. We will then distribute these to an
Advisory Committee, which we shall appoint. You
will be the Chaixman of the Committee, and you can
recommend some of your qualified friends, in addition to representatives from Bureau of ReclamatiOn,
Bureau of Land Management, and the National Forest
Service. This committee can review the plan, and
give is a "stamp of approval," to that our Planning
Section can incorporate the concepts into our plans
and put our name on it. This way we won't have
problems trying to explain to the Chief Engineer,
Washington, D. C., why we "caved in" to the demands
of a special interest group, and yet you will get
done what should be done.
I recommended, and the Corps appointed, Dave Co~,
then Chairman of the Western RegiOn, NSS, Ernie
Coffman, then immediate Past-ehairman, Western Region, and Tom Briggs, Biologist of Harvestman fame.
Bob Martin represented the Corps of Engineers. Bob
later wrote the cave section, as well as the wildlife section, of the Recreation Master Plan. Dave
Harris represented BLM. Mike Schaeffer represented
the Bureau of Reclamation. Mike is Chief of theix
Recreation Division. The National Forest Service
sent a representative to the first meeting, then
agreed to allow BLM to represent them in further
studies.
In 1975, I was contacted by the National Park Serv:ice, who were coordinating inventory of Archeological and Historical aspects. They ask~d me to furnish any information available on the upper canYon(
area. I told them that I knew about several sites,
which were mostly associated with caves. An inventory report by Mike Morrato, Cal State, San Francisco, later contained essentially what I had told (regarding the upper canyon), along with a recommendation that a further, more detailed study by a multidisciplinary team, with expertise in cave exploration, be performed.
A contract was then let to Southern Methodist University, since Mark Grady was head of the Anthropology Department there. Mike McEachern was the
Field Coordinator. Seven weeks of intensive work
probably did more for cave resource inventory in
the area than had been done in the past two decades.
Grady and McEachern reported on this at the Third
National Cave Management Symposium, Montana, 1977.
The status of followup work under the archeological
mitigation program is sad. Nothing is planned for
the caves, except possibly a quick survey of Coral
Cave.
Aithough the Corps built the project and did thr

environmental planning, the operation of the project
including recreation, is the responsibility of the
Bureau of Reclamation. They have "subbed" the upper canyon, or caves, area to BIH, since BIH alread~
administers the "white Water" and adjacent lands.
BLM has. been preparing a Management Plan for the
operation of the Recreation Area in the upper canyor.
They appointed a Cave Advisory Committee to aid thell
in doing thiS. The same personnel that were on the
Corps committee were chosen.
The committee bas had several meetings, and has fune
tioned well. A third draft of a Management Plan
should be out soon. It probably will. not. vary significantly from the second draft. The remainder of
my comments will. be made as a review of the plan.
Renew of Preface:
"The preparatiOn of the Cave Management Plan for
the New Melones Lake is intended to be a starting
point for an on-going program. It is anticipated
that the plan will be continually updated, as current information is obtained. Periodic assessment
of the plan will consider user trends, public responsiveness, protection of the fragile resources,
the capacity of the resource to withstand deve1opment, and the protecti= of varibus scientific and
research values that may exist."
The Cave Management Plan is an element, or addendum
to, the RecreatiOn Master Plan that was developed
by the Corps.
The caves of the area are located on lands under
the jurisdiction of several agencies (i.e.: Bureau
of Reclamation, Bureau of Land Management, and the
National Forest S?-rvice), By mutual agreement, it
has been determined that mil: would develop and manage all of the cave resources.
The plan is divided into three major parts: Resource Management, Visitor Management, and Administrative Management.
Part I:

Resource Management

Resources mentioned are: geological features,
vegetation, wildlife, cultural features, mining,
caves and recreation. Cave resources mentioned
are: geology, biology, archeology, paleontology,
and taphonomy.
The following statement is made regarding cave resources: "These resources should only be managed
in ways which will provide for a quality recreation
experience, yet insuring maximum protection of the
natural and cultural resources in the caves for the
perpetuation of both scientific and recreational
use. Any surface activity that would dixectly affect any underlying caves should be thoroughly reviewed in order to assess the impact upon this fragile resource."
Aspects of resource management are:
1.
Caves: The protection and preservation of this
unique resource is the primary objective.
A complete and· cop.tinuous inventory system of each
.e will be conducted and consist of the following

Cave diving will be permitted for the purpose of
scientific research under the most rigid safety
controls. A permit will be required. Recreation
cave diving will be prohibited, until an approved
diving program is developed.

items: cave location pinpointed on aerial photos
and USGS topo maps; official cave name(s); caye
number; hazard information; content information
(speleothems, biota, hydrologic, geologic, archeologic, paleontologic); landmarks by which cave can
be located; entrance elevation and size; length of
passageways; presence/absence of water; evidence
of animal life; evidence of human use and degree
of vandalism; and cave map.

3.
Trail System: In cooperation with the Bureau
of Reclamation, a trail system will be designed
and developed. These trails will be designed to
provide access into those caves which will be clas~
sified for general visitor use. These trails may
also be used as part of the hiking trail network
throughout the area. It is anticipated that the
trail system will Da!:. closely approach any sensitive
caves, and therefore invite unnecessary trespass,
vandalism, and/or injury. It is also assumed that
the trail system will add to, rather than detract
from, the aesthetics and environment of the area,
and provide direction, through the use of trail
markers, to various designated areas.

In addition to the inventory system, each cave will
be given a classification. The system will be the

same as that developed in New Mexico, and introduced at Carlsbad last year.
It is expected that various problems will occur
with respect to visitors using the caves. Visitor
accidents while caving, illegal trespass into caves,
vandalism of caves, and conflict with other users
are but a few. The BLM, in accordance with the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
will develop an enforcement program. This program
will be carried out in close cooperation with the
Bureau of Reclamation and the Sheriff's Office of
Tuolumne and Calaveras Counties.

4.
Recreation Development Areas: The intense
day-use and campground development, planned for the
lake, will also be used to accomodate those persons
visiting the cave resources. Fires and Camping
will not be permitted within the caves at any t:ime.
It is not anticipated that campgrounds will be developed in the three recreation areas, where the
caves are located, at this time.

Patrol of the areas will be keyed to two elements:
the safety and protection of visitors and the protection of the cave resources. A ELM ranger will
be available to make scheduled, periodic checks of
the caves to insure that all visitors using the
area are accounted for and to insure all cave gates
are secure and no trespass or vandalism has occurred.

5.
Land Acquisition: ELM will work with the
Bureau of Reclamation for any acquisition of new
areas with respect to the addition of any new cave
resources.

A register will be installed in all caves open to
the general public, in order to monitor cave use.
A further function of the registers will be to prevent graffiti from accumulating on the cave walls
and formations.

Part II:

Visitor Management

Visitor management has two aspects:
Program and Visitor Protection.

Information

The key to the Information Program will be a Visitor Center, probably located somewhere along Parrott's Ferry Road. ELM personnel, at the center,
will be responsible for providing verbal and pub-,
lished infonpation, concerning the cave resources.
Slide programs, wall maps, interpretive devices,
safety tips and cave permits will be available to
inform visitors which caves may be utilized by the
general public, what they may experience while caving, and acceptable cave and outdoor manners to be
followed.

Training of key BLM personnel in the methods and
management of search and rescue will be programmed.
In addition, cooperation and preplanning will be
will be done with the Bureau of Reclamation, the
Armed Forces, the National Speleological Society,
State and County Agencies, and local groups and
concerns that can be used in search and rescue operations. All ELM ranger vehicles and the BLM radio at the Visitor Center will be tied into the ELM
and Reclamation Radio Net.
ELM will coordinate with the Bureau of ReClamation
and the California Division of Forestry to develop
a program of fire prevention and suppression.

Another aspect of the information program will be
interpretive devices and signs at or near cave
areas. The only area recommended to utilize this
approach, for now, is at the Natural Bridges, on
Coyote Creek. However, signs may be placed near
some cave gates, explaining the purposes of gating
and asking for cooperation. The signs would direct
visitors to :the Visitor Center.

As each cave is classified, management, with recommendations from the Cave Committee, will develop a
controlled entry program to protect those caves
that have scientific research potential, unique
speleothems and/or artifacts, and also those that
would be hazardous to visitors. Specific guidelines will be set up through a permit system in order to gain entry into those caves that are gated,
and those caves where entry must be controlled.
Exploration for new entrances and passages will be
allowed only by permit and upon recommendation of
the Cave Committee.

Part III:

Administrative Management

It is anticipated that initially two people will
be hired. One,'whose title will be Recreation
Technician, will really be the Chief Ranger,' and
will be responsible for providing on-the-ground
resource management, and visitor use and protection.

2.
Cave Diving: Those caves that will be within
the fluctuation zone of the lake will be completely
inventoried and classified prior to inundation.

He, or she, will operate out of the Visitor Center.
The second, having the title of Clerical Technician,
will be stationed at the Visitor Center, and pro-
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for the cave resources near the New Melones Lake,
on the Stam.slaus River, in California, hopefully
will see the acquisition of the Additional Lands
for the three key cave areas, and the implementation of the Cave Management Plan. This will be
the successful culmination of years of work for
many members of the New Melones Conservation Task
Force, NSS. I would like to personally thank all
those who have contributed to this effort.

vide visitor assistance and information concerning
the caves, their safe use, and the issuance of
cave permits.
Both would be directly responsible to the Folsom
District Manager, BLM, who would be assisted by
his Resources Staff, Operations Staff, and the
Southern Mother Lode Area Staff.

In conclusion, the preservation and appreciation
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OF VOLUNTEERS
AT DIAMOND CRATERS

USE

*Esther Gruber, **George Brown, '+Chad Bacon

ABSTRACT
V.uzmoYl.d CJLa;teJt.6 )J, a ba..oaLUc. volc.an.ic complex loCJLte.d. -tYi. hotLtheMteJLn
OIt.e.goYi. abotLt 60 milu hotLth 06 BW!.I'L6, Olt.e.gon. The. BWtYlh V-i.h.tlt.-i.c..t 06 the.
BWteau. 06 LaYLd Matutge.mw.t a~teJL6 .thJA tJw.i..y u.tUque. and dA.VeJL6e. Mea.
Re.cogYl.U-i.oYl. 06 .the. valuu 06 the. V.uzmoYl.d CJLa;teJL6 comp.e.~x WCL6 ,601t.maUy
made. iYl. 1956 whw a.t.te.mp.th We.lt.e. made. to .tW!.YI. the. Mea -<..Yl..to a. h.ta.te. pMk..
Utile. molt.e..WCL6 done. with the. c.lt.a.teJL6 uYI..til 1970 whw il1.e.gal comme.lt.Ual
It.e.moval 06 hlab pahoe.hoe. lava be.gan. A.t.te.mp.th to wUhdJr.aw the. Mea pe.lt.maYLe.n:U.y 6It.om .the. 1872 miniYLg .e.aw aYLd to dulgnate. Viamond ,CJLa;teJL6 a..o a
RUe.alt.c.h Na.tuJta.e. A!t.ea have. be.w hampe.lt.e.d. by the. .e.ac.k. 06 ba..o-i.c. It.UoWtc.e.
data. In JaYl.Ualt.y 1979, I met with my 6i1t.ht vo.e.un.te.eJt.6. Since. the.,
vo.e.uYL.te.e.It. e.6601t..t.6 have. plt.ovide.d. Uh with ba..o-tc. It.uouJtc.e. -tYl.601t.l7Jl:Z.:Uon .that
coui.d oYLly be. 6WtnJAhe.d by thue. hlU.-I'J!.e.d plt.06e..bh-i.onal vofunte.eJL6.

flow features; a natural bridge; lava trenches;
semi-trenches; and tubes with lIDusual lining
formations. Lava tubes within the flows exhibit
all stages of development in a wide range of sizes.
Several distinct and unusual wall linings have
been observed. A great number of lava tubes, tensional fractures and collapse structures can be
defined as caves or cave systems. Only a small
number of these caves have been explored and named.
Many lIDexplored high potential i'cave areas" exist
at Diamond Craters.

Diamond Craters, Oregon's Geologic Gem, is located
in Southeastern Oregon, about 60 miles south and
east of Burns, Oregon. This area contains 16,656
acres of public lands administered by the Burns
District of the Bureau of Land Management. Access
to the area is by county road from either State
Highway 205 or State Highway 78.
Diamond Craters displays a complex series of volcanic activity. The initial eruption was floodtype basalt covering a circular area roughly six
miles in diameter. Subsequent volcanic activity
uplifted six elongated domal structures. Withdrawal and eruption of supporting magma from some
domes created many different and diverse stages of
doming and collapse. These stages range from
intact domes with tensional fractures associated
with uplift to massive collapse associated with
graben and caldera structures.

The lIDusual diversity of geologic landforms at
Diamond Craters provides a large diversity of
habitats for plants and animals. Lava flows are
primarily covered with mosses and lichens. Forbs,
grasses, shrubs and jlIDiper trees are common in
the cracks and on the soils developed from ash
and tephra. A grove of aspen, lIDusual at this low
an elevation in Harney COlIDty, is located at the
southern edge of the flow. Malheur Maar, a small
pond in one of the craters, contains a number of '
aquatic species including a variety of algal species,
as well as the typical pond zonation. A preliminary
plant list for Diamond Craters was compiled at the
end of the 1979 field season and contained 198
species of higher plants. The great diversity of
landforms and associated plant communities provides
many'different habitats for 'animals: the tentative
mammal list contains 53 species including 13 species of bats, the bird list contains 184 species
including 21 species of raptors, and the amphibian
and reptile list' contains 19 species. Although
invertebrates are not well studied at Diamond
Craters, ~t is evident that they are equally diverse.
Recently, 50 to 60 foot-deep fissures with permanent
ice were discovered bn the Northeast Dome -- these
fissures may yield a whole ,new ecosystem with
specialized invertebrates not previously thought to
exist at Diamond Craters.

Eruptive activity at Diamond Craters ranged from
very quiescent upwellings of magma to very violent and explosive eruptions. Basically every
mechanism and stage of basaltic volcanism activity
is found here. The diversity of geologic features
found at Diamond Craters is unmatched on the North
American continent. Some of these individual
features are: a graben; a maar; craters; vents;
cinder cones; spatter cones; driblet spires;
kipukas; pahoehoe and aa flows; pressure ridges;
collapse structures; lava toes; ash fall and cinder
tephra; cored bombs; tensional fractures; surface
*Burns District Office, Bureau of Land Management,
97720
74 So. Alvord, Burns, OR
**Geologist, Burns District, Bureau of Land Manage97720
ment, 74 So. Alvord, Burns, OR
+Manager, Burns District, Bureau of Land Management,
97720
74 So. Alvord, Burns, OR

Virtually all of the information discussed in this
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paper has been contributed by Diamond Craters volunteers. The special commitment, dedication, and
contributions made by these volunteers has provided
a data base that might have taken the Bureau of
Land Management the next ten years to acquire. As
a result of the outstanding contributions of skilled professionals we were able to initiate action to
designate Diamond Craters as an Outstanding Natural
Area in 1979. By the end of 1980 we .intend to
initiate action to permanently protect all of the
outstanding scientific, educational, and recreational values on the 16,656 acres at Diamond
Craters, a goal that woUld have been impossible
without volunteer contributions.

In closing, we wish to express our siricere thanks
to the many people who have contributed information
on Diamond Craters. A special appreciation goes
to Dr. Bruce Noll (Geology, Central Oregon COIIDIIIlllity
College, Bend) and to Dr. Ellen Benedict (Speleology and Biology, Portland State University) for
their outstanding contributions. All of us who
recogni~e the outstanding qualities of Diamond
Craters and support permanent protection for them
owe both Bruce and Ellen a great deal of gratitude.
Without their indiv:i.dual contributions, recognition and protection of Diamond Craters would not
be a realistic assumption at this time.
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THE CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
AND THE NATION,AL PARK SERVICE,
Bruce W. Rogers*

ABSTRACT

lit 1957 .:the Cave Re..6e.aJlch Founda..Uon lm6 Mganized a..6 a non-plW6U COIl.pOJta.t-i.on ~eJt. .:the .f.aW6 06 .:the. -sta.:te. 06 Ke.ntu.cky wi:th a :thJr.e.e60-ed obje.clive.:
To p1l.omote 1le..6e.aJlch and e.xptoJta.t-i.on bt cave..6; to a.1.d. bt 'cave. coltl>eJt.vation;
and to .unp1l.ove the. cU6M,mi..na:tWn 06 btteJt.plt.e..t.i.ve bt6Mmation to .:the pub~.
I YIi;U.all.y, the. CRF 0 pe.tLai.e.d bt the. FUnt TUdg e. cave. h rjhte.m bt Ke.ntu.ckrj.
In 1959, .:the. CRF and .:the. Nilional. Pa.!l.k SeJt.v.<..c.e. aglle.e.d .to coope.ll.ilive. e.xploJta.t-i.on and htu.drj bt the entill.e Mammoth Cave Na.Uona.£. Pa.!l.k. By 1972,
thU. wOllk led to the coltl>o.ud.ailon 06 .:the cave hYhtemh ..i.n .:the Pa.!l.k. ..i.n.to
.:the FUnt-Mammoth Cave SY.btem, .:the longe..6t .i..n the wo!l.f.d. Sho!l..tf.rj .:thell.ea6teJt., .:the Gua.da.f.upe Cave SUIl.vey ..i.n New Meuco combbted wi:th the CRF.
ThU. We..6teJt.n heclion 06 the CRF con.t..i.nue.d opeJta..ti.OItl> .i..n Ca.!l.f..bbad CaveJt.n.b
Niliona.£. Pa.!l.k., Gua.da.f.upe Moun.t:tUn.b Natio nal. Pa.!l.Iz., and Uncof.n National.
FOIle..6t. Alho.i..n 1973, the CRF compiled a cave btven.tollrj 6M .:the CU!l.!l.a.n..:t
1U.veJt. 06 the OZa.!lk. Na.Uonal. Sce.nic (~lLtvuw.yh. In 1975, CRF eva.f.ua..ted .:the
BaMa. Honda. fz.a.Ilht Ileg.i..on 6M .:the National. PaJI.1u, Ar:fmi.n..iA.t!l.tLtion 06 COh.ta.
TUca. The 60iloLu.Lng ye.aJl LUbU!l.n Cave ..i.n K..i.ng6 Canyon National. Pa.!lk lm6
added a..6 a Spec.i..a.f. PMjec.t. Both the HOMehhoe Me..6a, G!lc.nd. Canyon Nationa.£. Pa.!lk, and .:the Bu66a.£.0 Na.Uonal. TUveJt. cave .i..nven.toll..i..e..6 lOeIl.e commenced
.i..n 1977, wUh the Bu66a.£.0 NlLUona.£. TUveJt. ..i.nven.tolly con.t.i..nu.i..ng .i..nto 1978.
In 1979, CRF began a Iz.a.!l..bt .i..nven.to!l.lJ .i..n Sequo.i..tL-Klngh Canyon Na.Uona.f.
PaJI.1u, .
The a..un 06 the LUbU!l.n PM j ec.t .i..h to map and htudy the fz.a.Ilh:t 6etLtU!l.eh
w.Uh.i..n an~ "U!l.!l.O und.i..ng LUbU!l.n Cav e. To da..te, hUg hil.y 0veJt. 7 mil.eh 06
cave pa..66a.ge have been mapped .i..n LUbU!l.n, Ce.da.!l, and Malj<l Cave..6. S.tud.i..e..6
06 !l.a.don and Ca.!lbon rU.oUde glUlhe..6, herii.ment pa.f.eoma.gne:t.i..6m, he.d.unen.t
cU6.ttUbution and cha.Jta.c.teJt., cave m.i..neJta.f.ogy and cave b.i..oi.ogy have been
~ed. An M.S . .the..6.i..h 06 the h.t!luc.tU!l.a.f. con.t!lof..6 06 .:the hpef.eogene..6.i..h
06 LilbUll.n Cave .i..h .i..n plWglle..6h.
The Sequo.i..a.-lGi.ngl> Canyon Na.Uona.£. Pa.!l.1z.6 Ka.!l..bt InventMy .i..h CU!l.!l.en:U.y be.i..ng
undeJt..ta.lz.en by the CRF to .i..nve.nto!l.rj a..e..e. Iz.nown cave 1le..60Ull.Ce..6 tu.L.tLUn .:the
Pa.!l.R.h. Geolog.<..c., b.i..olog.i..c, and loca.Uon da..ta. .i..h bung compiled .to a..6h.u..t
.the Pa.!l.k. SeJt.v.i..ce .i..n 60!l.muf.a.t.Utg a..6 up-to-da..te compllehen.b.i..ve ma.na.gemen.t
pf.a.n 601l the cave 1le..60U!l.Ce..6 .

the public. To this end the long-tenn project of
studying the Flint Ridge Cave System from Crystal
Cave was begun. The National Park Service's
reaction was initially one of interest tempered
with a wait-and-see attitude. By 1959 the Park
Service felt confident enough in the CRF's abilities to sign an agreement to allow exploration
and study of the other cave systems in Manmoth
Cave National Park on a 'cooperative basis. This
agreement allowed the usually understaffed Park
Service to obtain significant amounts of data on
the cave systems with little impact on their
limited budgetary and personnel resources. In
1961 both Crystal and Great Onyx Caves were sold
to the National Park Service and work on integrating these caves with the rest of the lnown large
caves in the Park was intensified. This eventually
led to the commection of Crystal, Unknown, Colossal,
Salts, and Mammoth Caves into the over 144 mile-long

In 1954, The National Speleological Society spent
a week underground exploring and studying Floyd
Collins Crystal Cave, a large, poorly-known cave
located in an island of private land surrounded
by Mammoth Cave National Park in Kentucky. At the
end of this expedition it was realized that the
cave was an ideal wilderness laboratory in which
to conduct studies in the various disciplines of
speleology. At first the activities were carried
out as a project of the N.S.S. In 1957. however,
the most active group in this project chartered the
Cave Research Foundation under the laws of Kentucky
with the three-fold aim of: promoting research and
exploration in caves; to aid in cave conservation,
and to assist in interpreting this knowledge to

*Cave Research Foundation, 889 Colorado Ave,
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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Flint41ammoth Cave Sy,>tem late
time continued exploration has
miles of passage including the
of Proctor Cave in Joppa Ridge
Ridge cave systems.

in 1972. Since that
revealed over 212
recent connecting
to Flint and Mammoth

the cave. The biology of the cave has been inve r tigated by several teams. Although there is a
limited biota, an apparently cave-adapted species
of isopod has been found in one of the major stream~_
A masters thesis is underway in the cave to determine what control the jointing and other structual
elements have had on the development of the cave.
Another masters thesis has-dealt with the ebb and
flow behavior of the ~jor stream in the cave
system. A further study of the hydrology of the
-streams of the cave system has been initated a:imed
at delineating the several tributary streams relationship to the master stream.

Late in 1965 the -Guadalupe Cave Survey was founded
with its aim to coordinate work being done in the
Guadalupe Mountains of New Mexico. By 1972 its
function was paralleling the CRF' s and interchange
of personnel occurred frequently. It was decided
to combine the two organizations and in late 1972
the GCS merged with the CRF to become CRF West.
The various Federal agencies that had worked with
the GCS,were quick to approve the merger and renew
their agreements with CRF. Since the merger, there
have been parties exploring in not only Carlsbad
Caverns, but also in other significant caves within
that Park as well as in Guadalupe Mountain National
Park, in Lincoln National Forest, and in Bureau of
Land Management tracts on the Gypsum Plain below
the Guadalupe Mountains. As in the Flint41ammothJoppa operation, the hard work of the many support
personnel allowed many scientific papers as well as
a masters thesis to come to fruition.

Early in 1979 the CRF and the National Park Service
through the Sequoia Natural History Association
began an inventory of all known caves in both
Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks. This
study will provide location data of known cave
resources -as well as a condensation of all known
background data on the major caves. To this _end a
four page data form has been developed with geological, biological,hydrological, meterological,
archeological, and conservation considerations.
Most of this cI8.ta is being compiled from existing
sources both published and unpublished. In addition, as many major sites as possible are being
field inventoried. The ultimate aim of this inventory is to provide the Park Service with a
data bank that will do two things: identify the
resources present in the Parks and provide dil.ta
that will allow the Bark Service to begin a
comprehensive management plan for these resources.

D)J.ring this time, the CRF undertook several other
topical studies in addition to the two main operational areas. In 1973 it undertook a cave inventory of the Current River in the Ozark National
Scenic Waterways. Two years later the CRF was
asked by the National Parks Administration of
Costa Rica to inventory the Barra Honda karst
region. An inventory of caves in Horseshoe Mesa
in Grand Canyon National Park was undertaken in
1977 as well as the first year of an ongoing
inventory of caves in the Buffalo National River.

Paramount in the philosophy of the Cave Research
Foundation is the concept that it is not until the
entire cave system has been explored, mapped, and
studied can an integrated understanding of any
large cave system be formulated. While this approach does not lend itself to quick results,
nevertheless it has proven its worth in the longterm study of large cave systems such as FlintMammoth and Carlsbad. Many of the shorter topical papers have been -drawn upon by later researchers when consolidation data into larger, more
generalized thesis.

In 1973 talks began at CRF' s annual meeting in
Albuquerque that led to the inclusion of Lilburn
Cave, Kings Canyon National Park, as a Special
Project of the CRF. This cave is the second longest cave west of the Continental Divide and had
been the scene of continued exploration for nearly
ten years. At first a joint project of the N.S.S.
and the National Park Service, it became part of
the CRFf s western operations in 1976. The cave
has nearly 7 miles of mapped passage with several
more miles currently being mapped. Concurrent with
this cartographic effort are several other scientific studies. A paleomagnetic study of the finegrained sediments has led to a nearly 8,000 yearlong sequence of deposition. This record is now
awaiting further work to tie it into an absolute
age scale. Another project dealing with sediments
is one whose purpose is to catalogue the character
of the various sediments and their distribution
throughout the cave. The study has defined what
appears to be a trend of coarser sedimentation
later in the cave's geologic history versus an
initial fine sediment influx. Closely tied to the
sediment programs is a pilot study to examine
favorable sediment localities for fossil remains
in portions of the cave system that have acted as
natural traps. Another project nearing completion
is a study of the secondary minerals found in the
cave. Several unexpected mineral species have been
found including one apparently new to spelean
-environs. A study of both radon and carbon dioxide
gasses has been undertaken. It was shown that the radon concentrations were very high and :were matched by high carbon dioxide concentrations throughout

To support this long-term research a large group of
support personnel must be available. The motivation and conditioning of these supporting groups
are essential to the success of any undertaking in
the project areas. While many of the trips taken
into the cave areas are routine, the occasional
new discovery of passage or valuable scientific
site will be more than compensation for personnel
that are involved with the project if each member
of an expedition can be made aware that their contribution, however large or small, is necessary
for the successful completion of the expedition'~
goal. To this end total and long-term participation in CRF expeditions and dedication t:o the
project and its goals are strongly encouraged.
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EVALUATION OF S'URFACE
AND CAVE RESOURCES
James Nieland*

In the same area is located Deadhorse Cave, which
is known nationally for its unique insect life.
Study in southern Washington, and in Hawaiian lava
caves, has shown that tree roots penetrating into
the caves through ceiling cracks provide a major
energy input into certain lava cave ecosystems. A
timber sale was proposed to remove timber from the
surface above this cave. The probable result of
logging would have been a severe reduction in the
food source of the cave organisms. The cave, and
the surface above it, are now being considered for
special designation as a Research Natural Area.

The study of caves and their resources'is a science
which draws knowledge and expertise from many disciplines. No university offers a program by which
a person may become a speleologist. Nearly every
expert in the cave sciences has been drawn to that
interest by work in related fields such as biology,
archaeology, hydrology, geology, or paleontology.
Many biologists, ~or example, specialize in the
study of a single order of cave organism. Speleology is such a broad field, with so many different
specialties Within that it is hard to find an individuai who is experienced in all. For this reason it ·is 'often difficult to accurately evaluate a
cave aqd it's resources.

These stories help to illustrate the need for early
evaluation of cave resources. Two potential disasters, archaeologically and biologically, were narrowly averted. In the past, many important caves
have not escaped and their value ~~s lost, even
with well-mean:ll1g managers in charge.

It is not within the scope of this paper to pass on

all the information necessary to evaluate a cave's
resources. That would require several books to be
written. The object of this paper therefore is
to acquaint the reader with some of the important
aspects of cave disciplines so that unique caves
can be recognized and drawn to the attention of
appropriate experts. An accurate evaluation of a
specific cave resource must be deferred to an experienced researcher. For a person just learning
about caves, understanding the resource can be considered a' challenge.

BIOLOGIC EVALUATION
The biologic resources of caves are the poorest
studied and least understood of the subjects to be
discussed. From the beginning, it is important to
understand that the relatively stable, isolated environment of caves creates very unusual conditions
for the evolution of organisms. Energy input is
usually restricted to organic matter brought into
the caves by mammals or washed in through entrances.
The low energy levels in most caves limit the variety and numbers of organisms found; especially if
compared to the surface environment. The food chain
within a cave is generally simple and offers biologists an opportunity to study interrelationships
which would be difficult to study elsewhere.

Whenever a cave is discovered, the land manager
should consider it to be unique until a thorough
evaluation can be made. Recently, on the Gifford
Pinchot National Forest, a new road was constru~t
ed past a previously unknown or forgotten cave. The
road was built, in conjunction with a timber sale,
to remove timber from around the cave. Many peoplp.
passed by the cave during the timber sale planning,
road engineering, and road constrUction. Outwardly
the cave seemed short. full of broken rock, and of
little significance. No one thought to have an
evaluation made. By accident the cave was found
by local speleologists who immediately recognized
the cave as an archaeologic site; something unknown
in other Southern Washington lava caves. Subsequent evaluation by University of Washington archaeologists tends to indicate the deposits may be
11,000 or more years old, and may predate other
known Indian use of the area. Until further evaluation can be made, the Forest Service has felt
compelled to place a 24-hour-a-day guard on the
cave. This may be an unprecedented action by the
U. S. Forest Service.

When looking at a cave's biota, it is important to
determine the major sources of energy input. In the
case of Deadhorse Cave, energy was coming from tree
roots. Woodrats, bats, raccoons, and other mammals
leave their scat, carry in organic matter, or leave
their bodies as food for cave organisms. In some
areas, crickets, moths, gnats, and other insects
from the surface provide food. Surface water entering caves may carry with it large quantities of organic debris which can nourish a large number of organisms. Even quantities of debris left by humans
can form food sources; this should be considered
whenever a cave is to be "cleaned" of litter. Any
contemplated surface management should be evaluated
against its effect on the underground food chain.

*Recreation Assistant, st. Helens Ranger District,
Box 9, st. Helens R. 5., Cougar, WA
98616

Logging in many areas would have an obvious impact
on the food chain if 'carried out near a cave entrance. The removal of protection around an entrance could change it's microenvironment. An alteration in the percolation of groundwater due to
surface management must be considered.' Road con-

**Special thanks is due Libby Nieland for her
critical review of this paper and her help with
the final manuscript.
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struction or land clearing ~an change the pattern
of water movement which can potentially impact a
cave's biota. Grazing in some areas has removed
ground ~over causing an increase in peak runoff
which finds its way into caves. Herbicides and
insecticides have an unknown effect on cave ecosystems, and should be used with extreme caution
around caves.

to be found simply by looking at a profile map of
the cave.
When cave protection is talked about, the first
thing to come into most people's minds is cave
gating. Before a gate is placed in a cave entrance,
the cave needs to be carefully evaluated biologically. Many importatn bat caves have been rr.ade inaccessible to bats by poor gate design •. Different
bats require different sized openings to pass
through. Restriction of air flow and the passage
of other mammals can alter the cave environment or
interrupt the food chain. Gating as a Means of
Protecting Cave Dwelling Bats by M. Tuttle, 1976,
National ~ Management Symposium Proceedings,
is an excellent reference.

Caves, especially in arid regions, contain fern
and moss gardens. Most often beneath skylight entrances are found moisture-requiring plants.
These small microenvironments can support relic
communities of vegetation from past periods of
more heavy moisture. In Central Oregon are found
plants which have their closest counterparts hundreds of miles away in the higher mountains. These
significant and fragile gardens will tolerate much
foot traffic.

Special training is required to accurately evaluate the biologic resources of a cave. For an untrained observer it is easy to assume that a cave
is barren of significant biota. Management should
be based on the premise that unique endemic species
may inhabit a cave, even though none have been seen
during cursory examination.

Of all the cave,organisms, bats probably receive
more attention than any other. Several species of
bats have found their way onto the endangered species list, and several more are apt to be placed
there soon. It is important to understand a little
about bats' yearly cycle in order to evaluate their
use of a cave.

An excellent introduction to cave biology is

£! the

~

by C. E. Mohr and T. L. Poulsen, published by McGraw Hill in 1966. This book should
be in the library of anyone anticipating biological studies or examination of caves. Another helpful publication, for the identification of cave species, is A. Guide f2!: ;§.iological Collecting iii ~
by Cooper and Poulsen; published as a part of the
Caving Information Series by the National Speleological Society in 1979. (Available from National
Speleological Society, Cave Avenue, Huntsville, AL
35810). This publication contains an important
list of experts willing to identify biologic specimens.

The greatest concern is with caves used ~or hibernation or rearing of young. Bats generally go into
hibernation in late October and come out in March.
The timing depends on local temperatures and the
availability of food. Some researchers believe
bats may even come out of hibernation during warm
periods to find food, or to move to different parts
of the cave, seeking more favorable microenvironments, as winter conditions change.
Some bat species mate in the fall, and the female
holds the sperm until spring when actual fertilization takes place. One or two young are born in
the spring. Females normally group together in
warm caves, in what many experts call maternity
colonies. Generally they choose locations that are
warm to begin with; usually domes or high places
in caves where warm air will collect. Larger colonies can sometimes use marginal locations if their
combined body heat is sufficient to alter existing
temperatures my warming the air. The summer months
are critical for the rearing of young; the actual
dates depending upon the species and the location.

~

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Caves and archaeology remain almost synonymous in
the mind of the public. The first scientists' to
study caves were archaeologists. Caves have provided protection, sources of water, storage space,
and burial sites since the earliest times of man's
prehistory. Some people used caves for religious
purposes, and even today caves are looked upon as
having mystic or religious'qualities.
Cultural remains in caves are a non-renewable resource, which if disturbed lose their scientific
value. On federal and state owned lands, laws are
in effect to protect cultural resources. The earliest law was the Antiquities Act of 1906 which prohibits the appropriation, excavation, injury, or
distruction of any historic or prehistoric ruin or
monument, or object of antiquity, situated on lands
owned or controlled by the Government of the United
States. Excavation can be made only by qualified
persons; generally people associated with reputable
universities, colleges, or institutions. The act
is quite specific and is still in full effect.

Experts can determine use of caves by bats' direct
evidence. Cave walls are frequently stained dark
by urine at roosting sites, and with a little practice are easily recognized. Guano deposits are another form of evidence which are readily seen. Hibernation sites, however, frequently have only thin
deposits of guano. Bats do not defecate while in
hibernation. Large quantities of guano can be
found associated with maternity colonies or in summer roost sites used by the males.
Indirect evidence such as temperature can be used
to predict areas where bats are likely to be found
at certain times of year. We know that during the
summer bats prefer warmer portions of ca~es for
roosting or rearing young. The temperature of
roosting sites varies with species and sex. Dur';'
ing the winter bats are likely to be found deeper
in the caves, or where cold air collects and conditions are suitable for hibernation. Some bat
experts can tell where in a cave bats are likely

Many of the most important archaeological sites in
the United states are found in caves. This is due
to the protection offered early inhabitants and
also to theprotection the caves provided to the
archaeological deposits. On the surface, erosion
frequently has a degrading effect upon deposits of
cultural materials. On the other hand, most caves
work under a principle of deposition. Silt from
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the surface is washed in and covers cave floors.
Flakefall and breakdown from the ceiling further
protect and preserve the deposits. Caves which
are very dry or in which the fill is permanently
saturated with water tend to preserve organic and
vegetative matter for extremely long periods of
time. Caves offer the archaeologist an opportunity
to examine remains which would have disintegrated
on the surface long ago.

help for evaluation.
While discussing cultural resources, it is necessary to take a look at historic artifacts found
in caves. During prohibition days many caves
were used to hide stills. others were used for
cold storage or a root cellars. Onyx was mined
from some caves and saltpeter from others. The
guano mining industry flourished before the advent of modern fertilizers. Everyone has heard
tales of money hidden.in caves by bandits. Some
. caves have been found which were used as houses
by early settlers. All of these uses leave
certain artifacts which are of value to historians.
It is a little vague where recent litter becomes
of historic value. The Forest Service considers
a site to he of historic interest if over 50
years old. If some significant event happens in
a cave it might become important even sooner.

Dry caves offer the best opportunity for archaeologists, and are the ones which u~ually best preserve artifacts. When investigating any cave, it
iS,important to look for any features out of the
ordinary which might indicate human use. Specific
items to look for are smoke blackened ceilings and
any obvious artifacts such as flakes, tools, bones,
etc. In the Northwest many Indians used heated
rocks dropped into baskets full of water for cook- ing. The immersion of the rocks frequently cracked
them,. creating distinctive artifacts. Fire-cracked
stream cobbles are frequently found in cave entrances. Some caves have obvious pictographs or
petroglyphs on their walls. Fallen Arches Cave
in Washington has sleeping platforms constructed
of hand placed stones covered by sand. These,
contrast with an otherwise rubble covered floor.

PALEONTOLOGY
Paleontology is the study of organisms of times
past. Any direct information about such organis~s
is a candidated for study. Frequently these deposits
are found in association with archaeologic materials.
Sometimes the remains of the organisms help date
the deposits.

Many 'caves' described by archaeologists are better
termed rock shelters by speleologists. They are
frequently shallow and well lighted by the sun.
The favorite caves are those which are dry and face
south or west so the' sun warms them. When investigating "cave it is sometimes helpful to ask yourself, if you would camp or live in it. A cold, wet,
miserable cave would probably be a poor place for
habitation but, in an arid land, could provide an
important source of water.

Caves are important as fossil sites due to their
relative rarity and uniqueness. Harris (1976)
states that "in terms of caves per square mile,
caves are extremely rare in North America and elsewhere. In terms of caves per million year period
of past time, things are ~ven grimmer".

a

Very dry caves, or ones in which the fill is satu.....
rated with moisture, tend to preserve remains for
long periods. Caves offer the advantage of preserving bones of even very small animals which are
difficult to find elsewhere. Most of the same
principles which control t~e formation of archaeologic sites apply to the deposition of paleontologic deposits. A few special features should be
looked for, however. Trap-like entrances into
which animals can fall produce especially productive sites. Former entrances should be looked
for or areas where the fill changes character.
Bones are the obvlilus sign of a site even if they
are of fairly recent origin, along with signs of
organic matter. Look for areas where gravity or
drainage could carry remains fr:>m the entrance area.

In undisturbed caves it is sometimes possible to
find tracks left by early visitors. I f you believe you are in passages unused by modern man,
be alert for foot prints and take care not to
disturb them.
The lava plateaus of the western United States and
the recent volcanic areas in Hawaii provide little
surface water. The porous lava quickly absorbs
precipitation and nearly no runoff occurs. Caves
in these areas collect snow and ice which early
inhabitants used a a water source. Where the caves
were too warm for ice to form, early prople learned
they could collect dripping water. Many western
caves have large archaeologic sites situated around
their entrances. In both Hawaii and the West accumulations of charcoal scattered along passage
floors tell of early mans passing.

In many caves ~ir-carried pollen or plant spores
are preserved in distinct layers and record changes
in local vegetation. In some dry caves animal dung
is preserve~j sloth
dung has been dated to 40,000
years b.p. Caves offer an opportunity to collect
data obtainable from no other place.

When considering a cultural resource site in a
cave, you should also be examining the aborigional
use of the surface around the cave. Many times
large quantities of flakes are found on the surface
around cave entrances. Both surface and cavernous
areas may constitute the site and for management
purposes must be considered at the same time.

Taphonomy is the science which concerns itself
with all aspects of the ,transition from living to
buried assemblages of organisms. Surface features
of archaeologic and paleontologic sites give evidence of the processes by which the deposits form.
Animal tracks, scat, bones, organic matter, nests,
-aJ).d ephemeral physical features are all important
. indicators of agents which alter the depositional
record. An understanding of the processes by
which the deposits form is important to the understanding of the paleontological and archaeologicQl
record and interpretation of the sites. Since
these deposits are superficial in nature, care

Protection of the site will depend upon the specific
case and should be done with the consultation of a
professional archaeologist. Under no circumstances
should anyone be allowed to dig into or disturb the
site. All artifacts should be left in exactly the
position they are discovered. If an archaeologic
site is suspected, it is important to find expert
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should be taken in their preservation. Heavy
traffic through a zone containing these deposits
can destroy the resource or severely limit its
value.

Air in most caves contain rather high concentrstions of radon (Rn- 222) and its breakdown
daughters. Any person breathing this atmosphere containing Rn-222 and its daughters will
retain a portion of the mixture in their lungs.
The daughters retained in the lungs continue the
break down process and give off a considerable
amount of alpha energy to the lung tissue. Significantly long exposure can cause an increase
in the lung cancer rate. This needs to be considered in the case of persons who may spend very
long periOds underground on a regular basis, such
as cave guides. Cigarette smoking seems to have
an- enhancing effect on the damage caused from
alpha radiation by radbn daughters. Occasional
cave visitors have little to worry about fran
this hazard.

Nearly all caves contain fossil material and with
a little practice can be recognized. Even sterile
appeariilg fill commonly contains fossils which an
expert can recognize. Cave fills should be examined by a paleontologist before any activity is
undertaken which might disturb them.
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
When most people think o~ cave conservation they
are thinking of preserving the geological features
in caves. A cave with beautiful formatiOns is
easy even for the un:informed to identify. No one
would dispute tpe value of preserving this visually pleasing resource.

FIELD INVENTORY AND CLASSIFICATION
Most pepple would agree that inventory is the very
first step which must be taken in any sort of
management. How to inventory caves has been a'
question asked by many" managers, and has probably
been approached in many different ways. This
paper has discussed some of the important points
a field investigation must consider. Each cave
presents'a special set of circumstaJices and may
contain values not discussed here, or ones not
realized by the present stat~f-the-art.

Some caves are important to geologist or mineralogists for the types of minerals or deposits found
in them. Some mjneral deposits are extremely
fragile and easily destroyed. In some lava caves
there are miniature bad-lands created by the rearrangement of fill by dripping water. These
'sand castles' are extremely rare and easily
damaged by uninformed visitors. For indentifIcation of individual minerals a good reference
is Cave Minerals By Carol Hill; available through
the NatiOnal Speleological Society. Some lava
caves also contain unusual drip formations which
formed while the cave was still hot. These· can be
considered completely non-renewable features since
the conditions under which they form cease at the
end of volcanic eruption.

The Forest Service, National Park Service at
Carlsbad Caverns and Guadalupe Mountains National
Park, and the Bureau of Land Management have developed an inventory and classi,fication system for
caves. This system is in use in New Mexico and
parts of Arizona and has been meeting with success.

Less glamorous features include layers of fill iIi
caves which can record past sequences of geologic
events. In some instances organic matter in the
flkl can be used to make age determinations through
C dating. A collapsed wall section in Lake Cave,
Washington, exposed the charred remains of a tree
stump below the lava f1~w. Dating of the ch9rcoal
showed an age 'of 2,250 - years. Considerable research has been devoted to the dating of cave deposits through uranium-thorium analysis. Past
climatic conditions can be determ~ed through
oxygen-isotope analysis of calcite speleothems.
Both of these types of analysis can be used to
determine age of cave deposits and to help in unraveling surface geomorphology.

The system has provisions for inventory,. classification, :illentification, record keeping, and
management direction. A discussion of the classification system may be found in the 1977 edition
of the National Cave Management Symp9sium Proceed~.
Th.e system is a good worl<:ing tool for anyone anticipating a cave inventory.
In recent years it has become increasingly
that caves contain-scientific resources of
importance. Land managers are learning of
value and the necessity for protection and
management.

obvious
great
this
wise .

EXPERT HELP

As with the oth~r cave sciences, expert advice is
often necessary to accurately evaluate the geol0gic
significance of caves. From the standpoint of
identifying the more obvious formations there is
usually little difficulty in determiliing their
presence.

When should I expert help I be contacted? Consider
your degree of knowledge, ability, and experience.
You should be aware that uniqueness is a relative
concept. What is unique in one geographical area
may not be so in another. For instance, a 'welldecorated' limestone cave'in the Pacific Northwest is unique simply due to the scarcity of limestone caves with decorations, unlike in the eastern United States. As you become ·more experienced
in evaluation the need for outside help will decrease. Time pressure can require immediate expert assistance. If you expect an impact may
occur shortly, or is presently occurring, you may
want to consult a specialist at an early'time.
This is especially applicable within the fields
of biology, paleontology, and perhaps even geology. Archaeologic resources should always be
drawn to the attention of an expert as soon as

HAZARDS TO THE PUBLIC

In examining caves it is important to evaluate the
potential hazards to the public. Many caves contain abrupt drops, pits, loose rock, slippery footing, dangerous gases, confusing passages, or may at
times flood. . In some arid caves the breathing of
cave dust can .cause a lung disorder called histoplasmosis. Any dry, dusty cave is suspect and it
is a good idea to not create undue clouds of dust
without wearing some sort of respitory protection.
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they are suspected. Many government agencies have
staff archaeologists who can be called. It is wise
to remember that all Federal and most State agencies
are under mandate~ law to protect archaeologic
sites under their jurisdiction.
If expert help is needed it can be found through
local universities. Most states have an Historic
Preservation Officer who catalogues and helps coordinate aspects of archaeology within their respective state. This is an excellent contact 'and
a place where advice can be found. Cave biologists
are more thinly spread than experts in other fields.
Only a few universities are able to deal with cavernicolus species. If local help is unavailable it
would be wise to write to th~ National Speleological Society, Cave Avenue, Huntsville, Alabama 35810.
Ask for a referral in your area. The National Speleological Society Biology Section has within its membership most cave biologists within the United States.
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c.ooJtcU.na:t.e6p1LObiem lloiving tJJ p!U!.ptlI!R.. /1 6un.dional mtinagenJent plan.
CJr1.:t.eJr1.a. 601t eva£.ua:t..i.ng goal.6, inclutUng c.ovettage 06 i.uue6 and mea.6U1LabLUty /lite cLU.CLI.6lled. MIljolt pILOblem6 i.tI. llU1t6Q./!.e l.tin.d management aJl.i
-i.den:UfrLed. and /1 p!Wrwuj muhod 06 ai!.ki.evi.ng goal.6, ai!.c.e6ll dui.gn, .u.
ducJr1.bed. VUi.gn 06 ac.c.Ull IAXZ.!/ll and 6~ .u. plte6ented /1ll /1 ma.jolt
ll:tJr.a-tegy 601t in~ tile vh.UiJ1t tJJ bet:t.eJL ai!.ki.eve nWuIgemen:t. goal.6.
The la.c.k 06 :thw~ and empi.Jc1.J!.al., da:ta..u. noUd /1ll /1 6aetJJ1t plteve.nU.ng
molte llPeei.6-ic- d.u.cilhUi1n 06 llo£.u;ti.onll tJJ cave 1IIIDIJ1gemen:t. p1Wblemt..

Caves are fascinat:ing, both as places to explore
and as mangement problems. Throughout my experience in lanef design and resource planning I have :,
found no other topic motte complex, more sensitive
and less researched than caves. Cave management
is unique because:
1. ,Caves are non-renewable
2. Caves are effectively the ultimate
w1lderness
3. Caves are profOlD1d1.y part of hu1Ian
history and folklore'
4. Caves are visually opposite, in tems
of preference attributes, of surface
landscapes
5~ Little is knOlln, relatively speaking,
aboUt cave management
6. Human use cannot be excluded as a'
management objective
7.. Caves are basically Umnanageable,
management must occur outside of the ca.ve

inclnde the 'pi'OCess of problem solving, the nat.ure
of cave goals, several. speeUic management problems, '
and the clearest stra'tegy I know to resolve caw
management problems, access'defdgn. The territory I wish to cover is broad, but. ~e need exists
to br:illg together a cancem for 't1lO ~ essent:ia1 elements of p1arm i ng and management - process
and ,detail.
'
Problem Solying
Preparing a management plan ror a cave is in essence
solving a problein. Humerous theorists and practi- ' ,
tianers agree that; the best _y to solve problems,
especial.1y caaplexanes, is throogh the use of an'
ordered process. 'l'bis prOcess is described in
lII!l.Ily ways but in all cases involves icien1;ifting
the problem and the goals, gather:ing rel.e'9811t

Given the topic of this paper this final point needs
emphasis .. ·The highly sensitive end non-renewable
character of, most caves makes alteration of the
cave undesirable. Lights, gates, ladders, paving
and other intrusions are best used only as' last
resorts. " Surface land management is the only
desirable 'form of cave management. This places
the problem in the hands, of site planners and .
designers. Unfortunately, due to the n8l1ness of'
the problem, there is little visible applied surface land management of caves. Cave management,
for the moment, is a secondary concern of agencies,
conducted llithout the benefit of extensive research,
experience; or budgets.
My wish in this paper is to discuss a' variety
issues ess,enti.a:l; to cave management •. Topics

or

*Landscape architect, Peter Thompson and Associates,
2000 Cal Young Road, Eugene, OR 97401
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informa'J;ian, criti.cally a.nalysing alternatives,
and selecting BIld implementing a best· program of
action. This four step process as descrlbed is
linear, there is one pass through the steps. In
the real world lIhere problems are ccmplex, infOl'mation is scarce, finances are llmi.ted, and decisions must be accurate the problem solv:lng
process must ,be cyclical. The cyclical style of
problem solving passes through the linear process
three or more times, nth each cycle adding more
precisiOn to goals, information, ana.17Bis and the
final plan. There is not space here to providethe details or this process, but it is useto1 to
know that men problems are ccmpls, as they are'
, in cave management, a' process exists to prepare'
the best possible management plan.
Management and Goals
Management, the process by llhich predeterlldned
objectives' are achieved, by definition, requires '
gOals. Most agencies acting as lII8Il88erB have' Ii~e'
sort of goal package. Seldall do these goals meet
tllO essential crit.eria however: 1) Do they cover'
all aspects of the problem? and, 2) Are they
."
measurable?

least one bulldozer has fallen through the roof of
a lava tube, which was used as a cess pool. Liquid
and solid waste from surface activities quickly
destroy caves as might such simple actiVities as
lawn fertilization which creates excessive
nutrient loads in ground water. Another major
management interest on the surface is protection
of water flow in its traditional pattern. Stream
diversion, wells and increases in impervious
surfacing all contribute to hydrologic changes.
Throughout the nation our watersheds are becoming
'flashier' due to increased impervious surfacing,
decreasing the water available to a:quifers and
ground water, and eventually stopping cave formation processes.

To cover all aspects of a problem means to take
into account everyone's concern. The Forest Service
has instituted multiple-goal management of forests
to reduce criticism of past board-foot type management. The variety of goals for management are
limited only by our ability to see future problems.
People With narrow perspectives shouldn't prepare
goal programs.
In cave management it is necessary to consider both

the resource and people. Cave protection goals may
include issues of ecologic stability, water pollution, and speleothem protection. Human goals may
be focused on safety, education, experience, or
socialization opportunities.
The previous discussion implies that there are
general goals, such as protection the cave resource,
and more specific goals such as protecting the hydrologic regime of the cave. When preparing goals it
is necessary to extend them to a level of precision
where they become measurable. Without measurable
goals, such as maintaining x number of cubic feet .
of water flow, there 'is really no way to determine
if mangement is doing any good. Management without
goals is like target practice without a target,
there is only a.lot of noise.
Goals are developed in the process of gathering
information about the cave and its users. It is
recommended that goals be defined in increments,
beginning broad and becoming more specific as the
problem solving process recycles. Problems you
can expect when setting goals include overlaps,
conflicts and varying degrees of importance. When
goals conflict it is particularly important to not
throw one of them out. To throw the problem out
before a solution is attempted defeats the process
and makes any subsequent management a sham subject
to eventual failure.
Cave management requires a variety of resource and
human goals, which can only be set through an understanding of the resource and the user. Much technical data is available concerning the biotic aad
abiotic features of a cave, but much has yet to be
learned. Management of a specific cave requires
relevant knowledge of the elements and processes in
the cave. Less is known about the behavior of
people in caves. Certainly there is a great deal
of common sense speculation but a complete lack
of tested theory. To provide some hope, there is
a great deal of literature and experience in surface landscapes that is probably applicable.
Visual preference concepts tested by Steve and
Rachel Kaplan on surface landscapes are thought,
for example, to be applicable to cave management.
A much greater. understanding of people and their
relationship to caves is necessary before proper
and adequate goals can be set, and before effective
Management teclmiques can be prepared. Agencies
involved in cave management appear to be the best
source of support for research in this area.
Surface Management and the Cave
Cave management, in general terms. involves protecting the resource and providing benefits to people.
Surface land management can dramatically influence
achievement of these goals. Concerning resource
protection, obvious problems are found when surface
mining, blasting, or excavation occur near caves.
Equipment vibrations can cause problems and at
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A topic never adequately addressed in cave management is protection of the cave food chain. Cave
fauna are dependent upon surface land production
for their food, thus it is appropriate to be
concerned about changes in the surface land use.
.Changes in agricultural or forest practices for
instance can influence bat populations which in
turn influence the entire cave ecosystem. Given
the extent of human land management and alteration
I suspect that cave fauna is as much threatened
by exterior environmental changes as it is by
people in caves. Given the relationship of surface
land and cave fauna we might consider how we- can
enhance populations, perhaps as a mitigation to
providing human use.
Surface Management and Beople
It is people, of course, that cause our problems
and make management difficult. To date management for peopie has primarily concerned the construction of barriers to keep people from damaging
caves. While I recognize and accept this need I
wish to focus here on hunian goals that should be
considered in a management plan. Primary human
goals include safety and recreation, the latter
has sub-goals of education, achievement, experience, and socialization.
To achieve public safety it is necessary to match
human skill level with environmental character;
only skilled and equipped cavers should be allowed
in dangerous caves for instance. Since it is undesirable to alter the cave with lights and ladders
it is necessary to deal with the problem outside
the cave. A check sheet arrangement can be used
but requires constant supervision. The next best
alternative is to test the user through the design
of the access trail. A difficult cave accessed
by a convenient road assures that all types of
people will use the cave, and that most will not
recognize the dangers. It is a common leeli..11g in
in this protectionist world to expect safety,
especially in or near public use areas. (This haG
been a major problem in Yellowstone about the hot
springs and in California on coastal bluffs and
beaches. )
Distance is a great way to get people to realize
they are leaving the developed and safe world. It
is also a great way to increase appreciation of the
cave experience by separating us from our cars.
The cave' experience, with its sublime and supernatural qualities, is enhanced by an attractive
access trail.

The primary reason people cave is recreation. The
motivation for recreation frequently involve the
activities of learning, achieving, experiencing,
and· socializing. This is not a complete list but
provides examples of the type of goals people set
to achieve in a cave, and hence the goals a·cave
manager must deal with.

beach and bluff area were subjected to the use of
fewer people. The attractive coastal prairie was
maintained without roads. As of this writing no
major personal injuries or deaths have occurred on
the bluffs or in the surf. The 2000 foot hike
provides enough separation between car and danger
to instill a sense of caution in the visitor. The
trail has provided an excellent complementary
experience to the stark and beautiful coastal edge.
Comments in the visitor log confino the success of
the access design in helping visitors achieve their
recreational goals.

People will be found in caves because they are
studying the unusual artifacts and processes. For
many, caving is similar to bird watching or rock
hounding. People will also cave to achieve, to
accomplish some personal goal. In this way cavers are like runners. Some cavers have what we
might call sensual motivations. In this modern
world where natural sensory experiences are limited there are many that revel in the silence, sound,
smell, space, texture, darkness, or visuaL quality
of caves.

The visitor center, located in a position where it
controls the park, provides convenient park observation but also serves two Other critical purposes.
The center provides a brl.ef introduction to the
processes and elements of the park. It educates
lightly but sensitizes greatly, we hope. Visitors
who pass through the center are bound to use the
resource more carefully. The center also acts as
a destination point for those who didn't really
stop in to recreate but were passing through.
About SO% of all park visitors simply stop in at
the center, use the restrooms, enjoy the views and
proceed ·on their way. It would be unfortunate to
have the bluffs and beach, or a cave, unnecessarily
trammeled by those just passing through.

·People will also use caves as a focus for socialization. The challenges and experiences found in
caves are best when shared. The manager is faced
with a variety of legitimate human goals in which
the cave is used for personal or social development. To some extent it is the manager's obligation to define these goals in measurable tenns and
to apply them in conjunction with other goals to
development of the management plan.

Access design offers managers their best strategy
for solving problems outside of the cave. The
technique will not solve all problems, and in
some situations it will be irrelevent. The reverse
is also true, there will be situations where access
design solves most problems. Experience and research will test the value of this management
strategy through the future.

Access Design
To achieve cave management goals every opportunity
to accomodate people and protect the resource must
be taken. Existing strategies, including gating,
guided tours, and cave hardeniI!g are useful but
have not solved the problem. My experience has
been that one of the strongest and the least used
management tool, is access design.

The greatest problem that faces cave management in
the future is the lack of an interdisciplinary
team that can bring all issues into focus. Such
grO"J.ps have been used by National Park and forest
agencies to improve management. Ideas from both
human and natural sciences must be combined within
an organized planning program to determine the
most effective management strategies. Further
studies are also particularly needed in the area
of human cave perception to strengthen that portion
of the planning effort.

Access .design concerns the development of parking
facilities through to the cave entry. It may include a visitor center, information .signs, other
recreational prusuits, or whatever is appropriate
given management goals and site resources. Access
design is applicable to caves where high levels of
human use are desired and caves where people are
discouraged. It has application to all caves,
although the opportunity to influence cave goals
depends greatly upon individual conditions such
as topography, vegetation, and distance.

Cave management is fascinating becuase it is in
its youth and it is interdisciplinary. Hopefully
this fascination will lead to action to sustain
this unreplaceable resource.

I would like to offer an example of how access
design solved several major problems ·in one
recreation facility. In 1972 I had the opportunity
to master plan the Gualala Point Regional Park, a
200 acre coastal prairie in Sonoma County. Early
sketches of the proposed development showed roads
through the park to the beach and along the bluffs.
This preliminary design provided excellent access
by car, resulting in potential damage to the sensitive beach and bluff region, and resulting in a
potentially dangerous situation for visitors parking adjacent to vertical cliffs and dangerous
surf. .The solution to the problem wa·s to shorten
the road so that it stopped about 2000 feet from
the beach and bluffs at an attractive overlook
site. The money saved by shortening the road was
then used to build a visitor center adjacent to
the parking area.

(Author's note: Access design and visual characteristics of caves are presented in greater depth
in papers presented by the author at the National
Cave Management Symposium, Big Sky, Montana, 1977.
The proceedings also include a variety of manage~
ment and case study papers which relate closely to
the issues presented here.)

With this more pedestrian oriented.design a varity of goals were achieved. The highly sensitive
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BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
WILDERNESS REVIEW
*Steve Uhles

ABSTRACT
The. Fe.deJulf. Land Polic.y and Management: Ac:t 06 1976 pltovidu .the. blll>lc.
guidanc.e. .to .the. BWLe.au 06 Land Management: (BLM) on how .to IllW1P.ge. l.a.nd6
undeJr. Lf:l, juJUi,cLi.c.:ti.on. One. po!l-tUJn 06 .tha.t .taw (Se.c.:ti.on 603) cWr.e.c:tl>
.the. Se.C/Le.to.Jty 06 .the. InteJUoIL and .the. BLM .to ILe.view. all public. £and Ma.d.lU-b alLeal> 06 5,000 aC/LU OIL mOlLe. and. Mad.eU-b J..-bland-b having w.U.deJr.nU-b
c.halLac:teJr.J..-btJ..c.-b. The. -budttbJ..U:ty oIL nOYl--buLta.bJ..U:ty '06 .thue. land-b 60IL
w.U.deJr.nU-b wUt be de..teJr.mJ..YLe.d and a ILe.po!L.t plte.pa!Le.d artd .6 ubmU:.t.e.d .to
CoYlgILUll •
The. WildeJr.nUll Re.view C.OYlllJ..-b.tc 06 .thILee. futJ..Ylc:t phlll>u':
and. ILe.potz.t..i.n.g .to ConglLull.

Inve.n.toILY, -b.tu.dy,

The. iYlve.l1.tolLY phlll>e. C.OYlllJ..-b.t-b 06 a c.omplte.he.Mive. e.xam.i.na.tJ..n 06 public.
land-b .to de..teJr.mJ..ne. i6 .the.y me.e..t .the. WLe.deJr.nUll ClLLteJr.J..a u.tabUl>he.d by
.the. WildeJr.nUll Ac:t 06 1964. ThOlle. alLe.a.l> whJ..c.h me.e..t .thJ..-b ClLLteJr.J..a aILe.
lde.rttJ..Me.d Ill> ('JildeJr.YlUll S.tu.dy Me.a.l>.
The. ll.tudy wUt de..teJr.mJ..ne. whJ..c.h WildeJr.ne.M S.tu.dy Meal> wUt be. ILe.c.orrrnende.d
lludttble. 60IL wildeJr.nu-b duign.a.t.J..on and .thO-be. whJ..c.h aILe. non-lluLta.bie..
The. ll.tu.dy pll.OC.Ull wUt c.a!Le.6uil.y analyze. all WildeJr.nUll S.tu.dy Me.IU> Ming
the BLM'll .f.and uoe. p.f.anrtJ..Ylg -bY-b.tem whJ..c.h c.oYlllide.M all valuu, Il.UOWLC.U,
and MU 06 public. laYld.
all

The. ll.e.po!LtJ..ng phlll>e. C.OMJ..-b.tc 06 a 60Junal Jte.po!L.t 06 Maabie. and. non-l>uLtable. 1te.c.ommendat.J..oM made. .th!Lough .the. Se.C/Le..ta!Ly 06 .the. InteJUolt and .the.
Pltuide.nt .to ConglLull.
In OILdeJr. .to pltueJr.ve. wildeJr.nul> valuu whJ..c.h aILe. plte.l>ent: in lIJildeJr.ne.l>l>
S.tu.dy Me.IU> a 601Ll7la1. rnteJr.J..m Management: Polic.y hill> be.en J..mplement:e.d. The.
FLPMA ll.e.qcWr.e.l> .tha.t the.l>e. etInd-b will be. manage.d in a rnamteJr. whJ..c.h will no.t
J..mpabt .the.J..!L lluLta.bJ..U:ty 601l. w.U.deJr.nUll until Congltul> duJ..gnatu Mc.h
alLe.a.l> Ill> w.U.deJr.nUl> OIL noYl-w.U.deJr.nu l> •
The. wildeJr.nul> Jte.vie.w pltOC.Ul> Il.equbtu 6uil. public. involvement: at. aU
ll.tagU and p!Lovidu an oppo!L.tunLty 60IL c.orrment:, paJt.t.i.upa;Uc)Yl, and. Ite.vie.w.
Full doc.ume.n:ta.tJ..oYl, aYLalYl>J..-b, and Me. 06 public. input. .u. Ite.qubte.d by.the.
c.uMe.nt guJ..de.lirtu.
The. LUildeJr.nul> p!Log!Lam OYl BLM adm.[n.u..teJr.e.d .f.and-b J..-b a l>inc.eJr.e. e.660!L.t .to
e.vafuate. LUildeJr.Ylul> c.haILac:teJr.J..-btic.-b Ming .the. BWLe.aU' l> pianrtJ..YLg II yb.tem,
public. palLtiupatiOYl and llpe.c..<.a.e pltoc.e.du!Lu £.e.acLi.ng .to a 1te.c.orrrne.ndat.J..on .to
COYlgltUll on. .the. lluLta.bJ..U:ty Oil. YlOn-l>uLta.bilLty 06 land 601L alloc.at.J..on .to
wildeJr.l1ul> management:.

Wilderness - - the word brings to each of us a
mental picture, an alpine meadow ringed with rugged
snow-capped mountains, gnarled and weathered stands
of bristlecone pine barely clinging to life at
timberline, vast gray-green sagebrush covered
hills and clear blue skies, cool, dark spruce
forests and harsh, arid and seemingly hostile
desert landscapes.

All of these environments may be wilderness. Each
of us has our own concept of what wilderness is.
Whatever one's perception of wilderness is, a
conunon idea comes through. Wilderness is "wild"
land, undeveloped and shaped only' by natural
processes.
As our population and need for space increases
these wild lands become more and more of an issue
to the Federal land manager and those for whom the
land is managed - the people of this Nation. Is

* Bureau of Land Management Wilderness Specialist,
2144 Deerfield, Redding CA
96001
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wilderness the best possible, use of some of the
public lands? How much is enough? Why should
these lands be preserved? How should they be managed?
Under the Wilderness Act of 1964, Congress has authority to designate roadless tracts ~ National
Forests, Natfonal Parks and Wildlife Refuges 'to be
set aside for preservation in their natural state.
Until passage of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, the Bureau of Land Management had
no provision 'to designate public lands as wilderness
areas.
The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLffiA)
provides the basic guidance to the BLM on how to
manage the lands under its jurisdiction. One portion of tha;t law (Section 603) directs the Secretary
of the Interior and tbe BLM to review all public
roadless areas of 5,000 'acres or more and roadless
islands having wilderness characteristics. The
suitability or non-suitability of these lands for
wilderness will be determined and a report submitted
to Congress.

Some of these features may be managed best by development of the resource or by providing access
to it. Others may require protective measures,•.
These are factors to consider in the recommendation of lands'for wilderness designation.
The Wilderness Review consists of three distinct
phases: Inventory, Study and a Report to Congress.
The Inventory phase consists of a comprehensive
examination of public lands using the criteria
established by the Wilderness Act. The procedures
to be used in the HIM Wilderness Inventory were
published ,in a handbook in September 1978. The
Inventory process is as follows:
(1)

Complete an initial inventory to determine
which areas of public land clearly and obviously do not meet the wilderness criteria.
Publish this decision to allow public to
comment and provide input for 90 day ,Period.
In California this period closed 6/2/79.

(2)

For thise units or areas which appear to have
wilderness characteristics or do !!.2i clearly
and obviously fail to meet the establishe4
criteria, an intensive inventory will be completed. This intensive inventory began in
March 1979 in California and consisted of _
field examination and analysis by a wilderness team to assess wilderness characteristics of each unit or area. Those units
which have wilderness characteristics have
been de signated Wilderness Study Areas (WSA' 5)
and will be carried forward into the Study
phase of the Wilderness Review. The proposed
decision on WSA' s has been published and subjected to a 90 day review by the public 'to
allow comment and input. This period closed
10/15/79. The decision will be published in
the Federal Register and will become final 30
days after publication.

(3)

Study phase of the Wilderness Review begins.

The criteria used to evaluate these public lands
are those specified in the Wilderness Act of 1964.
Basically, these criteria are:
(1)

Areas must be roadless and at least 5,000
contiguous acres in' size.

(2)

Areas must be essentially riatural with
imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable.

(3)

Areas must provide either:
(a)

An outstanding opportunity for solitude, or

(b)

An outstanding opportunity for primitive
and unconfined recreation.

To qualify for identification as a wilderness
study area, an area of public land must meet both
criteria 2 and 3.
Public lands less than 5,000 acres in size may be
Considered if it possesses characteristics described in 2 and 3 .!!!l!! is:
(1)

Contiguous to land managed by another agency
which has been determined to have wilderness
values.

(2)

Contiguous with other Federal land having an
area of less than 5,000 acres administered by
an agency with authority to establish wilderness and the combined total is 5,000 acres or
more.

(3)

Subject to strong public support for wilderness identification and clearly large enough
to make practical its use in an unimpaired
condition.

Supplemental values such as historic sites, cultural
'values, ecological and geologic features will be
noted as a part of the review process. These features are not required for Wilderness areas but it is
important that their presence ~s noted'and considered in assessing the wilderness potential of a unit.

The Study will determine which WSA' s will be
recommended as suitable for wilderness designation and those which are nan-suitable. The
study pro,eess will carefully analyze all WSA's
using' the HIM '.s pl.a.nning system and. other,
special methods which may prove to be necessary. All land management variables will be
considered and the resulting proposed decision
will be a recommendation to Congress of which
WSA 's or portions thereof, are recOllllJended for
allocation to wilderness.
A formal report of suitability for wilderness
will be submitted through the Secretary of the
Interior and the President to Congress. Congress will then act on each unit to formally
designate wilderness areas or return the lands
to non-wilderness management.
In order to preserve wilderness values present
in WSA' s an Interim Management Policy has been
implemented. The Federal Land Policy and
Management Act ,requires that these lands be
managed in a manner which will prevent impairment of their suitability for wilderness until
Congress designates such areas as wilderness
or denies wilderness designation. The FLPMA

legislation also provides that those grazing,
mining and mineral leasing uses which existed
on October 21, 1976, may continue in the same
manner and degree as occurring on that date
even i f they impair wilderness suitability.
However, no undue damage or degradation of the
lands and resources will be permitted. other
uses and activity may be permitted in WSA' s
providing they can take place without impairing the suitability of the area for preservation as wilderness.

The entire Wilderness Review process requires
full public involvement. All direction and
prepared guidelines provide opportunity for
comment, participation and review by both
organized' groups and individuals. Full documentation, analysis and use of all public input is required. It is not'assumed that a
consensus will be reached, but rather that all
possible information will be assembled, all
viewpoints considered and a decision and recommendation made.

Activities which may impair wilderness activities will be considered using the BLM's
Environmental Assessment (EA) or Environmantal
Statement (ES). If the EA or FS determines
that the proposed-activity will not impair
wilderness suitability, the activity may be
permitted.

The wilderness program on BLM administered
lands is a sincere effort to evaluate wilderness characteristics using the Bureau's planning system, public participation and special
procedures. The result will be a recommendation to Congress on the suitability or nonsuitability of public land for allocation to
the WiJderness system.

,
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.u.

The Pa.uMc. Southwut Reg-ton (5) 06 the u. s. FO!l.e.6t 'Se.!l.v-Lc.e .
deve£op-Lng
polic.y and lWlna.gement d-L!l.ecUon 60!l. the c.a.ve !l.e.6oU/Lc.e on Natio~ FO!l.~t
funcU,. GeneJta£. gu1.da.nc.e to FO!l.ut fund ma.na.geM c.omU 6!l.Om WlUften d-L!l.ec.UVeA -Ln the FO!l.ut Se.!l.v-tc.e Manual..
ThJ.1, pape.!l. will i.dentinY the management cWtect.i.on and -tnvento!l.Y -6y-6tem.o c.U!L!l.en:te.y p!l.Op06 e.d -tn a dJr.o.M Manual.
Supplement and -tnvile -Lnput n!l.Om thO-6 e c.onc.e.!l.ned.

Cave inventory and classification systems and general management strategies have evolved over a number of years. The US Forest Service, recognizing
the presence of caves on Nation~ Forest lands,
has really only begun to address this resource in
management planning.

To minimize the chances of this manual supplement
being cast in that perspective, the Region is working hard on gaining field imput and review. The
Forest Service people on Ranger Districts and
National Forests need to buy in on any direction
proposed by the Region. To build that commitment,
the proposed manual supplement, was sent to each of
the 17 National Forests in Califormia last January.
Some of the Forests, in turn, forwarded copies to
their District Rangers. others sent copies to
caver groups for comment.

Certainly, some locations in the National Forest
System are well along in inventory and classification as well as practical management direction.
The Lincoln National Forest in New Mexico has been
a pioneer in formulating a standard for the Forest
Service. Their system has been presented at most
of past National Cave Management Syrilposia. At this
Symposium, I was given the most recent refinement
of that inventory system as presented at the 4th
National meeting. The developed experience of the
agency peo.!?le and cavers in the Southwest gives
Region 5 a leg up in developing direction for
National Forest lands in California.

The results of the draft review were written comments and suggested changes sent bacl<: to San Francisco. Developnent of management direction, such
as this, does not evolve rap:Ldly. For one thing,
we have the opportunity of this symposium to refine it even more" We invite YOUX cOlIDDents on the
draft you have before you. I~ is, by no means, the
ultimate. It does not currently include the tested
revisions of Inventory System II compiled by Buzz
Hummel; it can and will.

. We are not trying to be original. The cave resourCe has come commonalities throughout the
National Forest System. The need to deal with
inventory, classification, and, to some extent,
prescribing management in a uniform manner for all
caves is highlighted by the geographical distribution of this group. Communication among cavers,
land managers, and the general public from various
States, agencies, and their Regions is eased when
our collected cave information is comparable.

The proposed supplement has two major parts in the
2360 section of the Forest SeTvice manual. The
first part deals with cave management with a summary of a two part classification system (contents
and hazard) and management direction guidelines for
various combinations of content and hazard. Part
II deals with cave inv~tory, then identification
and records.
I suggest that the description of the various content and hazard classes can be 'refined to include
the concerns of most every special interest. The
bulk of the comments received in the Forest Service
and Gavers review dealt with the specifics of how
and who was to do the classifying.

The title for this presentation as listed in the
program is the Manual Supplement on Cave Inventory.
The introductory and welcoming remarks by ShastaTrinity Forest Supervisor Dick Pfill may have given
you a realistic perspective on our Manual System
and the proposed cave management supplement. He
said, Tuesday morning, that most of the manual is
the guano of the Forest Service.

Let me highlight some of these comments and concerns:
-Cultural resource management inventories will
be needed to locate and describe historic and
prehistoric materials or events associated

*Lands and Minerals Officer, Klamath National
Forest, 1215 So. Main St., Yr~:a, CA 96097
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with caves.

TITLE 2300 - RECREATION

-Questioned the qualifications of speleologist
only in that skills of archaeology, biology,
pp.leontology or geology ,,;ill be needed for.
interdisCiplinary examination.
-Common concern with distuib~~ce of botanical
materials, including ancient botanical debris,
and archaeological and paleontological materials.
-Inadequate inventory guidelines on water hazards.
The harder issue to deal with is the management
direction. The cave inventory data will provide a
basis for developing management alternatives. The
contept!hazard classification and associated management direction guide could limit the range of alternatives.

K4NAGn~T

2362.42 - Geological Areas. Caves are a unique
geologic feature of the earth's developmen~. Many
caves on National Forests contain scientific values
or hazards to users that preclude the caves being
opened for recreational uses. Caves in 'the California Region will be preserved as nearly as possible in an undisturbed condition until an inventory
of the caves' contents and hazards have been'completed and a.management plan written. Only qualified *speleologists will be permitted in caves to
collect inventory data until a management plan is
written.
Specific cave site locational information "'i..1l be
denied under 5 USC, 552 (b) (5) until a management plan is completed for the contro~ and protection of the cave site. The exemption will not be
used to withhold disclosure if release of information would, be harmless. ,All maps or location
information will be kept in locked file cabinets
marked to prevent inadvertent disclosure.

I suggest to you that it will generally not be so
clear cut that we can apply a fixed management
strategy. Specific management plans will be needed for a cave or group of caves. The overall guiding direction will come from Land and Resource
Management Plans.

1.

These will result after extensive review and input
from our publics. Cavers, as a special interest,
can have a vital role in evolvi~ management direction.
Mana~ement

direction, such as this proposed Regionas manual supplement, becomes the basis for Regional goals and work objectives. These, in turn, become a basis for developi~g future year work plans
and budgets. The final cut of priorities, ~~d the
direction that the Administration and Congess provices through the budget determine when such a system of inventory and classification will move beyond the current minimum activity level.

Caves Management. Caves will be managed
to preserve and protect cave(s) values
until a satisfactory inventory has been
obtained upon "..h ich to write a cave{ s )
management plan. Speleological expertsJl"
or groups may be permitted to enter the
cave( s) to gather needed information and
inventory data for use in the Forest
Service determination for management of
the cave(s). Special-use permits should
not be issued for a cave( s) until a management plan is completed and a decision on
management made.
A cooperative agreement may be entered into with persons or groups to gather cave
information. 1"ne agreement should specify
the data to be obtained and reported to
the Forest Service.

We welcome your comments or questions on this proposed supplement now or by mail to Jim Shiro in
San Francisco.

It may be necessary to .gate caves during
the exploration and inventory phase to provide protection of the cave. Gating of
caves must be done in such a manner as to
allow the cave ecosystem to operate freely,
but exclude entrance by man (ex~ept under
control by permit and key).

u.s. FOREST SERVICE
PACIFIC SOUTHWEST REGION
(REGION 5)
Proposed Regional direction for cave
management to be incorporated into
Forest Service Manual, Chapter 2360
(Special Interest Areas).

Management alternatives may consist of:
- Cave closed to use due to hazards, endangered species, etc.
- Cave open to limited exploration by permit due to hazards, fragility, scientific
values, presence of archaeological or
paleontological material, etc.
- Cave open to limited recreation use by
permit only, by quide service, etc.
- Cave open to all recreational use.

January, 1979 Draft presented at Far West
Regional Cave Management Symposium, October, 1979.
Send comments and suggestions on this
proposed manual supplement to:
Jim Shiro
Recreation Staff
U.S. Forest Service
630 Sansome Street
San Francisco, CA
94111

I f a cave is determined to be open to limit-

ed recreation use by permit, it could be
handled by a cave guiding service. Several
options are open here.
*Evaluation teams to include archaeologists, biologist, botanists, geologists and paleontologists
for full interdiscipilnary development of a management plan.
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- Forest Service employee guides.
Guides furnished under volunteer program
(maintains F.S. control of cave). '
Issue special-use permit to person or
group to provide guides (lessens F.S.
control of cave).
A.

either of such size, or so positioned
within the cave that they are quite
susceptible to breakage or vandalism;
or any items of scientific value
which are of the type which cavers
could seriously disturb or destroy.

Guidelines to Manageinent. The classification system consists of two ratings--one
for con~ents and one for hazards. It is not
expected that any cave will "exactly" fit a
category of this system.

d.

Class "D" Caves. Class ','D" caves
are caves which contain formations
that are of unusual quality or are
very delicate and susceptible to
breakage; or any items of scientific value. which are of the type which
cavers could' or would seriously disturb
or distroy. Examples of class "n"
cave formations would be selenite
needles, gypsum flowers, epsonite
formation or crystals, cave helictites, cultural or biological deposits, or cave formations of
exceptional beauty.

e.

Class ''E" Caves. These are caves
which contain items of scientific
valne which could or would be disturbed or destroyed by frequent
visits, or by visits of cavers uninformed as to items of scientific
value; such as, a biological speies which has a delicate habitat
or is in danger of extinction in
the area or within the particu1.ar
cave. The items of scientific
value could be either archaeological, biological, paleonto- .
logical, or very rare cave formations.

For example, a Class III cave need not necessarily have a vertical drop up to 15 meters,
as long as the other general characteristics
are decriptive of the cave. It will be necessary, particularly with large or extensive
caves,'to assign different classification
ratings to separate areas within the cave.
All caves will have a two-coded rating, such
as C-IIj the first rating for content and
the second rating for hazard. A cave classification, particularly the hazard rating,
should also reflect what a caver encounters
to reach the cave and should be explained
under remarks on the card (Exhibit 2). It
is expected that a cave rating might change
by the discovery of an item within the cave
not previously known, or by the removal of
an item responsible for that particular
rating.
1.

Content Ratings. The geologica],. and
archaeological features of caves are
irreplaceable, and cave adapted flora
and fauna are easily damaged. Consequently evaluation and inventory of a
cave's contents by experienced experts
should be arranged as soon as feasible
following discovery.
a.

b.

c.

2.

Hazard Ratings.
a.

Class "A" Caves. Caves which contain
few or no items of scenic or scientific value are class "A" caves. If
any items are present within the cave,
they are of the type which cannot,
without great effort, be destroyed or
removed from the cave. Basically,
this class cave is one which frequent
visitation by cavers will cause little
or no change within the cave.

Class "I" Caves. The class "I"
cave offers the least hazard to
the caver. General characteristics
are:

( i) Single, well defined main pasageway with no .lateral passages.
(2) No passageways less than 1 meter in diameter.

(3) No step-type drops over 1 meter.
(4) No loose ceiling rocks.

Class "B" Caves. Class "B" caves are
caves which contain secondary deposittype formation of the ordinary type;
such as, stalagmites, stalactites,
columns, flowstone, draperies, and rimstone dams, which are either of such
size or are so positioned within the
cave that they are not easily damaged
or vandalized; or any items of scientific value which are of the type
which cavers could not disturb or
destroy.

(5) Few loose rocks on floor.

b.

Class "II" Caves. The class "II"
cave contains moderate hazards and
is mostly horizontal in structure.
General characteristics are:
(1) Well defined passageways with
only dead-end lateral passages.
(2) No crawlways less than 60 centimeters '(24 inches).

Class "C" Caves. Class "C" caves contain secondary deposit-type formations
of the ordinary type; such as, stalagmites, stalactites, columns, flowstone,
draperies, and rimstone dams which are

(3) No step-type drops over 3 meters
(10 feet).

(4) No loose ceiling rocks.
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b. Precautions - Three persons are recommended
for exploration party equipped with hard hats,
three light sources per person, nonskid soles on
boots, and protective clothing.

(5) Loose floor material is permissible.
c.

Class "III" Caves. The class "III"
cave contains structural hazards not
found in class I and II caves. General characteristics are:

y

Caves will be gated and lacked when possible,
and entry will be by permit only. Equipment requirements and precautions will be placed on the
permit. A sign will be placed at entrances to all
caves in this category stating:

(1) Multiple passageways, with
straight connecting passages.

(Z) Crawlways less than 60 centimeters (24 inches).

(3) Vertical drops up to 15 meters

Where to obtain permit.

b.

It is unlawful to enter without permit.

21

(50 feet).

(4) Loose rocks on ceilings over 2
meters in height. No loose rocks
on passages less than 2 meters.
d.

a.

Class "IV" Caves. Class "IIT" caves
are the most hazardous from the structural standpoint. General characteristics are:

(1) ''Maze'' type passageways.

(2) Vertical drops over 15 meters.

Caves will be gated and locked· when possible,
and entry will be permitted only when accompanied
by qualified Forest Service or other agency personnel, or a designated agent of that agency. A
sign will be placed at the entrance stating entrance conditions and that it is milawful to
enter without permit.

!±! Caves will be gated and locked. Permits
similar to archaeological permits will be issued
only for bonafide scientific studies conducted by
qualified persons. Permits will be issued for
investigations which have demonstrateable value to
the Forest Service in its management and understanding of the cave resOQrces.

(3) Loose ceiling rocks on crawlways
II.

under 2 meters.

(4)
e.

B.

Loose rocks on vertical drops.

Class "V" Caves. Class "V" caves
are extremely hazardous due to
characteristics such as poisonous
insects and reptiles, airborne. diseases, dangerous gases, flooding,
passages requiring cave diving, or
any other hazard which requires
special equipment to protect the
caver.

The inventory will cover the following and
be recorded on an inventory record card.
(Exhibit 2). Coding of cave inventory
record should follow Exhibit 1.

Management Direction Guidelines. Management
of caves will be based on a combination of
the hazard and contents rating as follows:

MANAGEMENT
DIRECTION GUIDES

1/

HAZARD
RATING

- Cave name
- Legal location
- Cave information

CONTENTS
RATING

I

ABC D E

II

ABC D E

III

A Be D E

IV

ABC DE

V

ABC D E

Cave Inventory. The inventory procedure
consists of identifying individual cave
locations and through exploration and
study noting each cave's contents (including flora and fauna), significance, hazards
associated with their exploration, and
other specific information detailed in
guidelines for optiJilum cave management.
Uniformity of interpretation can best be
accomplished by individuals experienced
in caving using a standard criterion.·

a. geologic formation
b. altitude of entrance/s
c. type cave
.
d. number of knO'ilI1 levels
e. ·type entrance
f. number of entrances
g. length of knO'ilI1 passages
h. pattern of cave
i. trend of cave from entrance
j. vertical relief
k. water element
- Cave contents.

1/ Caves will be left open and signed. A sign
stating requirements will be placed at the entrance.
As a minimum, the sign will state:

a.

b.
c.

a. Unlawful to damage cave formations (Cite Federal and state laws).

d.
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Cultural resources (historic and
prehistoric)
biological (flora and fauna)
geological (structural, hydrological, genetic)
paleontological (fossils, casts,
molds, ancient wood)

·e. . speleothems

tion of hazards present within the cave
and approach to the cave entrance.
Include recommended equipment and procedure for reaching, entering, and exploring cave.

- Hazards present (inCluding water)
-.Protection needs.
III.

Cave Identification.
Cave Number. Each cave will be numbered following the guidelines set forth
in exhibit 1, item 1. Additional numering will be necessary for cultural
resource materials located in the cave.

B.

Cave Name. When a cave has an established name, this will be retained. In
cases of-a cave without an established
name, one should'be assigned following
the guidelines se:t forth in exhibit 1,
item 2.

C.

Cave Markers. A brass cap should be
set at the entrance of each cave. The
cave name and n~ber will be stamped on
tne cap.

D.

Aerial Photos. Cave locations should
be pinpointed on aerial photos. A
separate set of photos will be maintained for this purpose and filed with
individual cave files.

E.

IV.

4. Major Features. Detailed description

A.

of major features of the cave, including speleothems, fauna, flora, biological, hydrological, geological,
archaeological, paleontological, etc.

Master Map or Map Overlay. Each cave
should be plotted on a map or overlay,
the same as archaeological sites. The
l!1apoI',overJ,a,y \<IilJ, not be. for public
dispiay. - Locatioriswill bestow with
;i' 3!i6-inch...circle •. The last three
.
digits of the cave number will be shown
on the map or overlay.

~~~

(e)
(f)

Pictures. Entrance to the cave, and
at least the major areas and features
of the cave. Pictures should have a
record of whom and when taken. Pictures taken early after first entrance
can establish vandalism occurring and
affects of cave use.

7.

Significant Trip-Reports. In early
stages. of exploration group or persons
entering cave should be required to
submit reports.

8.

Permanent Trip Record. Dates of each
cave entry and number of cavers on each
trip. Copies of cave permits may provide the permanent record where established.

B.

Cave Awareness File Card. A 5 by 8 card
size will be maintained for each cave.
Each card contains 25 elements and is
set up for possible ADP operations.
The elements and codes are listed in
Exhibit 1. See Exhibit 2 for card
format.

CODING KEY FOR CAVE INV»lTORY
1.

Earliest recorded discovery.
By whom.
Other people present.
How located, etc.
How. and why named.
Other history of cave.

D{r~ct{ori; for Reaching the Cave Entrance.

(a)
(b)

(c)

(f)

Each cave will be' numbered as

a.

State (use U.S. Post Office abbreviations).

b.

Region (5)

c.

Forest (00)

d.

Cave number, starting with 001.

2. Cave Name. Assign name. Avoid duplication
of names when possible. Some caves 'are already
known by one or more names. In this case,. the
following is suggested for final name assigning:

Pedometer log and step ldg.·
Map of area (topography); showing the
location of the cave.
Referenpe to ,the aerial photo, with
the' ~ave entra~ce'marked'bypinhole,
cave numb~r" and name.

Description of Hazards.

Cave Number.
follows:

The first National Forest cave located in the Angeles
National Forest would be numbered: CA-501001.

Road log by tenths of a mile'"
Wa~ing distance, both vertical and
horizontal.
ApPJoximai;e_ walkmg time at' ·an average
p~,ce,.

3.

6.

Exhibit 1

Historical.-

(a)
(b)

2.

Map of the Cave. Plan view, vertical
section, and all survey and computation
notes.

Cave Records
A. - IndiVidual Cave File. A permanent file
for each cave should be maintained at
the District Office.· Cave files should
be maintained in numerical order in
locked files.· ~e file should contain:

1.,

5.

a.

Detailed descrip-
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Some caves are already named in the
literature of cave exploration groups,
by Federal or State boards of. geographic
names and the U.S.G.S. Avoid multiple
names as follows:

b.

c.

H - Horizontal (write in dimension of opening) - H 10' X 10'

Assign the name given by the (contemporary) discoverer or select a name
that is most descriptive of the cave,
but least likely to reveal its location.

V - VertiCal (write in dimension of opening) -V2' X2'
12.

List all other names under "remarks"
on cave inventory file. List all
other names in the Master Cave File
with reference to assigned cave name.

1
2
3
4

3. Photo Number. List the n~ber of the
aerial photo that the cave is pinpointed on.
13.
4. Master Map. Indicate i f the cave location has been plotted on a master map. The cave
number should show on master map.
14.

b.

Estimated reading of 4,750 feet, using'
contours on topography map - E475O.

c.
8.

15.

S368 - surveyed 368 feet
A425 - approximately 425 feet

F - fissure (tectonic)

9.

10.

17.

lava tube
pit only
rock shelter
solution
talus

-

Water Element.

Code as many as apply.

A - arid, no water
D - dripping water
F - flooded
I - intermittently flooded
L - lakes present (100 square feet of surface area, plus an average of at least
6 inches deep)

Number of Levels.
1
2
3
4

Trend of Cave From Entrance.

16. Vertical Relief of Cave. Highest ceiling
to lowest floor. Use ± number referring to lrlghest or lowest entrance as zero.

Surveyed reading from a known elevation
- S4742.

-

Pattern of Cave.

Compass bearing indicating magnetic or
true - 285 True

Type of Cave.
L
P
R
S
T

t:eet

single passa,ge!room only
pit only/no passages or rooms
rectilinear pattern
dendritic pattern, bifurcation
maze, boneyard, solution, anastOClOsed
network
T - trellis/joint control maze
X - other

Altitude of Entrance.
Altimeter reading of 4,723 feet - A4723.

Length of all Known Passages.

S P R D M-

state, County, Township,

a •.

one
two
three
etc.

S1250 - surveyed 1,250

6. Geologic Formation. start with the formation
the cave entrance is located in, and then progressive formations encountered as one would move further into the cave.
7.

-

Al400 - approx:i1liately 1,400 feet

Y - yes.
N - no.

5. Legal Location.
Range, Section.

Number of Entrances.

single level
two levels
three levels
etc.

M - moist earth
P - pool present (less than listed for lakes
above)
\
S - stream or river system in cave

Dominate Rock Type.
18.
CO - conglomerate
DO - dolomite
GY - gypsum
HA - halite
IX - igneous
TR - travertine
LS - limestone
MX - other metamorphic
5H - shale
SO - soil
5S - sandstone
MA - marble

Hazards Present.
C GL V W-

P F
I
N
R
T

-

B-

11. Type of Entrance. Code as many as apply,
starting with the ''Main'' entrance.

X -
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Code as many as apply.

confusing passageways
gases present
loose rocks or cave-in hazard
vertical drops
water with no alternate route
poisonous insects and/or reptiles
flooding
intermittent flooding
none
loose rocks on vertical drops
temperature hazard
harmful microorganisms
other

19.

Specialized Skills Required.

N - none

C - technical climbing
diving (scuba or air hose)
R - rapelling, prusiking, cable ladder
climbing, etc.
S - swimming requiring wet or dry suit
N - none
W - wet suit or dry suit required due to
temperature
20.

Cave Contents.

G -

H -

S P F .-

.R N-

Code as many as apply.

23.

A - cultural resources (historic and preBGH -

S N-

X21.

historic)
biological ( organisms)
geological ( structural, hydrological,
genetic)
paleontological (fossils)
speleothems
none. Cave, shelter, or sink of no
special attraction or· significance
other

gate
sign concerning hazards
sign concerning protection
permanent closure (dynamite, etc.)
fence
remote monitoring
none

Cave Marked at Entrance with Brass Cap.

Y - yes
N - no

24.

Classification COding.
Content - A, B, C, D, or E .
Hazard - I, II, III. IV, or V
(example: A - I)

25.

TyPe of Protection Needed.

GHS P F R-

Type of Protection Provided.

22.

D -

Specialized FmIipmemt Needed.
yes
no
(list eqcipment on back of card)

Y -

gate
sign concerning hazards
sign concerning protection
permanent closure (dynamite, etc.)
fence
r:emote monitoring

N -

NOTE:

"0" in any entry indicates - does not
apply.

Exhibit 2

CAVE INVENTORY FILE

8

1.

9

10

11

12

I 13

14

15

17

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24· 25

I
2.

CAVE NAt·IE

5.

LEGAL LOCATION

6.

GEOLOGIC FORNATION

3.

PHOTO #

4.

HASTER MAP

_
-:-_ _

_

7.

ALTITUDE

_

REMARKS:

INVENTORIEp BY

_

DATE

(Each Forest is responsible for printing cards)
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_

MANAGEMENT OF THE
S1: HELENS LAVA CAVE AREA,
GIFFORD PINCHOT NATIONAL FOREST

AND·
HISTORY
.
I

*James Nieland

of a wind-thrown tree projectiPg upwards, completely
free of the ground. When he went to investigate, he
found that the tree had fallen into the entrance of
a cave and that the weight of the trunk, hanging
over the edge, was holding the stump aloft.

The majority of caves found on the St. Helens
Ranger District are lava tubes associated with an
1900 year old lava flow on the south flank of Mt.
st. Helens. The cavernous portion of this flow is
approximately 2600 acres in area and contains at
least eleven major and more than fifteen minor· caves.

Word of the cave reached a local youth group in
the Cougar-Yale area who called themselves the Mt.
St. Helens Apes. The club engaged in outdoor
activities and apparently the exploration of a new
cave seemed a great adventure. The club thoroughly
explored the cave and built ladders for access into
the over-hanging entrance and for drops inside.
They named the cave Ape Cave, in honor of their
club; not for the alleged Big Foot or Sasquatch
which is said to frequent the area. A second ~
trance to the cave was found upslope, a mile to
the north.

The caves are popular with visitors from the Portland-Vancouver and local areas. Visitors approaching from Portland travel north on Interstate 5 then
turn east on Washington State Highway 503 to a point
just east of Cougar. Total distance is about 60
. miles; or just a little over an hour drive.
The history of the area goes back to 1895 (Halliday,
1963) when Ole Peterson, a homesteader along the
Lewis River, discovered a cave in the lava flow
above his farm. When travelers would come to Ole
wanting to see the cave, he was happy to oblige;
for a small fee. From his farm, Ole would take
the visitors by horseback up the steep bluffs
above the Lewis River then across the lava flow,
about a mile, to the cave's lower entrance. Ole
constructed a small cabin at the entrance to
accomodate his guests. This venture established
Ole's Cave as the first commercial cave in the
State of Washington.

Since the initial exploration, the cave has been
surveyed several times. The most recent survey
was made in March of 1978, by William R. Halliday,
et ale Results of this survey indicate a slope
.length of 12,801· feet (3904 meters) which establishes Ape Cave as the longest unitary lave tube
in the conterminous United States.
The St. Helens Apes developed a great interest in
caves following their Ape Cave trips and went hunting for more to explore. Harry Reese, the father
of several of the explorers, became quite active
and soon became known as a local cave "expert".
Harry was very helpful in providing information
to Halliday for publication of Caves of Washington
in 1963. The group, or its members, are credited
with the discovery of Bat, Lake, Little Red River,
Beaver, Gremlin, Spider, Little Peoples, Flow,
and several other minor caves.

Due to the isolation of the area, it was little
visited during the early part of the century.
Following several disasterous fires in the 1920's
and 1930 I S much of the area was closed to entry
during the summer months by the forest protection
agencies. After World War II, many of the closures
were lifted and timber cutting on both private and
federal lands increased. The construction of two
large hydroelectric dams (Swift and Yale), combined
with the timber hauling, made it necessary to improve State Highway 503. These activities resulted
in better access to the area and created an influx
of recreationists.

In more recent years additional caves have continued to be discovered, mostly by members of the
Cascade and Oregon Grottos of the National Speleological Society. Members of the society have
shown sincere interest in the caves and have been
helpful in suggesting management of the area ~

The next chapter in the area's history unfolded in
1946 when Lawrence Johnson, a local logger, was
cutting red cedar for utility poles. Lawrence,
while yarding logs with his cat, noticed the roots

Forest Service management of the caves· was stimulated by the st. Helens Apes who first drew attention to the resources of the lava flow. In March
of 1961, the Apes submitted a proposed management
plan to the Forest Service under the title of ''Mt.
st. Helens Apes Playground". There is no written
record of how the proposal was received, but in
September of 1961 the Apes arranged an inspection

*Recreation Assistant, St. Helens Ranger District,
Box 9, St. Hel~ns R. S., Cougar, WA 98616
**Special thanks is due Libby Nieland for her
critical review of this paper and her help with
the final manuscript.
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trip to the area with Congresswoman Julia Butler
Hansen. She, in turn, invited representatives
from the National Park Service. The Park Service
sent John E. Soerr, then Superintendent of Olympic
National Park, and Mark J. Pi.~e, from the Columbia
River Recreation Survey Branch. The party totaled
about thirty people, including local land owners,
county officials, newsmen, and a contingent from
the Longview and Woodland Chambers of Commerce.
Following the trip, the National Park Service,
issued a report on the "Investigation of Lewis
River Lava Cave Area, Washington". The record
length was noted alOng with the tree casts near
Lake Cave. The Park Service concluded that: "The
area of the Mount St. Helens Apes' Playground is
worthy of further study with the objectives of
making an inveI1tory and evaluation of its natural
features and determining its scientific, educational,
and recreational potential. The data obtained from
the studies should serve as a basis for recommending protection, development, size of area, how best
to administer, etc. for public benefit."
With attention drawn to the area the Forest Service
began a study which culminated in the 'issuance of
a development plan for the Mount St. Helens Lava
Cave Area, June 1965. This extensive report is
still the basis for much of the current management
of the area.

The Gifford Pinchot National Forest is presently
considering the lava caves area as part of a larger
special interest area. If adopted, the unit would
be classified as a Geologic Area. The management
goal would be to protect the geologic qualities of
the area and to provide for public use and enjoyment. This proposal is expected to appear as a
part of the upcoming management plan for the Gifford
Pinchot National Forest. The plan is still in the
development stage and will be available for public
comment and input before any final decisions are
made.
Three major caves are visited most frequentiy in
the area; Ape Cave, Lake Cave, and Oie' s Cave.
These caves are subjected to heavy to moderate
visitation and suffer commensurate litteting and
vandalism. A register has b€cln maintained at Ape
Cave for the past several years which shows an
increasing visitation.
'
Calendar
Year

Total
Visitors

1976
1977
1978

19,oop
20,000
37,000

Yearly visitation to Ape Cave Geologic
Site for the three years that a register
has been maintained.

starting at the time of the Hansen visit there developed some public support for the idea of making
the caves area a National Monument., This has been
the subject of several popular articles, including
a rather detailed proposal in Nationl Parks Magazine.
A,l'l environmentalist group, calli.11g themselves the
Mt. St. Helens Protective Association, was established to help support the proposal. The group remains active and is now proposing the creation of
a National Scenic Area. There is no precedent for
such a classification and it would 'require congressional action if they can develop enough interest.
Prior to the development plarr for the Mt. St.
Helens Lava Caves area, many of the caves were on
private lands within the National Forest boundary.
The plan identified the need to acquire and place
,land in the cave area under government ownership.
The study found that over 50 percent remains in
private ownership. A land exchange is now in progress with Weyerhaeuser Corporation which will
reduc~ the amount of privately owned land to a:bout
ten percent. The last major owner of private land
in the area, Burlington Northern Railroad, has recently expressed a willi.~ness to exchange their
lands.

Although the Forest Service has not actively advertised Ape Cave, visitor use has increased' rapidly since its discovery. In 1974, the Forest 'Service
and the Oregon Grotto of the National Speleological
Society entered into an agreement whereby the grotto
provides volunteers, on weekends throughout the summer months, to greet visitors and answer questions.
The volunteer program has offered an opportunity
to monitor use and to accurately estimate annual
visitation. It is not uncommon to have as many as
600 visitors enter the cave' per day on a nice summer weekend. Summer weekday visitation is also
high with as many as twenty cars frequently being
found in the parking lot at one time.
The caves attract a wide variety of visitor types
with many different interests. A large majority
could be classed as casual visitors whose main
interest is in visiting a cave for the first time.
(This is particularly the case at Ape Cave but
applies to a lesser. degree to the more remote or
difficult to find caves.) Many school and college
groups use Ape Cave for geology and biology field
trips. Other scientifically orientated visitors
include geologists or speleologists, whose main
interest is in the caves and their contents.
Adventure seeking visitors (including church,
scout, youth, mountaineering, hiking, and cave exploration groups) reach many of the lesser known
caves. Luckily, few of the mere delicate caves,
afford easy access and as a result visitation is
low.

The amount of privately owned land in the area has
long hindered any sort of unified management activities. L'1 the past, 'many of the more unique caves
have been on private land. For example, it was not
until 1965 that the lower entrance of Ape Cave was
acquired from the state of Washington. The current
exch8.J.'1ge with Weyerhaeuser Co. will obtain the upper
portion of Ape Cave an~ Lake Cave.

Ape Cave is the only cave developed for public
access, and the only cave the public is encouraged
to visit. In 1968 a 30 car parking lot was constructed across Road N816 from the cave's lower
entrance. On the surface, near the parking lot,
vault toilets were constructed. A short graveled
trail leads from the parking area to the entrance.
Along the trail are a bench and a bulletin board

The original development plan for the Mt. st. Helens
Lava Caves ,3.rea provided an inventory of many of the
features woith protecting. and offered some interim
direction for ,the area's development. As previously
stated, much of this direction is still in effect.
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238) which traverses the cave for 11,000 feet was
considered to be of interest unusual enough to
qualify for the honor. Ape Cave may be the only
underground trail in the National Recreation Trail
System.

with a short interpretive message, and a map o~
the cave. At the same time, a stone stairway Was
,:i:onl;ltructed leading downward into the overhanging ;
~sinkhole entrance.
Approximately one hundred feet
into the cave a trail was constructed to the edge
of a fifteen foot drop-off. A galvanized steel
stairway was constructed to lead visitors to the
main cave passage below.

Just to the soUth of Ape Cave is the Lava Cast
Area. This area is developed for day use
with camping prohibited. On private land (also
soon to be acquired from Weyerhaeuser Co.) adjacent to the picnic area, are a large number of
tree casts; the moulds of large trees which were
surrounded by the cave basalt flow. The casts
vary from several inches to five feet in diameter
and are sometimes as much as fifteen feet deep.
The cool, moist microclimate within the casts
supports a lush assortment of delicate ferns,
lichens, and mosses.
Pi~nic

From the bottom of the stai.~y at the lower entrance, the cave is divided into two sections. The
lower cave, which is the most heavily used, leads
down slope to the south. The upper cave leads up
slope to the north, beneath the steel stairway, to
the upper entrance.
Extending down slope for 4000 feet, the lower cave
is e~sily traversed and is recommended for most
visitors. This portion- of the cave contains the
"lava ball" I a lump of solidified lava which wedged
between projecting ledges as it was being rafted
through the cave on molten lava. Deep deposits of
volcanic sand are found throughout this section
and provide. smooth footL~. The s&~d fill reaches
to the ceiling at the lower 'end of the cave preventing further progress. This section of cave is
generally free of breakdown, and is typified by
spacious passages, with ceiling heights as great
as 35 feet.
The upper cave (7,000 feet in length) is recommended
for exploration only by experienced and well equipped
explorers. This entire route contains much breakdown, two short climbs up lava-falls, and requires
scrambling.through tight spots.
As soon as the upper entra.1'J.ce of the cave is
acquired through land exch&'1ge, a narrow tread, low
inipact trail is planned for construction between
the upper and lower entrances. Near the lower en,trance an interpretive display is planned to be
located in a new enclosed shelter.

Following land acquisition, an interpretive trail
is planned for construction for viewing of the lava
cast area. Located in this same vicinity is Lake
Cave. This cave is 3,775 feet long (Halliday,
1963) and presents hazards to the casual visitor.
During the summer of 1977 a man wandered into the
cave and, in the ~rk, fell do'iiD. a twelve foot
pit in the twilight zone. His injuries were minor
but exemplify the hazard which exists for the un-wary. The surface of the lava flow in this area
is covered by a lush growth of moss and lichens
which are susceptable to damage by wanderin,g feet.
A well-worn path leads to the Lake Cave entrance.
_The pla.TJ.ned nature trail will provide a definitive
path for people to follow and will not closely
approach the cave entrance. Access to Lake Cave
will be controlled by a cave gate and will be open
'on a permit basis.
Little Red River cave has been gated since 1965
due to its hazardous nature. Several tricky pits
near the entrance present danger to non-experienced
explorers. The gate is constructed of half-inch
galvanized steel pipe and concrete reinforcing bar
welded together in a grid pattern. A sign on the
gate informs visitors that a permit is necessary
to enter the cave and where it can be obtained.
This gate is considered to offer minimum security
and can be bypassed by a determined person lifting the door off the hinges. This concept of a
weak link has been well accepted in the design of
cave gates in other areas. It has been found
that the weak link reduces the cost of rePairing
damaged gates.

Many of the more adventurous visitors hike through
the upper end of the cave and emerge from the upper
entrance a mile to the north of -the parking lot.
For many, the real adventure starts upon leaving
the upper entrance. The few old logging trails
and paths can confuse first time visitors while
trying to return to their cars on the surface.
Some become lost and have to be rescued by the
Skamania County Sheriff's Department, or the Forest
Service.
The season of use at Ape Cave, and the other caves
of the group, depends upon winter snowfall. Most
visitation occurs during periods when snow is
absent from the area. This is normally between
March 15 and December 15 of each year. Some'
winter visitors arrive at the caves on foot, skis
or snowshoes. Ape Cave is accessible by snowmobile
but rugged terrain precludes this form of access to
nearly all other caves. Within one mile of Ape
Cave, a winter parkLTJ.g area is plowed, using state
of Washington Sno-Park and snowmobile license
funds. Visitors going to the caves, and using the
plowed parking areas, must display Sno-Park permits
throughout the winter season.

Ole's Cave can be reached by h:iking .6 miles from
a jeep road near the southern edge of the lava flow.
The cave, for having been visited since 1895, shows
only minor signs of vandalism and use. The cave is
not adv~rtised but is open to the public.
Many of the lesser known caves contain delicate
lava formations and many are important hibernacula
for bats. At least one cave has been identified
as containing a maternity colony during the summer
months. Dr. Clyd~ Senger, from Western Washington
State University, has been studying the area's
bats since the 1960's and has identified Myotus
lucifugus (little brown bat) Myotus yU!!!!lllensis
(yuma bat), Eptesicus ruscus (big brown bat), and
Myotus volans (hairy-winged bat) from the caves.
Several other species may be found in the area but
leir identifications have not-been confirmed

During the spring of 1979, John McGuire, Chief,
U.S. Forest Service, approved Ape Cave as a
National Recreation Trail. Ape Cave Trail (No.
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(pers. comm., 1978). In geheral, the bats
the hibernation caves from late October to,
November and leave in March. Bat, Spider,
upper Ole's Cave are important hibernation

go into
late
and
sites.
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C'ANADIAN CAVE MANAGEMENT
*Phil Whitfield

ABSTRACT
Sinc.e a 1977 hUltvey 06 the CancuLi.a.n c.ave management hLt:u.a:ti.on (WIUtMel.d,
PItOc.eecUn~h ~ 1977 National Cave Mana~ement SIjm~Oh-i.umJ, !Lef.a.;t[vel.y .u.tte.e
heemh to ave oc.c.U!t!l.ed, exc.ept -<.n the Mv-<.nc.e 0 ~h Col.umbi.a. The!l.e,
in !Leac.tion to high-p!l.ofri,1.e amviileh by c.aVeM, the P!Lovinc.ia.l GOVe!l.nment
ha.h ~ed a p!l.OC.ehh deh.i.gned to p!l.odu.c.e a PltOvine.-ia.l CaVeh and Caving
PoLLc.y by the end 06 1979. The poLLc.y w<.U add!Leh.6 both !LehoUltc.e ma.na.gement anclJtec.!l.ea.t.i.onal management 06 c.a.Veh, and the p!l.oc.eh<S .i..6 attempting to
involve gove!l.nment hta66, 60!l.ut indu.hbty, ,env.ur.onmenta.e inte!l.ut gltOup<S,

c.aving c..eUbh, and the gene!l.a.f. pubLLc..
Th.t.6 p!Lehenta.t.i.on exam.i.nu the ba.c.k.g!Lound 06 the Gove!l.nmen-t'<s involvement,
'the p!l.OC.U.6 a..6 .6et up, and Mme 06 the pItOblem.s' being enc.ounte!l.ed in c.a.!l.!Lying U thMu.gh. A p!l.opohed P!l.Ovinc.ia.l c.ave invento!l.lj andciaMiMc.a.Uon
.6yhtem i.6 out.u.ned, and .6Ome c.a..6e h.t.6touu 06 gOVe!l.nment involvement in
c.ave management in ~ h Coiwnbi.a Me duc.!l.ibed.

(Paper not recieved in t~e to be included)

*Regional Planner, British Columbia 'Parks and Outdoor Recreation Division Ministry of Lands, Parks
and Housing. 521 West Innes St., Nelson, B. C.
CANADA VlL 3J2
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ASPECTS OF A -CAVE
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR

SOME

MOUNT

WADDINGTON REGIONAL DISTRICT,
BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
*Karen M. Bischoff

The cavers' objectives were found to be entirely
consistent with those of the MWRD and this fa,ct
clearly distinguished the regional~overnment from
the provincial resource ministries whose policies
had hitherto championed the convenience of secrecy
and physical access control. Notably refreshed by
the expression of a more progressive disposition
toward the activity and the resource, the cavers
submitted a formal proposal to the MWRD Board of
Directors on behalf of Cave Management Services
(CMS) • This latter group had been previously
created with ~'1e intention of engaging in contractual projects as a function separate from recreational caving. For years these cavers had supplied
an inordinate amount of their resources for activities that were analagous to management assignments.
The Provincial Government axploited the cavers
while claiming that the non-profit status of caving
organizations implied some sort of obligatory volunteerism, but the cavers interpreted this arrangement as an excessive commitment of their time and
capital to what was in fact a prpvincial resposibility on public lands. They recognized the need
for a consulting firm and resolved to occupy the
vacuum by developing a.T\ expertise in the field of
cave conservation and management.

The northern half of Vancouver Island is characterized by a sparsely-populated mountainous terrain
of moderate relief - the highest p~ being Mount
Victoria at 2162 metres (7091 feet).
Although
much of the region retains an original forest
cover, logging activities PAve transfigured most
of the accessible valleys. Vegetation is typically
composed of western hemlock and western red cedar
and there are distinct environmental gradients
between coasts. The dominant limestone-bearing
rock is the ~~atsino formation which consists of
crystalline ,pmestone intercalated with minor volcanic flows.
The formation varies in thickness
to a maximum of 300 metres and accounts for approximately 15 %of the total surface area in this part
of the Island. 3
During the first half of this decade Victoriabased cavers reconnoitered northern Vancouver
4
Is~d and, r~ported en significant new karst.
By 1975 th British Columbia Speleological
Federation (BCSF) had established this part of
the Island as a remarkable new locus of activity,
with a popularity that rapidly eclipsed that of
the familiar southern Islapd caving areas. Additional site information was generated by the
distribution of posters (see figure 1) in regional
communities. Reports from local sources served to
foster more reconnaissance and the frequency of
new discoveries ro~e proportionately.

5

The official endorsement of the program in December
1976 inaugurated a period of unique association beween government and cavers and the authority of
MWRD advanced the development of an effective
management strategy for caves; one of their functions
was the preparation of land-use plans. The region
could also acquire supplementary responsibilities
should its members decide that these were required.
This independence from the senior level of government facilitated the rapid implementation of program
objectives.

INTRODUCTION
In July 1976 the Parks and Recreation Director for

the regional level of governgJent Imown as the Mount
Waddington Regional District (MWRD) responded to
the poster campaign. This first enquiry was followed by a series of joint discussions on the
nature of BCSF activities within the area. On the
occasion of a lengthy session the the MWRD Recreation Commission the cavers used the opportunity
to prescribe a program'whose purposes would include
recognition, conservation, and interpretation of
selected cave sites.

Even though the Provincial Government had rejected
and MWRD suggestion for matched financial participation, the assumption of the budgeting requirements by MWRD generated considerable interest h,
the new program and many provincial representatives
displayed a supportive attitude. As principal land
managers the Provincial Government was necessarily
concerned with resource conflicts h,volving caves
identified by the MWRD inventory program
(see
figure 2). The Ministry of Forests for example was

*Cave Consultant, Cave Management Services,
25 Larch PI., Gold River, B.C. Canada VOP1C-o
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Canadian caving organizations were invited to participate in field activities and indeed cavers from
the provinces of Quebec, Ontario, and Alberta contributed. Throughout the assessment phase of ' the
inventory close contact was maintained with speleological groups internationally and many foreign
cavers included Northern Vancouver Island on their
North American tour schedules. A veritable collection of cave conservation literature was assembled
with the help of these contacts and the references
were frequently used throughout the program. In
addition an extensive library of detailed topographical mapping -was available through the contributions of' regional forest companies.

responsible ror the consideration of all forest
uses including recreational ca~. According to
'provincial forest legislation, natural resource
values were to be recognized and evaluated as part
of an overall integrated planning process. It was
significant to note that over ninety percent of
MWRD karst is located on public and that is administered by this ministry.
I

INVENTORY: IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF
CAVES AND KARST

The key to the program was a regional caves inventory for it was understood that the identification
and classification of caves was required for the
eventual evaluation of the progr~'s effect on the
resource. The method consisted of the following
items in order of their successful utilization:
A.

II

Scientific
a. geological

.3.

Maps
a. geological
b. topographical
c. aerial photos

B.

Personal interviews

C.

Reconnaissance
1. Surface
2. Airborne

EXPERIMENTAL TOURS IN
SEMI-WILD CAVES

The publicity that accompanied the inventory served
to engender public awareness for the value of caves
and this development became the logical precursor
for another phase of the program in 1978. The preliminary inventory results had served to confirm
the extent of the cave resources and it was felt
that planned public partie:Lpation would nat exceed
the carrying capacity of the selected sites.

Literature
1. Non-scientific
a. newspapers
b. local histories
c. recreation guides
2.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION:

A distinguishing feature of this experimental exercise was the degree of ~ ~ control of cave
use that came with restricted knowledge of locations.
With the exception of one cave with mitigating circumstances the locations of wild caves were not
publicly disclosed. Regional authorities approved
and encouraged the indefinite retention of information by the inventory participants.
The public tours won acceptance among recreational
cavers because they did not require controlled
access. More importantly, the very limited pastuse history of the selected sites virtually excluded
the user conflicts that were common with caves -under
singular access COntrol or private ownership. With
adequate cautionary measures it was demonstrated
that the interpretation of these caves to the regional residents could be accomplished with no detectable deterioration of the resource.

The regional media coverage that accompanied this
phase of the program generated a considerable
number of cave reports from the local residents,
as did the poster campaign of' earlier years.
An essential part of the inventory was the deri-

vation of a recording system that would enable
regional authorities to assess the relative importance of the caves and surface features with the
object of determining the urgency of their protection requirements. It had been previously
-demonstrated that resource conflicts (ie. surficial
activities such as logging, mining, highway construction) were of primary interest and for this
reason impact assessment reports were generally
recommended for the sites with the highest value
rating. During the inventory the internal conflicts
normally associated with acts of intentional vandalism were not observed and therefore not recorded.

There was no attempt to propose an activity that
would serve to complement other outdoor activities.
While the prospective visitor was treated with con:t:idence the act of visiting caves was cast as a
limited experience dictated by the capacity of the
resource to accept visitors and the degree of interest. An equally important aspect of the tour
program was the conditioning of visitor attitude.
Since most of the selected caves were devoid of the
secondary deposits so commonly associated with
popular conceptions, an effort was made to satisfy
expectations with or without these features and as
most of the tour sites were previously promoted as
natural points of interest on private recreational
guide maps, a multiplicity of interpretive techniques were developed to retain repeat visitor's
attention. A total of fifteen community tours
were offered during the summer of 1978. The tours
originated from Holberg/San Josef, Port Alice, Port
McNeill, Port Hardy, and Woss with a minimum participating rate of twenty persons per tour.

Many of the regional littoral caves were known to
enclose burials and ceremonial artifacts. The
prospect of investigating these sites prompted CMS
to apply for a special permit under the Archaeological Sites Protection Act. The authorization
of Ministry of Recreation and Conservation allowed
the permit holder to examine the function of these
caves as they related to past I.Tldian cultures.
Most of the physical component of the inventory
program was carried out by experienced cavers with
experience in karst reconnaissance and knowledge
of the distribution of recorded caves in the region.

In addition to the scheduled tours the public participation phase of the program included a series
of slide/lecture presentations for schools, public
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Survey of Provincial and Federal Agencies Interest in Caves.

Figure 3.

MWRD Cave Symbol (family type).
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trance and shewing the location of noteworthy karst
features. Multiple cave sites were similarly supplied with a placard showing inter-entrance access
trails. (figure 4) All display placards were designed to enable the visitor to visualize in advance the nature of the site. Attempts were made
to match the i''ld.i:"vidual with a particular site
feature by describing the range of available
opportunities (eg. cave ~ sinkhole) • Cave features
were identified using a set of standard interpretive signs describiP.g the speleothems etc., and
alerting the visitor to sensitive areas and potential hazards. (figure 5)

and private L~terest groups, and the regional representatives of the provincial government. As with
the tours the purpose of' these lectures ~IaS to encourage appreciation of the resource through an
explanation of the values - the potential rewards
of a new activity were not made evident. It was
nevertheless recognized that caving for leisure
would develop without encouragement and represented
a contemporary phenomenon not unlike the general
emergence of outdoor recreation. If an individual
demonstrated a chronic interest in caving then he
;,c!.s usually directed to the caving collllIlWli.ty. Some
of the regional residents aspired to pursue the
activity on a regular basis and the Port Hardy
Caving Group is an example that developed from a
nucleus of interested individuals. The groups are
encouraged to join the provincial federation for
the benefit of equipment and technique exchanges.
Conversely the federation has profited from the
establishment of these groups because they provide
for an effective local voice of support for cave
conservation initiatives. The new avocational
cavers on northern Vancouver Island helped foster
a gro,~ sense of regional protectiveness for
caves and a willingness to participate in environmental decision-making for the resource.

Although the public participants were not directed
to wild caves they were aware of their existence
through the audio-visual presentations of 1977
and 1978. Their i''lterest in these caves provided
immediate benefits, for their support helped to
hasten the diIelopment of a provincial cave management policy.
The new interest group also served
to encourage research in MlffiD caves, the results
of which could mean more effective conservation
methods for future cave managers.
FOOTNOTES

With the end of the 1978 public tours the sponsors
had partially succeeded in presenting the underground wilderness as a unique enviJ'onment of diverse
values. The interpretive tours had also served to
m:inimize the spatial separation between caves and
related surficial geologJ' and to promote the concept
of the integral karst cycle,
TIl
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of Contrasts. Western Geographical Series.
Volume 17. University of Victoria.
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Muller, J .E. 1979. Alert Bay - Cape Scott
Map Area. Geological Surv:ey of Canada. Paper
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SELF-<lUIDING INTERPRETATION vfITH mpROVED
ACCESS

Griffiths, P .A.

The success of the tour programs caused CMS to
propose a more intensive interpretive effort for
1979 and 1980. The new enterprise was to affect
only the 1978 tour caves as these were sites chosen
for their capacity to tolerate moderate use. By
directing interested parties to known sites the
program served to relieve·the pressures on the
wild cave ,lhese accessibility was now inri5easing
with the advent of paved h:i,gh'.'lay access.
Without
labour-intensive w2thods M}niD offered the prospective visitor an opportunity to experience the underground at his leisure - he would be treated with
confidenc'e.
This program consisted of access documentation,
site :identifica't.ion, and feature interpretation.
A brochure provided visitors with accurate route
information, a brief description of the five sites,
and a regional cave sites map showil'lg their relati"e positions. A cavi-ng symbol similar to that
used by the U.S. Forest Service was adopted and
displayed at stragetic locations along the access
roads. (figure 3) The brochure included a "c'ode
of ethics" and a summary of MI'niD objecti"es in
terms of safety, education, conservetion, and the
correct procedure for reporting accidents and
incidents of vandalism. All visitors were encouraged to register at booths installed for this purpose at each site.

1979.

Personal communication.

4.

Griffiths, P.A.. 1973. Speleological Assault
on Northern Vancouver Island. Unpublished.

5.

The BCSF originally represented the association of the Cave Research Group (Vancouver)
and the Canadian Speleological Society of B.C.
Region. Today the federation is an incorporated society that represents these latter
groups plus Discovery Passage Caving Group,
Port Hardy Ca-ving Group, Vancouver Caving
Association, and Victoria Caving Group.

6.

As a regional government the MWRD represents
the communities of Holgerg!San Josef (pop.
1500), Alert Bay (p~. 1750), Port Hardy (pop.
4200), Port McNeill (pop. 2000), Woss (pop.
800), ~d Sointula (pop. 725), in addition to
"unorganized" electoral areas each of which
elects a member to the MWRD Board of Directors.
(Census figures as of October 1977.)

7.

The most active of the ministries was the
former Ministry of Recreation and Conservation
and their Provincial Parks Branch.

8.

In truth the ProvL,cial Government's position

was contradictory since the Provincial Parks
Branch practised a policy of awarding exclusive
consulting and guiding contracts to contractors
that included its own employees as participants.

Solitary cave sites '.,ere identified with main display placardE consisting of a cave survey together
with an access trail map link~ the vehicle park
(the preferred placard location) to the cave en-

9.

gO

Provincial Forest Act. 1978. Part 2. Classification and Management of Forest Land and
Regulations of Cutting Rates. '
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10.

11.

The new North Island Highway was officially
opened in early 1979.

The Provincial Government announced the
creation of a task force on caves and caving
policy in May 1979.

Cave Life
On first inspection, the caves may appear quite lifeless, however if
you keep looking (especially in Cave No.2) then you will inevitably meet
the cave spiders (Harvestmen) and cave crickets. It is normal practice to
preserve these cave inhabitants by merely observing and photographing and
never collecting.
The Harvestman is a harmless spider that usually enters the caves to
escape cold weather. The cave cricket (a type of grasshopper) is more
common and grQl~s to an overall size of 6 inches. These two species depend
on food brought in by flooding, streams, other insect-life, etc.
The lowest part of the underground food cycle 1s usually found on
decaying organic matter - the bacteria and fungi. They are ultimately
responsible for the disposal of dead organic matter and are themselves
food for Harvestmen and cave crickets. Look under pieces of rotting wood
for interestinq fungal forms.

Figure 5.

Example of Standard Interpretive Sign.
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KARST RESOURCES. THEIR

MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
IN SEQUOIA AND KINGS CANYON
NATIONAL PARKS
John J. Palmer*

ABSTRACT
WhA.1.e. no.t e.ompl.e..te1.y Imown, .the. 1wM.t JteAouJtc.eA a 6 Sequoia. and KUtgh
Canyon National Pa/tlu e.OYl;taht. -Uut.e.pl.a.e.e.abl.e. JteAoWte.eA 06 gJte.a.t hcJ..e.nti6-Le.
value. M we.U M pJtov-i.t:ii.ng 60Jt u.rUque Jte.c.Jte.a.U.onal. oppoJt.twt.LUeA. Ptwpe.Jt
and appJtop!U.ate. manageme.n.t 06 .t1U.6 Jte..6oWte.e e.On.6.u,u 06 -.two ma.joJt Mpe.c.-t.6:
(1)
PJtov.u,-Wn.6 60Jt .6a6e..ty 06 e.ave. V.u,UOM, bo.th l.a.yme.n and pJt06e..6h-i..0nal.,
and (2) Ptwv-i...6-i..On.6 60Jt .the. pJto.te.c.tion and pJteA e.Jtvation a 6 .the fuvtl,.t 6e.a.tWte..6 the.m.6e1.ve..6. A k.aM.t JteAoWte.e. management pR.a.n -i...6 de.M-ned and d.<Ae.U.6.6ed -i..n ,teJon!> 06 v.u,UOJt e.a.pacJ...ty, ae.e.eAh, Jte..6OuJtc.e. e.va.f.ua.t.i.on and
-i..n.te.JtpJte..ta.t-i..on. Re.e.omme.ndation.6 60Jt -i..mpl.eme.n.taUon and a W.t 06 pJt-WJtUy ne.e.d./> e.onc.l.ude .the. plan.
.
"In a democratic society, it is perfectly appropriate to trade quantity for quality, to limit access and use
to the extent necessary to maintain a quality experience."
Joseph Sax
THE REGION

curiosities or wonders" and "their retentiqn in
their natural condition," the two parks play host
to nearly 2,000,000 visitors each year. Characterized by deep canyons, sparkling lakes, rushing rivers, high mountains and the world famous
giant sequoias, they preserve over 1300 square
miles (2092 square kilometers) of some of the most
magnificent scenery on the North American continent.

The Spanish, who first settled California's coastal
valleys, called the area to the east, beyond the
coast range, 'tierra incognita' and considered it a
~d apart. Recorded
history for the Sierra began
1n 1772, when a Spanish missionary, Pedro Font, saw
the great range of mountains for the first time and
called them 'una gran sierra nevada, ' a great snowy
range. And so it is called today.

It is not my purpose in this paper to detail the
development of the karst resources in the geological sense. This has already been done.
Rather my purpose is to set forth the proposed
development of these resources from a management
standpoint. Nevertheless, I feel it essential to
at least outline the geologic events that were
responsible for creating conditions favorable for
development of caves in this region.

~or ce~tur±e.s, th~

Sierra Nevada was only sparsely
by Indians and it was not until the 1830' s
with the advent of the trapper, that European man
'
began to enter and use the mountains. During the
next hal f'-century the !1atural resources of the
Sierra Nevada callie under heavy attack. First the
trapper, then the miner, sheepherder and finally
the lumberman pillaged and laid waste the land.
inhab~ted

Because of the advances in our understanding of the
movement of large segments of the earth's crust, it
is now believed that the granitic masses that form
the Sierra li'evada were once part of the floor of
the Pacific Ocean. As the oceanic segment of the
earth's crust moved to the northwest, it slid
down and under the more stable continental plate.
Continued movement and heating of material in the
downgoing slab caused it to partly melt. Eventually this plastic and molten lJIaterial lost its
strength and could not be forced deeper. Instead,
it began to rise buoyantly into the upper crust
where it pushed some of the roof rocks aside and
melted others. Some of the molten material escaped to the surfa'ce as lava and built volcanoes.
Most of it, however, remained buried several miles
below the surface where it cooled and crystallized

Alarmed at the wanton destruction of these natural
resources, Congress, at the urging of public spirited citizens, established Sequoia and G€neral Grant
National Parks in 1890. A half-century ilter
General Grant National Park was incorporated into
a new and much larger area, Kings Canyon National
Park,
"Dedicated and set apart as a public park, or
pleasuring ground, for the benefit and enjoyment
of the people" and "for the preservation from
injury of all timber, mineral deposits, natural

*Chief Park Interpreter, Sequoia and Kings Canyon
National Parks, Three Rivers, CA
93271
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into granite. Since cooling of the youngest granite
mass about 80 million years ago, movement of the
dOWDgQing slab stopped in this area. It is still
going on around the Pacific Ocean where volcanoes
are active.
In the Sierra Nevada, other processes began to
dominate. The thickening of the crust caused the
ground surface to rise above sea level. Rivers
began to carry the roof rocks as sand and gravel
into the Great Valley of California. Finally,
about 3,000,000 years ago, during the ice age,
glaciers completed the s~pturing of the now
exposed granite to produce the scenic marvels we
see today.

Although most of the roof rocks have disappeared,
some remain incorporated in the granite as thin,
elongated pendants. These metamorphic rocks, called
roof pendants, trend northwest-southeast for many
miles and are remnants of the sedimentary and volcanic rocks that made up the ancient Sierra Nevada.
Within the roof pendants, carbonate rocks occur as
,lenses. It is in these marble lenses that most of
the major caves of the parks are found.
DISCOVERY
To most of its visitors, the chann, beauty and grandeur of Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks is
reflected in its rugged landscape and in the varied
vegetation that grows upon it'. They are unaware of
the resources that are found beneath the surface.
Credit for the discovery of the first major cav:e
in the Sequoia region goes to Joseph Palmer, who
first entered the cave that bears his name, ~
~.
An early-day hunter and trapper, Palmer
stumbled upon the cave entrance in 1872, during one
of his hunting expeditions.

inventory, lffien completed, will be the first
attempt to accurately list and' classify all
karst resources of these parks.
Untold thousands of people have been attracted to
the natural beauties of developed caves, such as
Crystal Cave. A much 5IIIaller number, the recreational cavers, enjoy a wilderness experience in
'undeveloped' caves, while only a select few, the
scientists, study and enjoy those caves set aside
expressly for scientific research.
Crystal Cave, in Sequoia National Park, was developed and opened to park visitors in 1940. The
cave is open ,only in SUDII1er and persons visiting
it must be accanpa.n:ied by-National Park Service
personnel. Each year some 55,000 visitors pass
thru the spiderweb gate into a new and different
world.
Lost Soldiers Cave is the major recreational cave
in the parks. Although the entrance is barred by
a locked gate, a key may be obtained from Park
Headquarters if you can satisfy the ranger in
charge as to your caving expertise and the'suitability of your equipment. In 19'78, 1.06 recreational cavers visited this cave. Records are also
kept on the use of Palmer and Paradise Cave. In
1978, six persons visited Paradise Cave and 12
persons visited Palmer Cave.
For the past decade, Lilburn Cave has been reserved
exclusively for research. Most of this activity
has been carried on by the National Speleological
Society, the Cave Research Foundation and Fresno
State University. Investigations carried on by
these groups have included geological and hydrologi:cal studies of cave development as well as
prel.im:inary biological surveys.
In summary, at least 30 caves are known to exist in
Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks. One is
developed and open to the public and one is reserved
for scientific use. A few other caves have been,
or are, the subject of scientific study and/or
infrequent visitation.

Later, in 1885, Wi.l.liam O. Clough, a miner and
prospector discovered and named for himself ~
Cave. Va..."ldals have reduced this once beautii'u1
to its present status - - a barren 'hole-inthe-ground.' Most of the destruction occurred
before it was incorporated in Sequoia National
Park. Although, not a pretty sight, the cave is a
good example of the results that can be expected
from uncontrolled use.

cave

FACTORS AFFEI:TJNG RESOURCES AND THEIR USE
Legal Factors

Crystal Cave, the parks' only developed cave was
discovered in 1918 by two flshennen. It was opened
to park visitors in 1940, with guided tours being
given by park rangers.
'

The core park areas were established by Act of
Congress in september, 1890. Additions over the
years, the last in November of 1978 (Mineral King),
have resulted in a gross area of 863, 159 acres.
.
The National Park service has exclusive jurisdic, tion in Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks
and, tJms, cqmplete responsibility for law enforcment, as will as other matters concerning cave
resources. With few exceptions, most caves are
located in de facto wilderness areas and, thus,
recieve the further protection of Public Law
88-577 t which established a National Wilderness
Preservation System.

Over the .years, more and more caves were discovered.
Ranging in size from major cave systems such as

Lilburn Cave to those that are little more than
shelters, over 30 caves have been located in the
two parks. With the recent addition of Mineral
K:ll1g, the high elevation caves of that area have
come under National Park Service jurisdiction.
RESOURCE EVALUATION

Climate

It is axiomatic that to evaluate a resource, one
must first develop a basic understanding of it.
Fundamental to this basic understanding is an itemized list of the elements of the resource in question. A basic inventory is now being carried out by
the Cave Research Foundation, under a modest grant
from the Sequoia Natural History Association. The

The Parks' climate is generally moderate, with the
annual temperature at Ash Mountain being
63'"'F. At higher elevations, 0 in the Giant Forest
~d Grant Grove a hijl:h of 91 and a low of minus
8 have been recorded. Average rainfall varies
from 20 inches at the lower elevation to 45 inches
av~rage
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in the Giant Forest and Grant Grove sections.
SnowliIie generally begins at the 5500 foot level.
Occasionally, heavy snows do occur. A total of
4WJ inches of snow was recorded in the Giant Forest
during the winter of J.968-69. Heavy rainfall, with
nood;i.ng at times, may be expected in fall and
early winter. However, during the three SUIIIlIler
months, the c1jmate at the higher elevations is
ideal.

Thus, the fragility of the caye enYironment, as
well as its essentially non-renewable character,
dictates that the use of caves be controlled.
The degree of control necessary to protect a
cave must be based on the characteristics of each
individual cave. Table I presents a basic cave
classification system modified after Crawford
and Slaven, (1975*). An action plan, with
elements in priority order, follows.

Terrain

This plan, when fully operational, will help us
place cave management in proper perspective; will
help us understand cave ecological relationships;
will help us monitor the innuences of man on the
cave environment and finally help us correct the
unnatural innuences that subtract from our efforts
to conserve and protect thses natural resources for
the enjoyment of future generations.

The elevation of the parks varies from 1700 feet
to 14,495 feet. Cave elevations vary from those
found" in Mineral IGng at 11,000 feet to Kaweah
Cave, near park headquarters in the canyon of the
Middle Fork of the Kaweah River, at an elevation
of about 1700 feet. other caves are located on
ridges at mid-elevations of 4,000 to 6,000 feet.

ACTICN PLAN

Visitor Use
As noted elsewhere, Crystal Cave is the only
developed cave open to the general public. It is
reached by a seven-iJli.le spur road which leaves the
.General's Highway about two miles south of the
Giant Forest. From the parking area, a one-ha1f
mile trail descends to the cave entrance located
on the bottom of the canyon of Cascade Creek.

1.

An inventory will be made of all karst resources in Sequoia and Kings Canyon National
Parks. The inventory will consist of identifying individual cave locations, noting eagh
cave's contents, significance, hazards,
access, etc.

2.

Once the :inventory information is available,
each cave will be classified according to the
system set forth in Table I. Obviously, not
all caves fit neatly into the categories
described. However, it is not intended that
caves meet all the criteria in their respective class so long as they generally fit the
correct classification.

The cave is open in summer only and entrance is
restricted to groups on sch.eduled guided tours.
During the main visitor season, tours leave the
entrance every half-hour with trips beginning at
9:30 a.m. and ending at 3:00 p.m. All tours are
accOmpanied by National Park Naturalists who
interpret the cave during the 45-60 minute trip.

3. A committee composed of the Chief of Park

The cave has been open to the public for almost
4D years. Because of visitor restrictions and the
presence of unif'onned guides on every trip, accidental as well as willful damage to the cave has
been minimal. The steep access to the cave poses
a problem for the elderly and for those with
circulatory difficulties. For the handicapped,
especially those in wheelchairs, the trail to the
cave entrance is an insunnountable barrier.

Maintenance, Chief of Resources Management,
Chief Interpreter, Chief Ranger and the
Research Scientist will assume responsibilities for fo:rnmlating cave management pblicies.
Final responsibility rests with the Park
Superintendent.

Each of the caves within Sequoia and Kings Canyon
National Parks is a unique, fragile, non-renewable
resource which must be protected at all costs.
However, the complexity of the caves in these parks,
as well as access to them, vandalism, litter,
search and rescue, and other problems, makes the
cave resource difficult to manage. Nevertheless,
the primary objective in managing caves of the Park
must be to minimize any alterations of the existing
biologic and geologic features.
Obviously, every human visit to a cave causes some
damage. The trampling of small pools, or the addition of biologic waste and litter can easily result
in the extinction of a species, or at the least, a
lessening of a cave's esthetic impact. A careless
moment or a thoughtless act can instantly destroy
a speleothem that has taken thousands of years to
fonn. Such action not only alters the naturalness
of a cave, but also makes impossible the opportunity
for others to enjoy it fully. These types of damage
can be reduced in our cave resource only with adequate protective management.

4.

Each cave, where necessary, will be evaluated
to detennine the allowable maximum party size
and IIUIllber of visits over a given time frame.
Each evaluation will be based on the limiting factors of the cave environment. Participation by members of the caving community in.
the development of these parameters will be
encouraged.

5.

Except for guided tours in Crystal Cave, all
caves classified II,III or IV will require an
entry pennit. Use records will be maintained
for each cave.

6.

Caves classified I, II and III will be inspected annually by Park Rangers. Members of the
caving community will be encouraged to participate in these inspections.

7. Where possible, all evidence of unnecessary
people activity, i.e., carbide dumps, trash,
graffiti, etc. will be eliminated.

*Personal communication from Paul Crawford and
John Slaven to P. Fodor, March 6, 1975, Sequoia
and Kings Canyon National Parks files.
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:'CIASSIFICATION SISm! •

. TABLE I

CLASS

I - OPEN
Recreati~

CLASSIFICATION

MANAGEMHNT

SECURITY

CRITERIA

DlRECTION

SYSTIH

Few or no items of scenic or
scientific value present; little
I 2£ no hazard to the caver; easily
I' accessible.
I

No entry restr:j.ction.

I

None

I

I

,.
I
II - CONTROLLED
Recreational

".

Entry peI'lllitted on guided tours. I Gated where
Unguided entry by permit after
I practical.
ranger intervi.ew and equipment
, etc., that are quite susceptible
inspection. Subject to re, to damage ·or breakage .2£ items of , strictions on party size and
I scientific value that cavers could I frequency of visit.
I destroy .2!: contain situatiOns of
I
moderate difficulty including
I extensive vertical passage systems.'
I . Caves contain secondary depositI type formations such as stalacI tites, draperies, rimstone dams,

"

I

I

I

I

IE: '- RESTRICTED, Caves t~t contain maze-type pass"
I ageways, vertical drops over 50'
and are hazardous from a structural standpoint 2£ contain formations that are- unique, very
delicate and susceptible to breakage even by well-trained cavers
or scientific items that cavers
r C-ould di~turb or destroy.

Entry peI'lllitted for valid scien...,
tific research purposes only.
Park to approve research proposal and caving qualifications.
Entry subject to restrictions on
party size and frequency of
visit anel, may be denied at any
time.

I
I

I
I

I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Gated where
possible and
necessary.
Location and
access information restricted to those
needing to know.

I

I

Iv' - CLOSED
r

Extremely hazardous «aves With
.characteristics such as flooding,
passages requiring cave diving;
poisonous insects, etc., 2£ items
if scient"ific value that could be
, destroyed by frequent visits .2!:
I caves which are pristine or
I relatively undamaged.

Entry pennitted only upon sound
and complete justification.
Never more than once a year and
always accompanied by a Park
Ranger.

Gated where
, possible and
I necessary.
I Loca.tion and access
I information reI stricted to those
I needing to know.

I

I
I
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PERMITS

AND AGREEMENTS

*Brian Power

The base information gathered is used to create
alternative management schemes within the framework of the objectives of the managing agency.
These schemes are only as good as the inclination,
enlightenment, and value systems of their creator.
These' three attitudes can be developed by the cave
group through personal contact and information exchanges.

The objective of this discussion is not to go into
details on permit forms or processes, but rather
to present some rationale behind them.
To manage a resource, or more correctly manage the
people who use that resource, a manager needs to
know a few things.
Initially:
1.

Extent - Size of the population.

2.

Type - Varieties within population:

3.

Sensitivity - Limitation of the varieties.

4.

Variations - Site specific data.

A problem with this tactic is the mpvement of personnel within their agencies. The individual you
deal with this year is not necessarily the one who
will be in that position next year. This is a fact
of l~e all resource users have to deal with.
Instead of having to start over again in cultivating
appreciation for your concern in the new manager,
much can be accomplished by documentation of past
work and future plans. With this in a formalized
document two things are accomplished (1) a depository for all information concerning the resource or
a particular cave within that resource is established, and (2) the document spans the tenure of individuals both in the agency and in the cave group.

This is normally gathered by an inventory system.
As a very general rule, public land management
agencies do not have these inventories on caves.
Cave groups on the other hand have much information
on this resource. More and more these groups have
been bringing their hobby out into the light to the
agencies. This brings us to the present day twofolq situation: (1) Agencies being made aware of a
resource and the need to protect/manage that resource, and (2) Concerned cave groups with a base
level knowledge or desire to gather that knowledge
about that resource.

What it boils down to is that the written word is
the continuity between prople and time. Without
good base info!IDStibn an effective management scheme
cannot be develop~d, and without continued input and
updating of infprmation the management scheme becomes static. This is not true of the resource and
should not be true of its management.

*Assistant Lands and Minerals Officer, Klamath
National Forest, 1215 S. Main Street, Yreka, CA
96097
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THE MANAGEMENT OF WINDELER
CAVE
*Bob Ehr

Windeler Cave, located in Tuolomne County, is situated in the Stanislaus National Forest. This cave
was opened by a mining operation, blasted shut and
then reexcavated twenty years later by the Diablo
Grotto. Since its reopening it has been managed
by this organization and is now administered under
a special use permit (SUP).

to the claim site. Grotto members monitored the
property every two or three weeks. A multiphase
gate of novel design was placed on the cave. The
design of the gate does not allow significant air
flow, much less the passage of cavernicoles. This
barrier, however, is consistent with the cave's
history because it did not have an entrance.

History. Prior to 1946 when it was intersected by
mining operations, Windeler Cave did not have a
natural entrance. The cave Was discovered by Charlie W:iiJ.deler who allowed the now defunct Stanford
Grotto to explore the cave in 1950. In 1952 tIie
cave was blasted shut and remained so until it was
reopened by the Diablo Grotto in 1972. Windeler
was securely gated in 1973 and has been managed by
the Diablo Grotto since that time. Windeler Cave
is nearly 3000 feet in length and according to a
1978 tally, it is the tenth longest cave in California. The cave is considered unique to the
Mother Lode because of its' many speleothems and
pristine condition. It has potential for both biological and geological investigation. wqen reopened in 1972 it had been open to light traffic for
only six years of its entire history.

We realized that while a min.ing claim was a satisfactory short term solution to protecting the cave,
it did present several problems:
1)

2) We were unable to control pedestrian access.
3) Because the use of a mining claim for this
purpose was not the intent of the law, the
possibility existed for the legality of
the claim to be successfully challenged.
4)

Management Plans Evolve. In order to formulate
specific management plans for a cave, it is necessary to identify the cave's significance or special values. In the case of Windeler, the cave contains fragile and aesthetic features (speleothems,
absence of use and absence of abuse) and has potential for biological and geological studies. Because of these special values, various members of
the Diablo Grotto committed themselves to an intensive management policy. An advisory committee was
formed and the following manage~ent objectives
were agreed upon:
1)
2)

Make it available for research projects.
Explore and document the cave through
grotto projects.

The claim attracted attention in the CaliIn at least a~
cumstantial way, break-in attempts could
be correlated with advertising stints for
this claim over which we had little control.
~ Mining Journal.

These pitfalls were realized in 1973 and an application was filed for a Special Use Permit (SUP). The
SUP was not granted until 1979.
The SUP which we requested would give us significant power to protect the cave. Among the requested provisions were an exclusion of the protected
area from the 1872 Mining Law and discretionary powers to restrict the access of those causing probable harm to this resource. As we understood the
situation, the USFS moved slowly on our SUP because a number of important considerations had to
be addressed before a SUP containing these provisions could be granted to a private group. These
concerns included:

Protect and preserve the cave in its
present condition.

3)

We were required to show proof of labor.
There I s a limit to how much dirt we could
dig out and plain old cave dirt is of
questionable value.

1)

Is the SUP in the resource's best interest ?

2)

Is the SUP in the Forest Service's best
interest ?

3)

Is the Diablo Grotto capable and serious
about this undertaking ?

4)

Is the value of the resource documented
and significant and does it warrant the
issuance of a SUP ?

5)

Is the SUP for the exclusive gain or
access of the Diablo Grotto ?

In order to protect and preserve the cave it was

necessary to gain legal control of the entrance and
to gate it. Because Windeler is on National Forest
property, meeting our objectives presented some
complications.
We filed a mining claim on the property. This
claim allowed the claimants to gate the entrance
to the mine (cave) and to restrict vehicular access
*Klamath Mountains Conservation Task Force,
National Speleological Society, 1226 Alamo Way,
Pittsbu~g, CA
94565
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*

From 1974 to 1978 we grew more anxious about the
status of 'the mining claim and its legality. ,-

*

In October of 1978 a key event occurred.

Two men
broke into Windeler Cave. These men were subsequently apprehended in the cave and charged under
the 1977 California Cave Protection Law. The defendents employed a lawyer and after seven months
which involved hearings, change of venue and plea
bargaining, they pled guilty to "forcing open a
cave gate." Other charges were dropped during
plea bargaining. During the restitution hearing,
the defendents were ordered to pay nearly $1,000
for damages to the gate. This case was not only
quite significant'in the protection of Windeler
Cave, it was also the first time the Cave Protection Law had been used. The prosecuting attorney
noted that law's broad wording concerning violation
of,the gate made it easier to obtain a conviction.

In sununary, Windeler Cave is significant from the

standpoint of management using legal means for
several reasons:

*

It is managed by a chapter of the National
Speleological Society under a SUP.

*

A forced entry of the cave marked the
first (and successful) use of the cave
protection law.

The message of this paper to cavers is that: "Yes,
we can manage caves on public lands." But the
energy, commitment, reliability and endurance needed is great. Be prepared for a good deal of frustration and, if a gate is involved, considerable
expenses. (The protection of Windeler Cave has
cost over $2,500).

The break-in seems to have helped the USFS realize
that Windeler did in fact need sounder legal protectio~. We appreciate the concerns the USFS has
attendant to granting of a SUP to a private group.
The Diablo Grotto is very appreciative' of Daryl
McCullough, Resource Officer at the Miwok Ranger
Station, for his continuing support and of the
USFS for granting the SUP.

To the agency people I say: "Be openminded and
flexible. Serious cavers have some understanding
of these unusual resources and some groups can make
the commitment to be reliable cave managers. We
realize that cave management is .but a fraction of
your total responsibility. Let us cooperate with
you and help you when and where we can. Many cavers
would prefer that agencies, not cavers, manage caves.
And, the fact remains that when the USFS has the
manpower and commitment to manage Windeler Cave as
it is currently being managed, a core of ulcerated,
prematurely balding and thankful cavers will be
eager to turn it over to you."

Under the permit, the Diablo Grotto has the authority to:

*
*
*
*
*

,restrict the access of those who interfere
with or likely to harm the cave
35 additional conditions are part of the
agreement which is arranged on a five-year
renewable basis

protect and explore Windeler Cave
maintain and improve the cave gate
maintain and improve the road gate
maintain the trail to the cave
post signs indicating that this is a
special use area
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PROTECTINe,,',;:DI:AMOND, CRATERS **
. ..
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.,

, *Ellen M. Benedict

shatter:illg it to polder and leaving permanent scars
:in addition to those caused by the direct removal
of the ,th:in 1-4- :inch slabs. This bas resulted ,in
, ugly scars,; < this case is now :in the courts. "In
the meantime, studies are unde1'1llly to' gather data
for the reports required to get ,the area, set aside
(see"The Use of VOllmteersat Diamond Craters"
, elsellhere :in these Proceed:ings). ,The most recent
development is the recamnendation, Nov~ 21, '1979,
by the Natura1 Area PreserV'es Adviso17 Camnittee
,of the Oregon State Land Board that "'the entire
,,6,656 acre tract" of Diamond Craters "be protected
, ~omvanda1i.sm and exploitation through stringent
,enforcement of ex1St:ing regulations" .and the
"iamed1ate desi.gnlltion as a Outstanding Natural

The Burns District of BIH has been attemptjDg to
protect IHamond Craters, ,a six-mil.e diameter shield
valcanoof unusual' geological diversity, by two
means: . the legal pro'secution of rock thiefs and
by :des:18natingit, as a special area. " S:ince the
la~e iSQO' s the Crat,ers has been 'a sOlirce of pahoehOe lave' for tise:in 'thecoilstruction of buildings,
sidewa]Jar and bridge abutments and of c;inder for
i'Oadconstrli.cticm.' ,once the 'unusUal significance
.9f thiS ,area was realized, mx withdrew the area
from Ddner8J. ent17 and 'set ab01it:to prepare the
doC\ilrients ,necessal'y' to set it asidE! as a Research
NatUral Area or a Outstanding Natuni.l Area. In the
,'meantime. ·1RX ~s prosecut,ed seven cases s:ince 1971
f'or i:li8gal'v.ithdrawal of stone from ' the Craters.
'The most recent ,treSpass :involved the use of heaVY'
eqm.pme~ llhich criss-erossed the pahoehoe surface,

Area."

*Department of Biology, Portland state University,
Portland, OR 97207
**Delivered by Chris Vosler, Burns District,
Bureau of Land Management, Burns, OR 97720
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*Ted Davis

Oregon Caves'Nat{onai Monument, being a 'small 'Park,
has ':(.imited staff,,- funds; and time to de'vote to
many necessary 'caye proJecti. 'Also, expertise of a
scientific ml.tu.re for 'mariy"eXp'loratory and sc:i:enti'fic :project's is: 'not' available at"the Park lev'el.
...

'

.'

'..

.:

2.

..

, S~veral projecti,have been acc~mp~ished throUgh the
"1,1seof vOlun'teer)ie~p,: ,':" '::, ,,', ,:' ": "
, ...

A second project presently underway is a
climatological and meteorological study of
the cave, conducted as the Oregon Caves
Research Project of the NSS. This project
is directed by Steve Knutson, with the
fief-d work being directed by Mike Sims.

3. A seasonal railger, Denise Heald, stayed on

at the Park 'after the expiration of her appointment in a volunteer capacity, and did
an excellent job of documenting historical
ev:ents, accounts, and documents. Many
hours were'~pent interviewing local residents" checking microfilm at libraries, and
going through old newspapers. All refer, ence material liaS filed and cross referenced.

1." The'mos~ ambitious' project cond~cted at
," "Oregon Caves by voluhteer help Was a com"plete' 'survey and; e~loratiop," ~f the cave.
, This'was conducted as' a Research Project
'of'the NSS'-by the' Oregon Grotto.' The proJect-'was' headed by Steve Kriutson'. As ,well
as the obvious data gathered, two'maps
were published. The first map was a map
of the commercial tour route that is used
as a sale item for the Crater Lake Natural
History Association. The second map is a
detailed map of the complete cave complex.

Through the use of talented and dedicated volunteers,
Oregon Caves has gained a tremendous wealth of knowledge that will benefit the area for many years to
come.

*Park Technician, National Park Service,
701 Kirkham Rd., Cave Junction, OR 97523
",
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THE

USE

AGENCIES

OF VOLUNTEERS BY PARK
IN

BRITISH

COLUMBIA

*Phil Whitfield

Case 1:

Horne Lake Caves
Vancouver Island

Provi-~cial

Park,

This park contains one gated cave managed as a nature conservancy and not open to the public, a second gated cave open to recognized cavers or to caver-guided public visits, two ungated, heavily vandalized caves, and several smaller caves and grikes.
Since 1970. the Vancouver Island Cave Exploration
Group has voluntarily supplied interested public
groups including school classes, scouting organizations and naturalist societies with equipment
and guides on an appointment basis to facilitate
cave tours. The Provincial Parks Division has supplied the club With a key to the restricted access
cave, but otherwise offers no incentives or assistance. Volunteers are provided on the understanding
that guided groups will cover the guides' travel
costs to and from the caves. This is a relatively
small scale program, accommodating perhaps 100 persons per year, and is cont:i..~ued entirely on the
initiative of the caving club.
Case 2:

sion staff were highly supportive, promoting the
program with press releases, offering Visitor Centre facilities for associated slide show presentations, ahndling the telephone booking system for
the guided cave tours, providing staff to assist
with the tours, and tabulating the results of the
program. A slide show followed by a tour was held
on two separate weekends. The slide shows received
the greatest attendance of any event held at the
Park District Visitor Centre furing the summer
(over 130 each) and the tours, which accommodated
50-60 visitors per day, were doubly oversubscribed.
The program may have encouraged the Parks Division
to use its own staff for cave tours in future years
instead of on more conventional interpretation
functions.
Case 3:

Nakimu Caves, Glacier National Park,
near Revelstoke

Since 1976, the author, as a member of the N~S and
VICEG, had voluntarily assisted Parks Canada' staff
by offering instruction in caving techniques and,
less successfully by offering management advice.
Recent developments have led to the creation oia
formal Park Volunteer program by Parks Canada,
similar to programs in the USNPS and USFS. A formal Voluntary Services agreement was developed,
from which the volunteer can receive many forms of
support and assistance, short of actual wages. The
scope of this program is broad enough to cover almost any activities. In addition to on-the-job
benefits, volunteers are entitled to receive a gold
pin after a certain term of service.

Cody Cave Provincial Park,
Kootenay Lake Area

During the summer of 1979, at the author's suggestion, he, as.a Vancouver Island Cave Exploration
Group volunteer and several friends from VICEG and
the Cascade Grotto (Eastern Washington Unit) put
. on an interpretive program .centered around Cody
Cave, an 800 m. limestone cave in a fairly remote
location near Nelson. Local Provincial Parks Divi-

~Regional

Planner, British Columbia Parks and Outd90r Recreation Division, Ministry of Lands, Parks
and Housing. 521 West Innes st., Nelson, B. C.
Canada VlL 3J2
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LAKE

SHASTA' CAVERNS

PROJECT

Lynne Sims*

viously inaccessible to the public. This will
provide benefits both in opening a new area of the
cave to the tour, and also in eliminating a "doubling back" situation where tours often must pass
each other.

While attending the 1976 National Cave Management
Symposium at Mountain View, Arkansas, the directors
of the Klamath Mountains Conservation Task Force
(KMCTF) met the Anderson family, owner/managers
of Lake Shasta Caverns near Redding, California.
We discussed the work of the KMCTF in the Marble
Mountains Wilderness and in Oregon Caves, and
since Lake Shasta Caverns is located within the
Klamath Mountains physiographic province we discussed the idea that similar studies might be
conducted in Lake Shasta Caverns.

A meteorological study is being conducted in the
cave. Temperature and humidity readings are taken
throughout the cave to help determine the impact
of the outside weather on the cave. Recording
instruments have been used to monitor the temperature variations over long time periods.

T]1e first project, begun in December 1976, was for
the KMCTF to survey and map the commercial tour
route through Lake Shasta Caverns. The resulting
map was printed and is sold as a souvenir in the
Caverns gift shop.

While the KMCTF has not been directly involved
with biological collection in Lake Shasta Caverns,
we referred a competent cave biologist to the
Anders,ons and a biological survey of the cave was
made.

Exploration and mapping of the cave has continued
and is almost completed. A side benefit to the
managers of the Caverns is that the data from the
survey is being used to tunnel for a new tour
route in the cave, connecting through a room pr~-

The most important use of our services in Lake
Shasta, as well as other cave areas, has been answering questions, imparting what knowledge of- caves
we have, and giving freely of our time and interest.

*Director, Klamath ~1ountains Conservation Task
Force, 505 Roosevelt St., Oregon City, OR 97045
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APE CAVE VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

**

*Ellen M. Benedict, Ph.D.

The Ape Cave Program, now in its sixth year, is one
of the major ways in which the Gifford Pinchot
National Forest in southwestern Washington is coping with problems of vandalism and littering at
Ape Cave. Each summer between Memorial Weekend and
Labor Day Weekend, two caver volunteers from the
Oregon Grotto of the National Speleological Society
spend Saturday and Sunday between 10:00 am and 4:00
pm at the entrance of Ape Cave. They register visitors, answer questions, hand out brochures (~
~ and Bats Need Friends) and litter bags, and
offer suggestions about safety, equipment, clothing
and conservation. Their effort has decreased vandalism and littering both within the cave and on
the surface. It has also taken pressure off other
sensitive caves of the St. Eelens Lava Flow where
Ape Cave is located. For more information about
the history of the cave and the volunteer program

*Department of Biology, Portland State University,
Portland, OR 97207
**Delivered by Jim Nieland, St. Helens Ranger
District, box 9, St. Helens R.S., Cougar WA 98616
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see the article about it in the Proceedings Qf
1979 National Cave Management Symposium.

~

The question is always asked about how easy is it
to get volunteers? Not only are the cavers convinced of the value of this service but early on
the Forest Service was able to get funds to pay
milage for the volunteers round trip from Woodland,
Washington, to Ape Cave (see the "Agreement for
Individual Volunteer Services"). This amount of
money, though small,' is adequate to pay for gasoline used to travel round trip to the cave from
the caver's home. other agencies are urged to
adopt a similar plan to encourage volunteer help
with special projects. Each volunteer is also
recognized with a pin, patch and a letter of thanks
from the Forest Service. This program has been
highly successful.

AGREEMENT FOR nmlVIDUAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES
(Act of May 18, 1972, P. L. 92.300)
NAME (Print - La#"

ADDREss

lir.t. middlo jnitf_l)

(Street, city, Stel., Zip Code)

1. Description of work to be performed:

As a Forest Service Volunteer you will give visitors information at the Ape Cave
Geological Site on the St. Helens Ranger District, Gifford Pinchot National Forest.
You will explain the geology and give information to visitors, hand out brochures,
and will assist with the Pack-it-Out litter program. Registers to be filled out by
visitors will be provided by the Forest Service.

You will be on the site from 10:00 A.M. until 4:00 P.M. on Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays between May 26 and September 3, 1979 as coordinated through the Ape Cave
Volunteer Committee of the Oregon Grotto of the National Speleological Society.

* 2.

All of the above-described work will be noncompensable. Except as otherwise provided. I understand this service will not confer
on me the Status of a federal employee.

3. I understand that either the Forest Service or I may cancel thi s agreement at any time by notifying the ather party.
I hereby volunteer my services as described above to assist the Forest Service in its authorized work.

SIGNATCRE OF VOLUNTEER

DATE

SiGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIA:>. IF UNDER 18 VEARSOF AGE

DATE

ACCEPTANCE FOR THE FOREST SERVICE
The Forest Service agrees while this arrangement is in effect to:
1. Finance your necessary incidental expens~s, to the extent funds ore o"oiloble.

2. Consider you as a federal employee for the purpose of tort claims and compensation for w9rk injuries.
3. Authorize you to operate federal motor vehicles when necelsory; provided you qualify for and are issued aU. S. Government
Operator's Identifi cation Card.
SIGNATURE

TITL.E

District Ranger

I

UNIT

01

DATE

TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT
Agreement Terminated on
MO~TH.

DAY.V:;AR

SIG."lATURE OF FOREST SERVICE. OFFICER

The above named volunteer actually worked at the site on the following dates:
REMARKS:

*2.

The Forest Service agrees to compensate you for the expence of driving between
Woodland, Washington and Ape Cave at the rate of S.17 ~er, 80 mile round trip.
16CO.7 (7/73)
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CAVE' JAANAGEMENT ·PROGESSI G
SUMMATION OF THE FAR WliST REGIONAL CAVE MANAGEMENT SIMPOSIUM

*Rochelle Devereaux

Cave management, like all management, while old jn practice, is new· in study. For the past five
years, National Cave Management Symposia have been held to promote better understand1Ilg of the
role of the caver, the cave and the cave manager. It is an on~ojng, dynamic process 1Ihich bas
been continued in the week of discussions here in Redding.
Communication is the most important single aspect of any management program. Aa lcmg as free
and open dialogue can be me.intair.ed, we will all be better able to understand the what, lIby' and
how of cave manag.ement.
A by-product of this sympOsium is the exchange of information between cavers and cave managers,
persons new to the concept 'of cave lII81".agement and those mo have been :involve4. tor years. This
blend of both formal and informal ~change of ideas is llbat makes these sessions worthwhile.
The conSensus during the critique session indicated that by and large, l!Iost people mo attended
gained from the experience. By learning What others are doing to protect their caves, and also,
meeting people who could assist in future problem solving, the goals of the s,mpaaium were met.
There will be another Far West Cave Management Symposium held next year at a time 1Ihich v.ill not
conflict with the National Cave Management Symposium in Kentuc:kjr. Lynne Sims and Ellen Benedict
have volunteered to put it together.

President NSS Cave Management Section,
Mohawk River Rd., Marcola, OR 97454

40548
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PARTICI?ANTS
'1m A~derson (National Caveowners
Association, cave manager)
'.0. Box 801
"Brie!'!, CA 96070
h. (916) 238-2341
had Bacon (BLM, manager Burns,
Oregon District)
4 So. Alvord
urns, OR 97720
h. (503) 573-2071
ames Barnhart (USFS, recreation
technician)
ox 622
at Creek, CA 96040
h. (916) 335-3264
ale Beach (NSS)
88 Oak Court'

enlo Park,'CA '94025'
ay Beach (NSS)
88 Oak Court

enlo Park,

CA

'94025

ar~1

Belles (USPS, recreation
technician)
.S .F.S.Drawerl
cCloud, -CA'" 96057
h. (916) 964-2184
en Benedict (NSS)
106 SE Carlton
ortland t OR 97206
h. (503) 77L-1233
Uen Benedict (cav3 biologist)
ept. of Biology
ortland State Univsrsi~y
ortland\ OR 97207
h. (503) 774·-1233
3.ren Bischoff (CaY.3 £/lanag3ment

Services, cave consultant)
5 Larch Place
old River, B.C. Canada VO? 1GO
h. (604) 283-2691
ave Bosch (USPS, resource officer
Sco~t River District)
t. 1, Box 914 # 17
reka, CA 96097
h. (916) 468-5351 work
842-3338 home
teve Brook s (USPS. Geologist)
845 Maywood Drive So.
resno, CA 93703
h. (209) 237-3224
sorge Bro,m (3U~, geologist)
4 So. Alvord
urns, OR 97720
h. (503) 573-2871
evir: Cla!'ke (=,l.:',! FolSOJl Dis:'rict,

outdoor recreation planner)
J460 Rockingham D~'i·.-e
;~cho Ccr~cva,

~.

C~

(916) 363-12L5

95670

Ted Davis (NPS, park technician)
701 Kirkham Road
Cave Junction, OR 97523
Ph. (503) 592-3251
John De Boer (NSS, KMCTF)
3205 Valley Vista Road
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
Ph. (415) 935-2423
Dave Des Marais (CRF)
1015 Woodland Ave.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Ph. (415) 322-0778
Rochelle Devereaux (Chair. NSS Cave
Management Section)
40548 Mohawk River Road
Marcola, OR 97454
Ph. (503) 933-2408 home
485-3111 work
'Bob Ehr:(NSS, KMCTF, phot.ograpny,cave survey, speleo, ;'publications)
"','
1226 Alaino Way
PittSbU"r~, CA, 945,65
. P)1. (415) 45e-1163
PauJ::Engstrorri(USFS, public information s'decialist)
211 NE R3ver:; . .
Bend, OR 97701
John Fairchild (National C2.Y3o~ners AS30CiaticTI 1 caV9 wanag8r)
Moaning Cave
Box 76
VallicEo CA 95241
Ph. (209) 73f:. -2706
Steve Fairchild (i\J':3.ti':nal Caveolvners Associa'tior., CO:'p, P::,es.)
Hcani.'1g Cave
Box 78
Valiicitc CA 95241
Ph. (209) 73 6-2706
Cynthia Fiack (NSS)
Rt. 1, Box 302
Glem, CA 95943
Ph. (916) 934-3277
Jim Fiack (NSS)
Rt. 1, Box 302

Glem, CA 95943
Ph. (916) 934-3277
Patricia Fink (TVA Office of Natural
ResoUrce~, geologist, cave-related
envircnmcntal assessment for TVA
Regional H~r~cage Progra~)
Box 664
Norris, TN 37828
Ph. (615) 494-7173 ex 381 ;;I)::'!{
947-'J570 heme
Steys Fitch (USPS, District Ranger)
4510 Old 44
Reddi.'1g, GA 96001
Ph. (916) 275-1587 ~crx
221-4116 home
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Tom Gallagher (Landscape
architect)
Peter Thompson and Assoc.
2000 Cal Young Road
Eugene, OR 97401
Ph. (503) 484-0739
Ron (Pat) Garrahan (USFS,
recreation technician)
P.O. Box 19
Happy Camp, CA 96039
Ph. (916) 493-5261
Sid Grove (USFS, Distrct engineer)
Star Rt. # 3, Box 175
Weed, CA 96094
Ph. (916) 398-4391
Russ Harter (So. Cal Grotto, NSS,
g'8ologist) ,
'
,706 Venice Blvd., Apt. # 1
Venice, CA 90291,
. 'Ph; (213) 822-3955
Tom Hesseldenz (Nature Conservar.cy,
manager McCloud River Preserve)
P.O. Box 409
McCloud, CA 96057
Jodj' Hewston (NPS, interpretive
r..1 .turalist)
Lehrr~n Caves National Monument
Bakel', NV 89311
Ph. (702) 234-7331 work
234-7256 message

BU~3

Hummel

(BL~,

cQordir~tor,

Wilden,ess
outdoor recreation

plamer)
100 So. Kansas

Roswell, ~~l 88201
Ph, (505) 622-7670 \;ork
623-4170 home
Afan Jones (outdoor recreation
technician)
Recreation Branch
355 Burrard Street
Vancouver, B.C. Canada v6c 2H1
Ph. (604) 668-2560
steve Knutson (NSS, Director KMCTF)
505 Roosevelt Street
Oregon City, OR 97045
Ph. (503) 655-6609
Larry Larson (USFS, Land officer)
1215 So. Main
Yreka, CA 96097
Ph. (916) 842-2741
Bill Liebman (Chairman Western
Region 1 NSS, geologist)
P.O. Box 645
Alhambra, CA 91802
Paul Lukshin (NSS)
P.O. Box 4137
Modesto, CA 95352

Dave McClurg (San Francisco Bay
Chapter{ NSS, safety and trailrlng
officer)
2318 Jane Lane
Mountain View, CA 94040
Ph. (415) 968-2353
Janet McClurg (NSS)
2318 Jane Land
Mountain View, CA 94040
Ph. (415) 968-2353
Joe Molter (BLM, YCC Project manager)
2871 No. Bonneyview Road
Redding, CA 96001
Ph. (916) 243-8924
Tom Neenan (USFS, Lands officer.)
441 No. Main
Alturas, CA 96101
Jim Nieland (USFS, recreation
'technician, NSS 7455)
Box 9, St. Helens Ranger Station
Cougar, WA 98616
Ph. (206) 238-5244
John Palmer (NPS, Chief Park
interpreter)
43933 Skyline Drive
Three Rivers, CA 93271
Ph. (209) 565-3341
Jeff Perkins (NSS)
P.O. Box 850
Columbia CA 95310
Ph. (209~ 532-9539
Richard Pfilf (USFS{ Shasta-Trinity
Forest Supervisor)
2400 Washington Ave.
Redding, CA 96001
Ph. (916) 246-5222
Brian Power (USFS, Assist. Lands
officer)
RR 1, Box 563 D
Montague { CA 96064
Ph. (916) 842-2741
Jim Rock (USFS, archaeologist)
1215 So Main
Yreka, CA 96097
Ph. (916) 842-2741
Bruce Rogers (CRF, geologist)
889 Colorado Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Ph. (415) 323-8111 ex 2958 work
858- 0535
home '
Ron Rothschadl (ELM, outdoor
recreation planner)'
3040 Biddle Road
Medford, OR 97501
Ph. (503) 776-4220

Jim Shiro (USFS, dispersed
recreation specialist)
630 5ansome Street
San Francisco, CA' 94111
Ph. (415) 556-6983
Lynne Sims (NSS, Director KMCTF)
505 Roosevelt Street
Oregon City, OR 97045
Ph. (503) 655-6609
Mike Sims (NSS, Director KMCTF)
505 Rooseveli! Street
Oregon City, OR ' 97045
Ph. (503) 655-6600
Rob Stitt ( Director NSS, Past
Exec. VP{ Past conservation
Chairman)

1417 CJt,h Ave. W.
Seattle, WA 98119
Ph. (206) 283- CAVE
Ralph Squire (NSS. Director
Calaveras Speleological Survey,
Ch8.irma.n New Melones CTF}
P.O. Box 850
Columbia{ CA 95310
Ph. (209) 532-9539
Steve Uhles (ELM, wilderness
_ specialist )
2144 Deerfield
Redding, GA 96001
Ph. (916) 246-5325 work
246-4197 home
Erik von Vorkampff (B.C. Speleo, logical Federation)
.81 Dogwood, Apt. 4
Campbell River, B.C. Canada
Ph. (604) 2S6~473
Chris Vosler (mM)
P.O. Box 682
Hines, OR' 97738
Ph. (503) 573-2071
Phil Whitfield ( Ministry of Lands,
Parks and Housing, regional
planner B.C. Parks and Outdoor
Recreation Division)
521 West Innes Street
Nelson, B.C. Canada VlL 3J2
Ph. (604) 352-2211 L. 326
352-9936
Beth Wolff (NSS)
P.O. Box 865
McCloud, CA 96057
Ph. (916) 964-3123
Ed Wood (NPS, Chief, interpretation
and resource management)
Lehman Caves National Monument
Baker, NV 89311
Ph. (702..) 234-7331

Bob Schiowitz (USFS, District
archaeologist)
P.O. Box 652
Etna, CA 96027
Ph. (916) 467-5704
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